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SUPREME COURT NO.
39084-2011
IN THE

~ SUPREME
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COURT

OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO
COpy
ADA COUNTY DOCKET NO. 2010-23751

HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his capacity as Attorney General OfIdaho,
ex reI STATE ENDOWMENT LAND J3ENEFICIARIES

PLAINTIFF and APPELLANT
VS.
STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE BACON, in his
official capacity as Director of the Idaho Department of Lands

DEFENDANT and RESPONDENT
&
GLADYS BABCOCK, et. AI., Defendants-In-Intervention-Respondents

&
PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Defendant Intervenor-Respondents

AND

I

V ALLEY COUNTY DOCKET NO. 2010-436

GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the Babcock TRUST, et. AI.,

PLAINTIFFS,

v.
STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE BACON, in his official
capacity as Director of the Idaho Department of Lands,
DEFENDANTS.

Appealedfrom the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of
Idaho, in andfor Valley County.
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Consolidated Defendant Intervenor, PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION, INC., by and through their undersigned counsel of record, hereby submit
this Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated Plaintiff HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN,
ex rei STATE ENDOWMENT LAND BENEFICIARIES' Motion for Summary Judgment.

I. INTRODUCTION
THE PRIEST LAKE COTTAGE LEASES

The Priest Lake State Lessees Association (PLSLA) is an Idaho corporation
whose members comprise lessees of Idaho State Endowment Lands, commonly known
as cottage sites, at Priest Lake, Idaho. The PLSLA serves to represent those lessees in
coordinating with the Idaho State Department of Lands and the Idaho Board of Land
Commissioners on a variety of issues relevant to the lease of cottage sites. For
decades, PLSLA has been the primary spokesman for lessees in the negotiation of
lease terms and lease rates with the Board of Land Commissioners. Membership in
PLSLA currently exceeds 300 of the 354 cottage sites at Priest Lake.
The history of cottage site leases at Priest Lake is long, involved and it is much of
history and practice of the leases that gives rise to the intractable problem that exists

today. Nearly a century ago, leases were first offered to encourage residents to occupy
state lands at Priest Lake. While various reasons for the offering of leases are
contemplated, it is most prevalently believed that populating the area would particularly
aid the state in fire control, commercial development, and help to grow the labor pool.
The first rudimentary leases were for as little as ten dollars ($10) per year and for many
decades exceeded no more than fifty dollars ($50). In many respects the cottage site
leases at Priest Lake were treated as non-vesting homesteads wi1h the same purposes

and

intentions.
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Many of the PLSA members today are third and even fourth generation families
who inherited or purchased their current cottage site leasehold and improvements from
their parents and grandparents. Lessees represent a broad range of demographic.
economic and sociological diversi1y. having amongst its members school teachers,
public servants, small businessmen, executives, and at least one former United States
congressman. The Priest Lake community is small and very close knit.
Over the years, in reliance upon the State's goodwill (whether justified or
unjustified), the lessees have constructed significant improvements on the leaseholds
with the permission of the State. These improvements consist of anything from small
cabins to large and very expensive homes. The significance of having made these
improvements is that it makes it difficult in the ordinary course of business for a lessee
to simply surrender the leased premises and abandon the lease even as the rents
dramatically increased at the discretion of the landlord, the State Board of Land
Commissioners.
Valuing the leasehold interest has and always will be particularly problematic.
Aside from the obvious fact that the Lessees desire to pay less and the Land Board has
a constitutional and fiduciary duty to garner the maximum long term financial return, the
leases are unique and challenging for a variety of reasons: these challenges include
without limitation: (1) the segregated ownership of the land and improvements; (2) the
limited seasonal use of the property; (3) the very limited and seasonal access to the
sites, (3) the terms of the lease which require landlord approval for matters as simple as
removing a tree, construction of improvements, extension of utilities, and even the
selection of the color of the cabin; (4) the lessee's non-exclusive use of the property;
and (5) the lack of any stable commitment as to future rent, except for an expectation
that the Land Board cannot breach its fiduciary duty to the beneficiaries by raiSing rents
or undertaking other actions that would destroy the short term or long term value of the
asset.
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One of the few concessions that has been of any comfort to lessees has been a
"right to renew" the leases which was incorporated in the revised lease following
protracted negotiations in the early 1990's, and the statutory enactment of Idaho Code §
58-310A which gave Legislative procedural direction to the Board.

Ie § 58-310 gives

guidance to the manner of determining rents, and prohibits conflict auctions which
would result in placing the leasehold interest, and the lessees' improvements up for sale
to the highest bidder upon the expiration of each lease term.
The State Board of Land Commissioners has been zealous in its efforts to
increase rents. In the early 19905, again in Y2K and most recently in the past two
years, the Land Board has conducted lengthy hearings and discussion including
representatives of the Lessees, Land Board Staff, and representatives of the trust
beneficiaries including the PTA and Idaho Education Association to determine and
appropriate rent and lease terms.
Of paramount concern at all meetings of the Board and its subcommittee is the
uniqueness of state cottage site leases and the peculiar problems posed by joint
ownership. The outcome of the most recent rounds of consideration led to a dramatic
increase in rents raising the rent factor from 2.5 percent of fair market value to 4
percent; and a State Board resolution instructing the Department to evaluate and
propose a means of unifying the ownership of the land and the Lessees' improvements

with an eye toward divesting the trust of the cottage sites in a commercially reasonable
manner.
The problem has been further exacerbated by the fact that over the last several
decades, property values have skyrocketed along the waterfront at Priest Lake as
elsewhere in Idaho. For many years the lease rate has been calculated by multiplying
the fair market value of the unimproved site by 2.5%. As the property values rose
dramatically. the lease rates likewise rose. All of these concerns and considerations
have been the subject of lengthy debate, negotiations and discussions.
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In the last few years, during the so called "real estate bubble", the problem
became so serious as to demand a great deal of time and attention of the Idaho Board
of Land Commissioners. Property values soared and based upon indexed rates of
return, lease rates also soared. The Board chose for two years to freeze any rent
increases, recognizing the potential damage to lessees and to the relationship between
the State and the cottage site leaseholders. During that time, a subcommittee chaired
by Secretary of State Ben Ysursa and Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Luna
was convened and representative stakeholders including the PLSLA, the Payette Lake
Cabin Owners Association, the Idaho PTA and many others was convened. After hours
and hours of debate and deliberation and the receipt of various reports and expert
opinions, the Land Board arrived at the decision which has given rise to the current
litigation.
The PLSLA believes that unique character of the Priest Lake cottage site leases
differ dramatically from grazing leases, and that the provisions of

Ie § 58-310A are

constitutionally valid, and entirely consistent with the best interest of the trust and its
beneficiaries. Repeal or judicial rescission of Ie § 58-310A can only serve to devalue
the fund's assets, destabilize the market place, reduce the long term return to the
beneficiaries, and work an unwarranted and unfair hardship on the lessees who have, in
fact been the caretakers and s1ewards of the State's Priest Lake waterfront for a
century.

I.
THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF IDAHO CODE § 58-310 A
The Attorney General's Complaint relies exclusively upon the decisions of the
Idaho Supreme Court in a trilogy of opinions commonly referred to as the Idaho Water
Sheds Project Trilogy; and more specifically cited as Idaho Watersheds Project v. State

ad. Of Land Com'rs,

128 Idaho 761, 918 P.2d 1206 (1996); Idaho Watersheds Project

v. State Bd. Of Land Com'rs, 133 Idaho 55,982 P.2d 358 (1999); and Idaho
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Watersheds Project v. State ad. Of Land Com'rs, 133 Idaho 68,982 P.2d 371 (1999).
These prior decisions relate exclusively to the constitutionality of the provisions of Idaho
Code § 58-3109 and are based upon facts arising from the lease of grazing lands.
Parenthetically, it is interesting to observe that the Attorney General's Office in those
cases vigorously defended the constitutionality of IC § 58-3106, a legal position
diametrically opposed to that presently undertaken in this matter. The grazing cases
reviewed by the Idaho court are clearly distinguishable upon the facts and the nature of
the property interests offered. The position of the PLSA is that the cottage site leases
are for a very narrow and special purpose, and that the Legislature has a well grounded
basis in Idaho law for the enactment of the statute prohibiting conflict auctions and
providing guidance on the appropriate means of rent determination. This Court should
not presume, as does the Attomey General, that these cases prejudge or dispose of the
issue at hand. The cottage site lessees are entitled to present facts and expert
testimony that justify the acts of the Legislature in adopting Ie § 58-310A, the
constitutionality of the provisions and the laudatory conduct of the Land Board in abiding
thereby for more than twenty years.

II.
APPLICABLE LAW
For the convenience of the Court, the following statutory and constitutional
references are restated:
Article 9, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution
"It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide for
the location, protection, sale or rental of all the lands heretofore, or which
may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the
general government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law,
and in such manner as will secure the maximum long term financiai return
to the institution to which granted or to the state if not specifically granted;
provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less than the appraised
price. No law shall ever be passed by the legislature granting any
privileges to persons who may have settled upon any such publiC lands,
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subsequent to the survey thereof by the general government, by which the
amount to be derived by the sale, or other disposition of such lands, shall
be diminished, directly or indirectly. The legislature shall, at the earliest
practicable period, provide by law that the general grants of land made by
congress to the state shall be judiciously located and carefully preserved
and held in trust, subject to disposal at public auction for the use and
benefit of the respective object for which said grants of land were made,
and the legislature shall provide for the sale of said lands from time to time
and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the faithful application
of the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants;
provided, that not to exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be
sold in anyone year, and to be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed three
hundred and twenty acres of land to anyone individual, company or
corporation. The legislature shall have power to authorize the state board
of land commissioners to exchange granted or acquired lands of the state
on an equal value basis for other lands under agreement with the United
States, local units of government, corporations, companies, individuals, or
combinations thereof'.
Idaho Code § 58-101. "STATE LAND BOARD - CONSTITUTION - DEPARTMENT OF
LANDS CREATED
"The governor, secretary of state, attorney general, state controller
and superintendent of public instruction being constituted a state board of
land commissioners by section 7 of article 9, of the Constitution of the
state, as such board, have the direction, control and disposition of the
public lands of the state. The board shall exercise the said constitutional
functions through the instrumentality of a department of lands which is
hereby created."
Idaho Code 58-310. "TWO OR MORE APPLICANTS FOR SAME LAND - AUCTION
OF LEASE
"Except as otherwise authorized in sections 58-31 OA and 58-3108,
Idaho Code:
"(1) When two (2) or more persons apply to lease the same land,
the director of the department of lands, or his agent, shall, at a stated time,
and at such place as he may designate, auction off and lease the land to
the applicant who will pay the highest premium bid therefor, the annual
rental to be established by the state board of land commissioners.
"(2) The director shall give notice by letter at least fourteen (14)
days prior to the date of such auction, which notice shall be sent in the
course of regular mail, to each of the applicants, notifying them of the time
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and place such auction is to be held. The notice shall be sent to the name
and address exactly as it is given in the application.
"(3) If any applicants fail to appear in person or by proxy at the time
and place so deSignated in said notice, the director may proceed to
auction and lease any part or all of the lands applied for.
"(4) The state board of land commissioners shall have power to
reject any and all bids made at such auction sales, when in their judgment
there has been fraud or collusion, or for any other reason, which in the
judgment of said state board of land commissioners justified the rejection
of said bids.
"(5) The challenger of the current lease shall be required to provide
payment of one (1) year's rental on the lease payable at the time of
application to lease. If the amount of the annual rental bid be not paid
forthwith by the successful bidder, together with the expense of such sale,
if the state board of land commissioners shall require the same to be paid
as hereinbefore provided, or if for any reason the successful bidder does
not accept the lease on the terms offered, the lease may be immediately
reoffered in the same manner at public auction, without further notice.
"(6) Only those persons who have filed applications in the manner
and at the time provided for by statute or rule shall be permitted to bid at
any such auction for the lease of state lands."

Idaho Code § 58-31QA. "LEGISLATIVE FINDINGS AND PURPOSES - LEASES OF
SINGLE FAMILY. RECREATIONAL COTTAGE SITES AND HOMESITES NOT
SUBJECT TO CONFLICT APPLICATION AND AUCTION PROVISIONS
"(1) The legislature of the state of Idaho finds:
"(a) That from time to time single family, recreational cottage site
and homesite leases have been the target of conflict applications to lease
said premises and property;
"(b) That single family, recreational cottage sites and homesites
have typically been held by the same family, sometimes for as long as fifty
(50) years;
"(c) That conflict applications for a lease require the state board of
land commissioners to hold an auction between the applicants and award
the 'ease to the highest bidder;
"(d) That existing statutes allow the board no discretion in rejecting
applications, and only limited discretion in rejecting bids, notably for
collusion or similar irregularities in the bidding process;
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"(e) That. in the case of single family, recreational cottage site and
homesite leases, the conflict application and auction procedure have
caused considerable constemation and dismay to the existing lessee at
the prospect of losing a long-time lease;

"(f) That, although conflict applications have been filed from time to
time, the board has never held a conflict auction or realized any direct
revenue from such applications;
"(g) That section 8, article IX, of the constitution of the state of
Idaho provides that the board manage state endowment lands in such
manner as will secure the maximum long-term financial return to the
institution to which granted or to the state if not specifically granted;
"(h) That maximum long-term financial returns to the institutions to
whjch granted are best obtained through stable leases at market rent.
"(2) It is hereby declared that leases for single family, recreational cottage
sites and homesites shall not be subject to the conflict application and
auction provisions of sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code. The board
shall reject any and all pending and future conflict applications filed under
sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code, for single family, recreational
cottage site and homesite leases.
"(3) In the absence of the conflict application and auction procedure in the
single family, recreational cotlage site and homesite lease, and lease
renewal process, the board shall insure that each leased lot generates
market rent throughout the duration of the lease."
The following cases have been reviewed and are cited hereafter:
Baxter v. Cranev, 135 Idaho 166.170, 16 P.3d 263, 269 (2000) (citing IRep 56(c))

McCoy v. Lvons, 120 Idaho 765, 769,820 P.2d 360,364 (1991)
Dunnick V. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311 , 882 P .2d 475, 478 (Ct. App. 1994)
Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart. Inc., 134 Idaho 711,712,8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct.App.2000)
Moon v. State Board Qf Examiners, 104 Idaho 640,662 P.2d 221 (1983).
Pike v. State Board of Land Commr's, 19 Idaho 268, 113 P. 447 (1911)
Barber Lumber Co. v. Gifford, 25 Idaho 654, 666, 139 P. 557 (1914)
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Allen v. Smvlie, 92 Idaho 846, 850, 442 P.2d 343 (1969)
Idaho-Iowa Lateral & Reservoir Co. v. Fisher, 27 Idaho 695, 151 P.998 (1915)

III. DISCUSSION

1. Summary Judgment Standard.
"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits and discovery
documents on file with the court, read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party,
demonstrate no material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a
judgment as a matter of law." Baxter v. CraneY, 135 Idaho 166. 170, 16 P.3d 263, 269

(2000) (citing IRep 56(c)). When a party moves for summary judgment, the opposing
party's case must not rest on mere speculation, because a mere scintilla of evidence is
not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. McCov v. Lvons, 120 Idaho 765, 769, 820
P.2d 360, 364 (1991). While the moving party bears the burden of proving the absence
of a genuine issue of material fact, this burden may be met by establishing the absence
of evidence of an element that the nonmoving party will have to prove at trial. Dunnick

V. Elder, 126 Idaho 308,311,882 P.2d 475,478 (Ct. App. 1994). An absence of said
evidence may be proven through either the moving party's own evidence or by a review
of all the nonmoving party's evidence and assertions that such evidence concerning a
material element is lacking. Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart. Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712,8
P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct.App.2000).

2. The Board is the Trustee of State Endowment lands and as such has
considerable discretion in the administration of endowment lands.
The Idaho Board of Land Commissioners was created by Article 9, § 7 of the
Idaho Constitution to act as the trustee of lands granted to Idaho upon its admission to
the Union in 1890. Idaho Admission Bill, 26. Stat. L. 215, ch.656. These lands, known
as "endowment lands", were granted to the state by the federalgovemment to benefit
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certain named beneficiary institutions. such as public schools, and comprise 2.5 million
acres across the state. These land grants and the resulting endowment funds are held
in trust for the beneficiaries. See Moon v. State Board of Examiners, 104 Idaho 640,

662 P.2d 221 (1983).
Article 9, § 8 of the Idaho Constitution grants to the Board of Land
Commissioners the direction, control and disposition of endowment lands. The
Department of Lands is the administrative instrumentality through which the Board of
Land Commissioners exercises this constitutional function as trustee. IC § 58-101
Article 9. § 8 of the Idaho Constitution further defines the Board's constitutional
duty as trustee of state endowment lands. Pursuant to this provision, the Idaho
Legislature has enacted Idaho Code Title 58, Chapter 3 to provide a statutory
framework for the appraisal, lease and sale of state lands.

Ie §§ 58-304 to 58-31 OA

relate to the leasing of state lands. These provisions provide procedural guidelines for
the Board's administration of leases and lease applications.
IC § 58-310, et seq, is the key provision in the instant case. It provides that upon
receipt of two applications to lease the same land, the Department shall hold a conflict
auction.
The actual grant of a lease, however, is a discretionary function of the Board.
Case law establishes that the Board's discretion in these matters is considerable and
the deference of courts to the Board is equally so.
In Pike v. State Board of Land Commr's, 19 Idaho 268, 113 P. 447 (1911), the
Idaho Supreme Court stated:
"The constitution vests the control, management and disposition of state lands in
the state board of land commissioners. (Sec. 8, Art. 9.) They are, as it
were, the trustees or business managers for the state in handling these
lands, and on matters of policy. expediency and the business interest
of the state. they are the sale and exclusive judges so long as they do
not run counter to the provisions of the constitution or statute." Emphasis
Added. Pike, 19 Idaho, at 286
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The Idaho Supreme Court reiterated these principles in Bart:Jer Lumber
Co. v. Gifford, 25 Idaho 654,666,139 P. 557 (1914) where it stated:
"The grant of lands for the various purposes by the federal government to
the state constitutes a trust and the state board of land commissioners is
the instrumentality created to administer that trust, and is bound upon
principles that are elementary to so administer it as to secure the greatest
measure of advantage to the beneficiary of it. To that end and of
necessity the board must have a large discretionary power over the
subject of the trust." Emphasis Added
Thus, the Board has broad discretion in handling the affairs of state endowment
land and is expected to exercise that discretion on a case by case basis for the benefit
of the endowed institutions. The standard of review of Board decisions is, therefore,
necessarily differential. The courts must defer to the Board in matters of judgment
relating to administration of the school endowments.
2. Under Articfe 9, § 8 of the Idaho Constitution, the Land Board is authorized to
exercise its judgment in the administration of state endowment lands.
The Board's action in granting the cottage site leases in accordance with the
provisions of Ie 58-310A is consistent with its constitutional obligations as trustee of
state endowment land.

A.
The Board is charged with the duty of determining what
constitutes "maximum long term financial return" to the endowment.
Article 9, § 8 of the Idaho Constitution requires that the Board provide for the
location, protection, sale or rental of state endowment lands "in such manner as will
secure the maximum long term financial return to the institution to which granted."
Petitioner alleges that the Board failed to achieve this when it granted the cottage site
leases.
The Board's discretion in determining what constitutes the maximum long term
financial return is substantial. As trustee of state endowment lands, the Board is
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charged with exercising the judgment of an ordinary prudent business person. Barber
Lumber Co. v. Gifford, 25 Idaho 654,666, 139 P. 557 (1914).

This Court recognized the discretion of the Board in leasing state lands in Allen v.
Smylie, 92 Idaho 846,850,442 P.2d 343 (1969), when the Court refused to issue a writ

of mandate to compel the issuance of a mineral lease:

1

" ... it is apparent that the State Board of Land Commissioners is
required to use considerable judgment in the granting of mineral leases.
The constitution required the Board to 'secure the maximum possible
amount therefor.' It is with the judgment of the Board whether the leasing
to a particular lessee of particular land at a particular time, tor whatever
rental, would 'secure the maximum possible amount therefor.'"
The Board's discretion to determine what constitutes maximum return to the
endowment was also at issue in Barber Lumber Co. v. Gifford, 25 Idaho 654, 666, 139
P. 557 (1914). In that case the Board rejected a high bid in favor of a lower monetary
bid that the Board determined was, overall, in the best interests of the endowment
beneficiary. The court in Barber held that the Board may consider such factors as the
offered price, the parties' character, reputation and ability to perform, and the added
value to be derived from the transaction.
Similarly, in this case the Board considered a number of factors in making its
decision to offer the cottage site leases: (1) the long term benefits to the endowment as
a result of the long~standing, stable lease relationships; (2) the long term benefits to the
resource as a result of cottage site management (3) the relative amount of monetary
income to the endowment over the term of the lease. (4) Most importantly, the division

1

Smylie is distinguished irom this case in that the Board's discretion in granting minaralleases is more

expansive than in granting cottage site leases due to the "may lease" language found in the mineral
leasing statute, Ie § 47·704. Similar language. however. is found in Ie § 58·304, which governs all state
leases and provideS that the Board "may lease any portion of the land of the state. n The Board's
discretion to lease state land for whatever purpose is unquestionable and is not limited by the nature of
the lease.
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of ownership of the land and improvements. and (5) the limited rights of the Lessees
under the terms of the cottage site leases,

B.
The Board is not required by the constitution to hold a "public
auction" to lease state land, but a "conflict auction" is required by statute in
some cases.
The notion of a conflict auction, which Ie § 58-31 OA prohibits in the case of
cottage site leases, IS not of constitutional origin. The Constitution speaks only of an
"auction".
"The legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period, provide by law that
the general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be
judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to
disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made, ... "
There is nothing particularly unique about that language and an auction process
is commonly used when disposing of state property whether derived through the
endowment process or simply the fair disposition of the public interest.
The conflict auction provision found in

Ie § 58-310 is a creature of legislative

origin. It is procedural in nature and establishes that where two or more applicants
apply for the same lease, the Department shall hold a "conflict auction", The provisions
of Ie § 58-310A are in addition to, not in conflict with the provisions of Article 9, § 8 of
the Idaho Constitution relating to auctions upon disposal. Likewise, the provisions of IC

§ 58-310A, which are the subject matter of the Attorney General's action, are a creature
of legislative origin. The legislature simply chooses not to employ the process it created
in the limited instance of cottage site leases for the reasons enunciated and its factual
recognition of the distinct and unique features of said leases.
The repeal of IC § 58-310A should not be at issue. By adopting Ie §58-310A,
the legislature merely chose to except cottage site leases from its prior direction for
conflict auction under Ie § 58-310. The real issue is whether a cottage site lease is a
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"disposal" requiring an auction under Article 9, § 8. This matter was even addressed by
the Idaho court many times in other cases involving easements, rights of way,
reservoirs and mineral leases and is wholly dependent upon the facts of the particular
transaction. Idaho-Iowa Lateral & Reservoir Co. v. Fisher, 27 Idaho 695, 151 P .998
(1915); Allen v. Smylie, 92 Idaho 846,850,442 P.2d 343 {1969}

D.
Article 9, § 8 of the Idaho Constitution clearly anticipated and
directed the Involvement of the state legislature in establishing and implementing
processes consistent with the constitutional mandate and the Idaho Admissions

Sill.
The language of Article 9, § 8, empowers and mandates the state legislature to
implement the management process for endowment lands. Nowhere does the
constitution or the Idaho Admissions Bill restrict the ability of the legislature to provide
rules, regulations and processes. To the contrary, the legislature is so empowered.

The actions of the legislature in the creation of the Board as well as the adoption of Ie §
58-304, 58-310 and ultimately 58-31 OA are all consistent with the Idaho Constitution.

The legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period, provide by law
that the general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be
judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust ... and the
legislature shall provide for the sale of said lands from time to time ",
The legislature shall have power to authorize the state board of land
commissioners to exchange granted or acquired lands of the state on an
equal value basis for other lands under agreement with the United States,
local units of government, corporations, companies, individuals, or
combinations thereof', Emphasis Added. Article 9. § 8, Idaho Constitution
In Idaho-Iowa Lateral & Reservoir Co. v. Fisher, 27 Idaho 695,151 P.998 (1915),
the Idaho Supreme Court held that the granting of an easement across state
endowment land was not a transaction subject to the public auction provisions of the
Idaho Constitution because title in fee to the land remained in the state. The analysis
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used by the court in Idaho-Iowa is applicable here.

2

As with easements, when the

Board issues a lease, the underlying fee title remains in the state. See also Idaho

Admissions BiI/, Sec. 5.
Although the Board is not required to hold a public auction in order to lease state
endowment land, the legisJature has provided that the Board hold a "conflict auction" if
two or more persons apply to lease the same state land. Ie § 58-310.

5. The unique attributes of the Priest Lake cottage site leases and the
constitutional question which this Court is called upon to decide, are matters
replete with factual and evidentiary issues properly addressed in a trial or other
adversary proceeding.

The Attorney General's allegation that the provisions of IC § 58-310A are
unconstitutional rests largely upon the proposition that the Idaho Supreme Court in the
matters of The Idaho Watersheds Project Trilogy concluded that the relevant provisions
of Ie § 58-310B were deemed to be unconstitutional. The constitutionality of Ie § 58310A was never heard by the Idaho Supreme Court, or any trial court of record, nor
could it be without assessing the facts and circumstances of the cottage site leases.
While the Court may have determined that the grant of grazing leases was
subject to auction under the provisions of Article 9, § 8, no such determination has ever
been had with respect to the cottage site leases which are unique and distinctive and
they are entitled to a factual evaluation. The Idaho court has carefully differentiated as
to the Land Board's discretion and the requirements of auction upon "disposal" as it
relates to various characteristics of transfers of the legal and equitable interest of state
endowment lands. The state's highest court has separately considered and rUled
2 In reaching its decision in Jdaho-Iowa. the Idaho Supreme Court reversed Tobev v. Bridgewood, 22 Ida.
566, 127 Pac 178, it was held that an inhibition is placed upon the legislature in enacting a law which
provides for the disposition of lands granted to the state by an act of such sale shall be at public auction,
The court in that decision proceeded upon the theory that the fee-simple title was taken or disposed of by
the state for the public use therein mentioned; and the doctrine therein laid down that is contrary to the
views expressed in this opinion are hereby expressly overruled.
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differentially in grants of interest in endowment properties as it relates to ditches,
canals, reservoirs, mineral rights, etc.
In 1915, in Idaho-Iowa Lateral & Reservoir Company, Limited v. Fisher, 27, Idaho
695,151 Pac.99B (1915), the court considered a case involving a reservoir. The issue
in this case was whether the state can grant an easement for a reservoir, or was instead
required by the constitution to convey a fee simple title, thus having to meet the
requirements of an auction and a minimum sales price. The Court remarked in 27
Idaho 695 at 704:
"It is clear that the granting of a right of way for a ditch, canal or reservoirs
under the provisions of seeton 14, art.1, of the state Constitution is not a
sale or disposal of the land such as is contemplated by said admission
act, but simply the granting of an easement the legal title to the land
remaining in the state.
That this is the correct interpretation can be seen from Justice Morgan's concurrence,
27 Idaho at 709:

"I concur in the conclusion reached by the Chief Justice, but do so upon
the ground that sec. 8 of the act of 1901 under consideration provides only
for taking an easement or right of way upon or across school lands. It
does not provide for the sale or leasing of such lands and is not, therefore
in contravention of sec. 8, art. 9 of the constitution nor does it violate the
prohibitive provisions of the act of Congress granting school lands to
Idaho."
The right to use another's land 10r a special purpose, without the conveyance of the
legal and equitable interest in any substantial form does not dispose of a right to
possess land, thus requiring the auction under Article 9, § 8. The cottage site lessees
at Priest Lake and presumably elsewhere, are limited grants to the lessee to make
certain improvements without full benefit and use of the property, with limited access,
and only upon such portion of the property as the Department of Lands may dictate that
improvements may be made. The terms of the lease include in language and in
practice, the obligation of the lessee to seek approvals tor such matters as the removal
CONSOUDATEO DEFENDANT INTERVENOR'S MEIAOAANDUM IN OPPQS,TION TO
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of any timber, any change in the character of the leased premises, and the nature and
extent of any improvements that can be made down to the color scheme of the cabin or
home. See Affidavit of Bert A. Belles and the Attached Lease
Indeed, the specific language of Section G, Paragraph 1.2, lines 3 and 4 of the
cottage site lease states that the Lessee acknowledges that the lease is "non-exclusive"
and the Lessor retains the right to use the land and to grant rights to others for the use
of the land or to authorize the public use of the land to the extent that any such use is
not incompatible with Lessee's purposes.
To suggest that this is a "disposal" contemplated by Article 9, § 8 is
preposterous. For all practical purposes, the term "Jease" is a misnomer and is nothing
more than an easement for a very limited and special purpose. This, indeed, is a
factual analysis that must be carefully made by the court rather than leaping to the
suggestion of the Consolidated Plaintiff that Ie § 58-310A and 58-310B are inextricably
linked and thus mutually unconstitutional.
The cottage site leases at Priest Lake involve complex factors which have been
carefuUy considered by the Land Board. The Board, over the period of the past year
and one-half, carefully considered the instability of the Priest Lake marketplace and the
significant diminution of value 1hat could result from changes in policies. In all
discussions, the Board and the subcommittee noted the unique Circumstances that exist
at Priest Lake based upon the disunification of title of the improvements and land and
myriad other factors. See Verbatim Transcript, State Board of Land CommisSioners,

Regular Land Board Meeting - March 16. 2010, Recommendation of the Cottage Site
Subcommittee, p 35 of 37, attached to Affidavit of Charles B. Lempesis.
Among the factors specifically considered by the Board was an acknowledgment
that two leaseholds had been offered at public auction in October 2007 and not a single
bid of any amount was received. See Verbatim Transcript Feb 16, 2010 Board Meeting

TranSCript, pp 93-94, 96-97, attached to Affidavit of Charles 8. Lempesis. The
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subcommittee also commissioned three Idaho licensed appraisers. including the state's
own contract appraiser to determine how to establish market rents in accordance with
IC § 58-310A. Those appraisers unanimously concluded that Priest Lake presented a
unique problem of establishing rents based upon the disunity of title and all of the other
factors that have been discussed and presented in this brief. See TranSCript May 18,

2009 Cottage Site Subcommittee Meeting testimony of Ed Morse, pps 2 and 7, attached

to Affidavit of Charles B. Lempesis.
One of those three appraisers, Ed Morse, a former the chairman of the Appraisal
Board in the State of Idaho, has provided this Court with an Affidavit generally
explaining the unique features of the lease and the dramatic impact that the requirement
of any conflict auction might have should

Ie § 58-310A be deemed unconstitutional.

This opinion gives credence to the fact that the legislature should be presumed to have
given serious consideration to the benefit and detriment of its actions in adopting

Ie §

58-310A and recognized the unique characteristics and special purpose of the Priest
Lake Cottage Site Leases. Once again. these are factual considerations that need to
be heard and addressed by the Court. Elimination of IC § 58-310A and a requirement
of conflict auctions would be devastating to property values, (See Affidavit of Ed Morse).
and discourage the likelihood of securing future lessees at any significant value when
their leasehold interest could easily be taken through the conflict auction process.
One of the calamities of any decision of the Court to declare IC § 58·31 OA
unconstitutional would be the breach of trust of the cottage site lessees who relied upon
the laws passed by their government in making significant investments in
improvements. See Affidavits of Ron Jensen and Bert A. Belles.
If the prohibition of conflict auction is found to be unconstitutional, it would make

it impossible to finance any improvements on the leased properties because of the
unique diversification of ownership interests in the land and the cabins. No financing
could likely be acquired for such improvements again devaluing the leasehold interest
and the return to the beneficiaries of the trust. See Affidavit of Jennifer Lehn.
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Simply put, any application of a conflict auction would not be "commercially
reasonable" as it relates to the lease of "cottage sites" at Priest Lake Idaho. See

Affjdavit of Ed Morse and Affidavit of Mike Schmitz
6. Ie 58-310A provisions that do not relate to the prohibition of conflict auction
should under no circumstance be declared unconstitutional.
Should the Court determine that the Attorney General is correct and that there is
a sufficient body of law to declare the conflict auction prohibition in IC § 58-310A
unconstitutional without the benefit of any hearing or trial upon the facts and evidence, it
is inconceivable that the Court should broaden any such ruling to include the abolition of
the entire statute. As previously stated and cited, the legislature is empowered, if not
mandated, by the State Constitution to proscribe certain procedures, rules and
implemen1ation of the endowment lands trust. In so doing, it can certainly give
guidance to the means of achieving market rents given the precarious nature of the
cottage site leases. In addition to the prohibition of conflict auction IC § 58-310 does
proscribe the means and requirement of obtaining fair market rent to sustain the
constitutional obligations of the Land Board to obtain maximum long term financial
return. There is no sufficient law in this particular matter that any repeal of the balance
of IC § 58-310A should be ordered, even in the very unlikely event that the Court would
grant summary judgment without a trial or hearing on the issue of the constitutionality of
the prohibition 01 conflict auction.
The voluminous record in this matter and the issue before the Court is replete
with evidentiary issues customarily which must be addressed in a trial. (See Affidavit of

Charles Lempesis and the accompanying Transcripts.) To dispose of this case on
summary judgment without the benefit of a trial on the facts does a disservice to all of
the stakeholders. As previously noted, no auction is required where the Court
determines that the use of state endowment lands is for a limited and special purpose.
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The cottage site leases are a misnomer and nothing more than a glorified easement.
The facts of this matter clearly establish that the decision made by the Land
Board was the result of extensive consideration, investigation, deliberation and debate
amongst the Board Members, within its germane Subcommittee. and with all affected
stakeholders including representatives of the endowment beneficiaries and lessees.
The decision was preceded by dozens of meetings, the jOint report of appraisal experts
commissioned by the Subcommittee to evaluate its options, and receipt of public
testimony on numerous occasions.

IV.
CONCLUSION
The legal question posed by Consolidated Plaintiff Attorney General is simply
put, 'Whether the provisions of Ie § 58-310A are unconstitutional in that they avoid an
auction required by the 'disposal' provision of Article 9. § 8. or otherwise divide the
Board of land Commissioner's loyalty to its fiduciaries?" These issues present
questions of fact which can only be determined in an evidentiary process. For the
reasons set forth herein, the Motion for Summary Judgment by Consolidated Plaintiff
Attorney General should be denied.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 19 th day of.M.Bii'tt":""'Z~

CHARLES B. LEMPESIS, Attorney for Priest
Lake State Lessees Association, Inc.
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980

proposal - if tile rent is too low, or if it doesn't meet our constitutional obligation, then'

981

would be interested in hearing a motion that does. And - and we've asked and had this

982

conversation before,

983

interested in entertaining a motion that does meet - that - where the rent is high

984

enough where we are meeting our constitutional obligations, And we haven't heard

985

one. And apparently we're not going to hear one today. So all we have before us is this

986

- is the motion of the Subcomm ,ttee,

If this motion does not, then what - then, again, I would be

987
988

The other pOint, Governor, is we're never going to ma)(imize earnings for these

989

properties, or thiS asset, until we sell them. And not just unify title, but to sell them in a

990

market savvy manner, as we've discussed, because we know that even if we could get

991

six percent for return on these properties that we know we can make more than that if

992

we get out of these investments and invest this money elsewhere, We're never going to

993

see true market rent, or true market value, as long as then'!'s this comingling of

994

government and private sector. It's never worked, and more government intrusion is

995

not the answer.

996
997

So the - if we're truly interested "n ma)(lmizing the benefit for the beneficiary, then we

998

have to move to sell these properties, or trade them for other assets, but we - we've

999

been doing this for decades; we've never realized our full return to benefit the

1000

beneficiary, and I would assume that because of the direction we gave the Department

1001

at our last meeting that we will be moving towards liquidating Our - these assets and

1002

moving that - those moneys Into other Investments that will earn us far more than tile

1003

four or six percent that we are trying to gain today.

1004
100S
1006

Governor Otter: I would agree with your summation, and especially it's been pointed out to me
- especially on recreational properties. Especially.

1007

1008

Further discussion.
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173

third floor, not here - in the Statehouse - and the legislation was passed for cottage sites to go

174

up to thirty-five years. It's not a mandatory, but it's up to and that's something we looked at.

175
176

Now as this Subcommittee report evolved, and - I really haven't had a chance to talk to my

177

fellow Board member much on this issue - the Subcommittee member - it became clear for a

178

number one goal eventually to get out of this scenario is to sell or exchange. It seems counter-

179

Intuitive to go to extending the leases to thirty-five years. So as one Subcommittee member, I

180

am certainly amenable to - to a real lively discussion about the lease term and whatever

181

because of the - some of the comments that will be made I think later on. With the ability to

182

sell or exchange, which is in the lease and is on our plan - a lender looking at this - they'U- it's

183

been brought up, and we've asked lenders, and they say, oh, the State's never done it - you're

184

not going to invoke that clause. Welt people should be on notice that the State is looking at

185

doing that; it is in the lease, and we could invoke that clause and could - and will. So that I think

186

will be a disincentIVe

187

I am not - going against my own recommendation, I think we need to thoroughly vet - well,

188

everything we've presented, but I think the lease term

189

some comments on that, and I think the consultant that the Attorney General retained has

190

made some comments on it and will make further comments.

fOf

any lender, especially in this climate, to - to finance improvements. So

and' think the Department has made

191
192

So, Governor, without further ado, I'll certainly answer any questions, but I think we - and I

193

think the tone here to the lessees and everyone involved is that we feel your pain. We have

194

frozen rents for three years at Payette. We have frozen them two years at Priest. We have -

195

and my goal is to be fair to everyone. That includes the endowment beneficiaries.

196
197

Governor, that's my initial comments, and I'll certainly sit for any questions from the Land Board

198

members.

199
200

Govemor Otter: Are there any questions at this time?

201
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2657

Governor Otter: Mr. Anderson,

2658
2659

Mr. Anderson: Well, I don't think that it says SIX percent is wrong, or five percent in that case is wrong, I

2660

think that it says that - that what the people - the marketplace in thiS auction assesses to be the

2661

over - the long range - ten years we'll call it if they were ten - I don't recall - were they ten

2662

years?

2663
2664

Superintendent luna: Yeah, I believe so, yes.

2665
2666
2667

Mr. Anderson: Over the ten years the - that the rents that are going to be charged are, and the baSis on
which they will be charged, is at least uncertain enough to not make them want to put bids in.

2668
2669

Superintendent Luna: So -

2670
2671

2672

Mr. Anderson: I mean, I don't - you can help me some. I just don't recall the details, I've looked at
stacks -

2673
2674

Superintendent Luna: Yeah, I'm not going to-

2675
2676

Mr. Anderson: - and stacks.

2677
2678

2679

superintendent lUna: -I'm not going to try to spar with you because I think you're

you could clean my

clock if we get too deep here-

2680
2681

Mr. Anderson: I wouldn't count on it but-

2682
2683

Superintendent luna: But that's okay. I'm going to press you

I'm going to press you Just a little bit

2684

because you started off by saying that it's, you know, the principles of Adam Smith, Which,

2685

you're exactly right. It's the market that's going to ultimately determine the value, and we - we
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2686

used, you know, an auction so that the market could determine, and we had no bidders. And so

2687

how do we - how do we then find what the market will bear when, you know, if it's six percent

2688

is - is the - is the number that, in your opinion, gets us to meeting our constitutional

2689

responsibility. W£> had leases that were auctioned at five percent and nobody bid on them. You

2690

know, we're at four - the recommendation is at four percent. Help me understand what role

2691

the market plays then?

2692
2693

Mr. Anderson: Well, again, I'm going to - 1 just don't recall how the auction was run. But it was - it

2694

wasn't a case of me saying to the Board I'll give you a dollar if you'll give me that land for ten

2695

years. It was you want five percent on, I believe it was appraised value, but I don't remember

2696
2697

Secretary of State Vsursa: Yes, it was.

2698
2699

Mr. Anderson: Okay. And the market was saying five percent times whatever I, as a possible bidder,

2700

think that appraised value is going to be over these next ten years is more than I think that lot's

2701

worth. That just tells - it doesn't tell me five percent is wrong. five percent

2702

market price. The problem is that the people didn't think that the basis upon which that was

2703

going to be charged was a good proxy for what the \lalue would be over time. Now, again, I'm

2704

just telling you as a professional to think about market rent, it would be this rate of return,

2705

determined in a marketplace for a comparable set of asset class, applied to the value of the

2706

asset. And Vou're using a proxy for - the best one you have - and the market's saymg I don't

2707

like your proxy 'think that's what the auction tells you. 50-

IS

the Adam Smtth

2708
2709

Govemor Otter: Mr. Luna

2710
2711

Superintendent luna: I - then how do we determine the value if we put it on the market and the

2712

market says that what we're asking is not acceptable? Then I don't think we would raise the

2713

price. I don't think we're going to get more bidders. And so we would lower it then.

2714
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23
24

Mr. Morse: Can everybody hear me if I speak in this tone of voice up here? Okay. I'll try and lead you

25

through briefly what the appraisers did. We were charged with putting together a model and

26

having all three appraisers agree on an approach to try to determine market rent.

27

previously been through up at Priest - with some additional research done at Payette _

28

analyzing short-term rentals.

29

monthly to annual rentals. longer term rentals that were more standard in the real estate

30

market.

31

methodology. So we started out with joint research and analyzing actual rentals out in the

32

marketplace to determine rates of return. Most of the rentals in the marketplace are improved

33

lots.

34

people have the improvements and they rent that land long term.

We have

And Stan Moe felt pretty strongly that we ought to look at

So we performed a lot of research on rentals after - excuse me - and looked at

The state has a very unique atypical product in that they are renting lands and other

35

36

So the rental data in the marketplace consIsts gellerally of improved properties that then one

37

must extract that rental. We used primarily rentals that were rented on a monthly to an annual

38

basis rather than short term weekly, daily rentals for recreational-type things. We put a few of

39

those into the rent for analYSIS to find out whether or not the results would be conSistent, and

40

they were. But most of the rentals in the model simply represent longer term actual rents

41

42

The appraisers agreed on the model, and one of the I think most important conclusions is we

43

find rents and rates of return vary inversely with property value. And If you do very much rental

44

research in the marketplace, I think you can understand how we came to that conclusion. If you
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45

look at residential investment real estate, you'll notice that the types of real estate they build

46

for investment purposes in a residential area are on the low end of the price range - apartment

47

houses and mobile home parks. They do - nobody - no investors bUIld million dollar homes and

48

few investors build million dollar or two million dolJar lakefront homes for rental property

49

purposes. There are relativelv few renters up in thmie price ranges, and consequently we found

50

that there is a significant difference in the rent that is generated and the rates of return,

S1
S2

We call this an inefficient market, or an inefficient return, when there's - when there's a

S3

significant difference between segments in the market, and we're dealing with a market

54

segment that has significantly less efficient rates of return.

5S
56

So these observation:; about the data Coincide with what we found in the marketplace, and then

57

that - those rates of return were applied and graphed. And that is a graph of rates of return in

58

relation to land values and how the relationships were revealed by data analysiS.

59
it conforms to what we consider the logic

60

We found that the data fits consistent patterns,

61

market observations and economic trends. Investors are not out buying waterfront lots, or large

62

expensive home sites, and then trying to lease that type of real estate product. Nonetheless,

63

there IS a market. It is somewhat active, It does exist and it can be measured.

64

65

Once we got our data in our rent curve, we performed a number of different types of statistical

66

analysis on it to try to find out what patterns that data fit, And thiS is the - this is one set of that
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67

data. This;s another set of the same data right there. And that really - both of these show a

68

significant change in relatIonship to property value and rate of return. We fit regression lines to

69

that data to determine what's caUed the best curve fit, and then based on that curve fit

70

information, we can calculate with a value input a corresponding rate of return for rent for any

71

particular property value. These conclusions are what

72

high ease of use. It can be updated with both current and local rental information as well as the

73

most recent changes in property values. So with any - there are two in puts once you've got

74

your rent curve. With either one of the inputs. you can calculate the other.

we

would call market derived. It's got a

75
76

What we've got in terms of Priest Lake lots are not what we WOll Id call typical rental lots. They

77

are not platted. The lots are much larger than typical. They're great lots. They're expensive

78

lots, but they are not what we would consider to be efficient rental property. However, the

79

nature of the model is if we're looking at the value, or rate of return for land from a five

80

hundred thousand dollar site, we've got five hundred thousand dollars - the rate of return for a

81

five hundred thousand dollar site after we've made an allocation to improvements and then

82

that would be the same type of rate of return for a Priest Lake lot or a view lot that was

83

overlooking Coeur d'Alene lake.

84
85

At! economic and real estate market conditions have been affected by the downturn in property

86

rates.

87

inventofles, slower sales rates, declining prices and lower rates of return, and that's just the

88

economic times that we're in.

The analysis that I've done throughout the Panhandle counties show slower, higher
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89
90

You can not get around those economic facts. Kootenai County's foreclosure rate is the third

91

highest of the Idaho forty-four counties, and Kootenai County ranks ninetieth nationwide

92

foreclosure rates. Generally speaking, the analysis that I've done on c:ottage sites, they indicate

93

that they are just about holding !;teady. But there is a difference in the pattern of leaseholds -

94

leasehold value in relation to sales price appears to be declining. All regional and national

95

markets are similarly affected, and the (PI graph which follows will show you just What's being

96

done to the CPI over the last six months.

97

negative (PI.

In

(PI IS now negative. In my life I've never seen a

98

99

We looked at a number of Payette rents and calculated some rent curves down on Payette. And
this model, it was consistent w,th the same kinds

100

although that was not part of the data input

101

of patterns, and the same kinds of rent curves, and only slightly, slightly different rates of return.

102

And since we felt our charge was simply to determine the model and the viability of the

103

technique, rather than to try and solve the entire problem at one time. we did not either

104

consolidate all the data or try to do two separate - separate rent curves. But I think if you were

105

going to apply this, you would probably input a set of Payette data and a set of northern Idaho

106

data to find out whether it was any statistically significant difference.

In

107
108

This - the output in the data is also comparable with other rental indications in the market.

109

There are only two ummproved waterfront land rents that I'm aware of in northern Idaho. One

110

is up in the Pend Oreille lake area, and the other one is on Sunup Bay on Coeur d'Alene lake.
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111

Both of them are un-subdivided acreage. One is at thirty-six hundred per year; the other one is

112

at thirty-two hundred per year, plus another twelve hundred per year for a boat slip. Both of

113

those would fall probably towards the middle, or below the middle, of the data that we came up

114

with.

115

116

Conclusions, the method's market derived.

117

professional, and we believe the legal standard. It's got ease of use. The regression model uses

118

value inputs. It can be easily updated. An appraiser ca n update and input that data at whatever

119

the appropriate intervals would be, whether it would be every five years or every year to look at

120

those changes.

We feel it reflects market rent, which is the

121

122

I'd be happy to answer any questions jf anybody's got any.

123
124

Secretary of State Ysursa: We are going to have on the agenda the Department of lands' response.

125

Then maybe the questions. I guess one question that pops up to me - and more than one - one

126

of the graphs as you start - it starts climbing at eight hundred or nme hundred thousand. We've

127

got lots in Payette Lake waterfront gomg from one million to two million. Is it gOing back up on

128

your graph? That's the way it looked if you take it. That's just a question.

129
130

Mr. Morse: You'll notice how - what - what we do is we calcUlate a line that fits the best curve in here.

131

There are so few data points out here at this prIce range point, we simply, at this pomt in time,

132

don't have much value. The data - this data is North Idaho. It's not Central Idaho. And in terms
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FROM : Morse and Co.

___"l'f" 20 eOl1 10.S0AH

FAX NO. :208 664 1417
Ht· LAB£IUET FAN

OIertes a. LampaslS, ISBA '2550
. CHARLES a. LEMPE$JS, CtfTD
AttorneV lit ...
201 West Sewenth Avenue
PoSt Falla, Idaho 8385-4

APR 2 1 20
CaseNo_ __
Jnst~orMt"i!>1~Filed...

"'phona: (208) m..u15

---AM.·VI

FacsImIle: (208) 773-10+4

-P.M

~rDIO,<»m

Attornav for PRIEST LAICE STATE I fSIS&S' AsIDaImON, INc.

IN THE DISTIUCT CX)URT Of nte fQURllt lUOJCIAL DJST1UCT'
OF 'nte STATE a:: IDAHO, IN AND FOR l1£ CCXJNTY OF 'VAU-EY
BABCOCK, et aI,
Plaintiffs

v.
IDAHO I!IOARD OF \.AND~;
and G!ORGE BACDN, In hl5 ctfic:1II CIII*IY
as DlrectDr or the Idaho Department ~
Lands

Case No, CN 201G-43«:
CGnIoIIdatad wfth Ada County
c.. NO. tv ex 1023151

HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDeN, In his
apadty as the Attorney Generef tA idIft),
tIJIlfliSTATE ENOOWMENT LAND

IENEfICtARlES
ConsoIkIIIBd PIalnlW
Y.

STATE BOARD OF LAND CXM1JSSlONERS,

and GEORGE BACON, In his otndal C8tIIdtY
15 Dira:mr of the ldlho ee.-rtmatt ~

AFfIDAVIT CE ED MORSE, au:
MAl, IN SUPPORT CE
CONSOLlDAlED DeP!NDANT
INTERVENOR-S MEMORANDUM

lNOPPOSmONlQ
CONSOUDA'TB> PI.AINr!FPS
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT.

lands

And
PRIEST LAKE STATE US9I5
ASSOClAllON, INC" an Idaho nonprofit
corporatIOn
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Apr 20 2011 tDrSOR"

HP LRSERJET

STA're OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF KOOTENAl

FA~

208??~IO~4

)
).
)

fD MORSE, beinQ ftrst duly sworn under oath do tweby depose and say:
1.

11m I CBItIfted gII1erel appraiser bad In Idaho. I have appraISed, conllJltBd

on, and anllyled CQltIge sItM, mttage ... tea.8S mtd cottIIge site issues for over
twenty (20) years. I hold the eRE end MAl ..dill lIonel deslgnattons. A c.ttpJ of my CV
1$ att;aCt\ed Iweto IS EJmIblt -A-.
2.
J was one tJf . " . appraiWS appalnted by the LMd Board subcornmltttle ID
prq:ae I methodology end/or madeI for the a.rrent .... renewals to arrtve at market
rent for cottage sbs.
3.

Va ....ation and the det8rmlrtlltion of ...... tent for the cottage alms ~

Intr1c:IIt8 and mrnpiex ISSues. Most tI the Priest LIke c:ottage sites have not been
",..." 1M tots are Ilso non-c:onformlng ..- under adoJDd local zoning. The
I~ (homes and cabtIW) 9Ift8fIIV own the right to re-bulld, lessee', own the
Impnwements, and
own some
hook-ups. These rtQhts and
Improvements belong to the Ies.e\, rneIdnG • dMdtd ownership bottt complex, lease
speclfte, and they Involve . . . or hunchds af tflOUIInds of dollars.

-"5

~.

aat_ ,... ,..,

"'Is divided owne.... aft'eds the rISks, valuer and the securtly d the leasehold

1mproYetnentS.
5.

La UI', have !n\lestl!ld hund.... of Iho~ d doItars In feasehoId
many In ....lanca upon the pn_etta"a of I.e § 58-31OA

I~,

6.
.". cOlistltutlonal duty to obtain mEDdmUm long term ~nane1a1 t"Ib.rn Is
constsblnt with obtaining markllt rent for the .-ate Ieaad II'SSII!t.

7.
I.e. § 58-31M I"8ClDgI'Itzad that conftIct auctions tor highly impRMld cottage sIt8s
fJl contIct bids, Ind th8t this riSk
puts the -..-.old IrnprcwementI end hames It
detracts from the ser::urtty of the •••IhDId.

"'*

8.
1l1e sale r:A a . .hOld bV • confIkt bid is not. txJIfIII'ItNfiI ffIIISOtf8bItI means
of sale for valuable real ,rapaty i_lISts WIth ~ ownlf'Ship rVbts. CcnftlCt bids
are like II shertft"s sale, rarely nkaly to obtain market watue.
9.
Allowfng conftIct btds for aA lage • '-Idds greaUy to the risk rI 'elashOld
OW1WShlp. It can decreeIe the value of 1elllhD1ds, and tt wUl da:rase the secLWlly of
leasehold """,etfhjp.
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~
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FAX t-().

H~

~AGEAJET

: 208 604 1417

FRN
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Jr. 20 2011 11:24RM P3
i!H 0....
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10. A1lO1N1ng conftlct .,.. for . . . . win Impair the ability to fln8nC8 'easeholds and to
obtain leasehold mort;agaS. 'ThIs win impair markltablilly.
11. The c:ornblnllion of risk, dlmlnllhecll8Ctdy,.:t impaired ftfWlClng WIll lower
1•• 51~ values and awertully .... til) _ _ lang tItrm flnIndal returns.

12. " . legislature racognll8d the awnpIec ftnandII rtsb and possibility of wlue
knpaWmant In tMIr findingS 'n I.e. § sa.31OA (e) and (f).

13. LelIa terms or conftkt bid prvwllions ctMIld negItiVeIy Impact rents and kx'tg
term "nanc:illl raturns.
DAlEO tHs ~ dar d AprI, 2011.

AFFIDM'ITCFIP ...... CM .....
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Charles B. Lempesls, ISBA #2550
CHARLES B. LEMPESIS, CHTD
Attorney at law
201 West seventh Avenue
Post Falls, Idaho B3B54
Telephone: (208) 777-8815
Facsimile: (20B) 773-1044
idaholawver@msn.com

Case No __-llnst~
'1V7I'm'?r----_AM.~

FUed.....

....,Y.-;

Attorney for PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES' AssoCIATION, INC.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTI-t JUDIOAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
BABCOCK, et at.
Plaintiffs

case No. CV 2010-436C
Consolidated with Ada County

v.
IDAHO BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS;
and GEORGE BACON, in his offICial capacity
as Director of the Idaho Department of
Lands
Defendants
HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his
capacity as the Attorney General of Idaho,
ex re/STATE ENDOWMENT LAND
BENEFICIARIES
Consolidated Plaintiff

v.
STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS,
and GEORGE BACON, in his official capadty
as Director of the Idaho Department of
lands
Consolidated Defendants

i!

Case No. CV OC 1023751

I
ij

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIFER LEHN,
IN SUPPORT OF
CONSOLIDATED DEFENDANT
INTERVENOR'S MEMORANDUM
IN oPPOSmON TO
CONSOLIDATED PlAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT.

And

PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonprofit
corporation
Consolidated Defendant
AfFIDAVrr OF JENNIFER LB-IN ...

Pagel
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-

STATE

OFft;!.I~

~)SS
)

COUNTY OF

JENNIFER LEHN, being first dulV swam under oath do hereby depose and say:

1.
I am the Executive Vice President of one of the Inland Northwest's major
financial institutions. I have also served in the capacity of the Chief Financial Officer of
this institution and have more than 22 years of experience in banking.

2.
In my years of experience, I am well acquainted with the general principles and
Criteria of confonning and nonconforming residential loans and mortgages ;n our area.
3.
I can say without equivocation that if a conflict auction process was employed in
the lease of lots owned by the state at Priest Lake that no lending institution of which I
am aware could or would offer any conforming loan or mortgage for improvements to
the leasehold property.
DATED this 18 day of April, 2011.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me, a notary public, on this 18 day of April,

2011.
1110111)1' PubHc
Slate of Waahlllgton
LINDA C CAEL
My Appointment Expires feb 12, 2013

AFFIDAVIT OF JENNIfER LEHN ...

~

N TARY PUBLI FOR:JU![j,/~#,Residing at: '
.. . .
My Commission Expires: ~ /.;) I
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Chanes B. lempesis, ISBA #2550
CHARLES B. LEMPESIS, CHTD
Attorney at law
201 West. Seventh Avenue
Post Falls, Idaho 83854
Telephone: (208) 7n·8815
Facsimile: (208) 773·1044
idaholawyer@msn.com
Attorney for PRIEsT lAKf STAlE lEssEEs' AssocIATION, INC.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VAlLEY

BABCOCK, et al.
Plaintiffs

v.
IDAHO BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS;
and GEORGE BACON, in his offlcial capadty
as Director of the Idaho Department of

case No. 01 2010~36C
Consolidated with Ada County
case No. 01 OC 1023751

lands
Defendants
HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his
capacity as the Attorney General of Idaho,
ex fe/STATE ENDOWMENT LAND

BENEFICIARIES
Consolidated Plaintiff

v.
STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS,
and GEORGE BACON, in his official capacity
as Director of the Idaho Department of
lands
Consolidated Defendants

AFFIDAVIT OF BERT A. BELLES,
IN SUPPORT OF
CONSOUDATED DEFENDANT
INTERVENOR'S MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSmON TO
CONSOUDATED PLAINTIFF/S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT.

And

PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonprofit
corporation

Consolidated Defendant
AFflOAYJT Of BERT A. BELLES .,.

Page 1
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STATE 0 "-4L~~u...:::::==-

COUNTY OF -4-&-.L..L....l'-"---I

BERT A. BEU.ES, being first duly sworn under oath do hereby depose and say:
1.

I am a long time lessee of a state cottage site located at Priest Lake, Idaho.

2.

Attached is a copy of my latest lease with the State of Idaho.

2.
In 2004, my wife and I made the decision to raze our old cabin and build a new
one in its footprint. We started the project in the fall of 2004 and moved in May 2005.
3.
If we had not had the protection of being able to renew our lease as provided by
Idaho Code § 58-310A, we would not have made over $200,000 in improvements and
spent hundreds of hours of labor to improve our leased cottage site.

Without the protection of either 58-31OA or a cJause in the lease providjng
renewal, I would not have even contemplated making any improvements to my leased
cottage site that were not required by the landlord.

4.

DATED this

(<1 tb-day of April, 2011.

\&-fti«l~
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me, a notary public, on this /cp6-day of
BERT A. BEUES

April, 2011.

AFfIDAVIT Of BERT A.

ael1.ES ...

Page 2
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COTTAGE I RE#l:NCE SITE LEASE
BERT & MARCIA BEtlES
No. R~1243

This lease agreement is made and entered Into by and between the State of Idaho, acting by and through the State Board of
Land Commissioners (LESSOR) and BERT & MARCIA BELLES, W 8020 RUTTER PARKWAY, SPOKANE, WA 99208
(lESSEE). collectively referred to herein as the ·Parties." In consideration of Ihe mutual covenants and conditions contained

herein, the Parties agree as follows:
This lease shall commence JANUARY 1, 200t, and terminate DECEMBER 31, 2010, unless tenninated eartier as provided
in Ulis lease.
The LESSOR does hereby lease and demise unto the LESSEE, at the rate and for the use specified herein, the lands
described as follows (hereinafter referred to as the n/eased premisesj: T60N, R4W, Section 26, Lot SO-A in Govt. Lot 1,

Bonner County.
In consideration of the foregoing, the covenants, restrictJons and conditions in the attached, herein incorporated by reference
as Attachment A, are hereby agreed to by LESSEE and LESSOR.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties hereto have caused
written.

exe:cutl~ the

day and year first above

IDAHO STATE BOARD

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I haYe hereunto set my hand and seal on the

dWf and yeallast above wri

,
LESSEE AND NOTARY SIGNATURES

IN WITNESS 'MEREOF, I have hlnlUnlO set my hand MId seal on the day and ~I last

T{)c.StJ n ) A

:2-

Residence

6

STATE OF IDAHO

Department Of Lands
RESIDENCE SITE LEASE
ATTACHMENT A
DEFINITIONS

DefInitions. For PlKposes of this lease, the following definitions shall apply:

1.1
'.1...

The word "abandonment" shall mean the relinquishing of aU interests in property
including, but not limited to. real property. improvements. fixtures. or personal property
with no intention to reciaim or reuse.

1.1.b. The phrase "approved Improvements" shall mean those improvements that have been
erected with the consent of the State Board of Land Commissioners and such other
agencies or departments of the State of Idaho as are required to give consent hereunder.
Non-approved improvements in existence at the time of execution of this lease that
otherwise would be pennitted by LESSOR. shall be treated as approved Improvements

under this lease.
1.1.c.

The phrase "a••ened v.lue" shall mean the value of 8 property according to the tax
roles In ad valorem taxation.

1.1.d.

The word "commercial" shall mean any use of the premises for profit including. but not
to, rental of the premises to third parties for more than fourteen (14) days a year,
and any renlal through a management company or service.

~mited

1.1.8. The word "lmprovement(a}" shall mean buHdinOs or other relatively permanent
structures, additions, or developments located on, or attached to, the leased premises
induding, but not timited to. buildings. garages. fences. sheds, homes. driveway& and

decks.

1.1.'.

The phrase "Ie ••ed premla"- or "re.ldence site- shall mean: A particularly described
parcel of state endowment lend owned by the State of Idaho in fee slmple and which has
been made avaUabIe to private individuals through a lellle for the purpose of conslructing
and maintaining a residence.

1.' .g.

The word "LHaor" shall mean the State Board of land Commissioners and Idaho
Department of Lands.

1.1.h. The phrase -non-approved Improvementa" shall me.n such improvements as have
been erected Without the consent of the State Board of Land Commissioners and the
consent of such other agencies or departments of the State of Idaho. All non-approved
improvements shall be subject to removal upon nolice by LESSOR.

Residence Site Lease

1.1.i.

The word -,..Idence- shall mean permanent improvements owned by B LESSEE which
are place<i on a residential site with the consent of LESSOR including, but not limited to.
any improvemen1 used as a dwelling for owner occupancy only and not for commerc;ial
property. MabUe homes, motor homes, and trailers shall not be considered a reSidence
for purposes of this leas8. Provided. howevBr, mobile homes that conform to state
building codes and that are mounted on a permanent fOundation with wheels removed
are acceptable.

1.1.j.

The word "Valuation" shall mean the process of estimating the market value of a specific
parcel of endowment land as of a given date. Valuation is 8 term used interchangeably
with appraisal. A valuation may be done by a qualified employee of LESSOR, e county
assessor's office, an MAl appraiser or SRI appraiser, at the sole disaetion of the lessor.

Attachment A
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8.

C.

USE OF PREMISES
1.1

Residential Use Only. The leased premises and any improvements thet'eon snail be used by
LESSEE solely for residential purposes. Provided. however. shOrt term seasonal rental for no
more than fourteen (14) days each calendar year shall be allowed, and may OCCur without prior
consent of the LESSOR.

1.2

All Other Us •• Prohibited. No other uses shall be made of the leased premises or
rnprovements by the LESSEE without prior written approval of the LESSOR. In no event. shall
the leased premises be devoted to any business or commerciat use. nor shall any enterprise of a
commercial nature be permitted to exist thereon. The use of a management company or other
entity to market and manage the property es 8 rental is prohibited.

LEASE TERM/RENEWAL
1.1

D.

Provided by Stalute. The term of this lease shall be for no more than ten (10) years pursuant to
IdahO Code (I.C.) § 58·307(1), and for the period of years as set forth in the attached cover
lease. Renewals of Ihis lease may be granted by the LESSOR 88 determined by the LESSOR at
the LESSOR'S discretion pursuant to I.C. § 58·310A.

RENTAL RATE
1.1

Rental Rite, Rent shall be two and one half (2.5%) of current fee simple velue of the leased
premises. as determined by valuation administereo by the LESSOR or by valuation as
determined by the assessor. The value of the leased premises shall be determined as though the
leased premises is vacant and unimproved, subject to any outstanding rights and reservations of
record, and without any deduction or credit for LESSEE·owned site improvements. This rental
rate was adopted and approved by the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners on December
15.1998.

1.2

Rental P~.nl The rent shall be payable on or before January 1 of each successive year or,
in the altemative. LESSEE may pay rent in two installments with one-half (YJ) rent due on or
before January 1 and one·half (Yz) rent due on or before June 1. LESSEE shall pay the annual
rental to LESSOR without abatement, offset, or deduction of any kind .

1.3

Rent Paid In Advanc •. LESSEE agrees to pay to the LESSOR. in lawful money of the United

States, each years rent in advance. such renl to be calculated pursuant to LESSOR'S most
current formulas at the lime the rental is calculated or recalculated.

1."

Rent Subject to Change. LESSOR reserves the right to Increase or decrease the rent to be
paid by the LESSEE effective on January 1 of any calendar year, in accordance With the rental
rate fonnula set forth herein. LESSEE will be notified in writing one hundred and eighty (180)
calendar days in advance of any increase in rental.

1.5

Valuation.
1.5,a.

Valuation Proces., The property shall be valued each five (5) years, and updated
annually by indexing based on market data, after the first readjustment. which shall occur
between 2003 and 2006. The valuation may be done by a qualified employee of
LESSOR, a county assessor'S office. or by an independent licensed appraiser hired by
LESSOR. If an assessment is used, it may be done by a county assessor's office for
taxing purposes or under contract With LESSOR. All valuations shall be administered
and coni rolled I)y LESSOR, and all appraisers shall use appraisal instructions provided
by the LESSOR The LESSOR reserves the right to accept or reject any valuation at its

discretion.
1.5•• .1. Pri •• t Lake. The land value base shall be the 1999 Bonner County value of
lease lots less twenty percent (20%), or as adjusted by the Board. The iand value
will be adiusted annually based on an index. as determined by market data collected
by the Department unU the readjustment period between 2003 and 2006. The

Residence Site Lease
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annual adjustment will not exceed five percent
not appealable.

during the first period. and it Is

At the tIme of the land value readjustment, the annual index will be revised based on
the previous five (5) year history of market data increases in lot value. If the index is
five percent (5%) or less, it is not appealable. If the index exceeds fIVe percent (5%)
it can be appealed to the State Board of Land Commissione/'$.
The LESSOR or Lessees can request a readjustment of land value and the index any
time during the years 2003-2006. A readjustment wUI occur no later than 2006.
Readjustment of lot values will be based on valuation of current market value of the
lots. Lot value readjustments will be done every five (5) years from the date of the
first readjustment and updated annually by Indexing based on mliW'ket data. after the

fIrSt readjustment.
1.5.1.11. Payette Lake. LESSOR will rely on lot values as established by the Valley
County Assessor.

i.S.b. Appeal of Lot Valu.llon. Upon valuation or assessment of the leased premises, the
LESSEE shaa have the right to appeal to the Idaho Department of Lands the valuation or
assessed lot value that forms the basis of the rent calculation . The proceduroa for
appealing lot valuation are set forth in a policy approved by the State Board of Land
Commissioners ("Land Board-) on February 13, 2001. Said policy is attached hereto as
Attachment C and is incorporated herein by reference. If LESSEE is aggrieved by any
final decision regarding 1he leased premises valuation made by the LESSOR. LESSEE
may, after exhausting the administrative appeal procedures. file a petition for Judicial
review pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act. LESSEE must timely pay
the full rent amount. along with any late fees and interest. If any, while any appeal is
pendrng Including, but not limited to. administrative or judicia' appeal proceedings.
1.6

Late Payment Charge. If annual rental is not paid i1 full by the date it is due. the LESSOR may
declare 8 default and terminate the lease upon thirty (30) days written notice to LESSEE. In
addition, in the .....ent any rent due hereunder is not paid in full when due, LESSEE shall pay, in
addition to such rant, a late charge In the firat calendar month of such delinquency the amount of
TWENTY..FIVE DOLLARS ($25.00) or ONE PERCENT (1%) oftha unpaid rent. whichever Is
greater. For each subsequent calendar month of such delinquency, LESSEE shall pay an
additional Jate charge eqtJa/ to ONE PERCENT (1%) of lhe then unpaid rent. plus interest. The
parties acknowledge and agree that the late charge described herein is a reasonable attempt to
estimate and to compensate LESSOR for higher administration costs associated with
administering such late payments and is not intended as a penalty. By assessing this late
charge, LESSOR does not waive any right to dedare a breach and to pursue any right or remedy
available to LESSOR by reason of such breach, after explraUon of any applicable notice or cure
period.

1.6...

1.7

Extensions of Time to Pay. LESSEE may make application to extend the time for
paying rent in accordance with the then existing Sta1utM, rules and policy applicable to
state endowment lands. If an extension is requested and approved by LESSOR before
the deadline for paying rent, then the LESSEE shall not be required to pay a late
payment fee. but shall be requi'ed to pay interest, in addition to such rent, at the then
existing rate established by the LESSOR.

Hardship Claim. The Land Board has adopted a Hardship Claim Policy that allows a LESSEE
with a demonstrated undue financial hardship an opportunity to deter rental increases for a period
of up to two (2) years to allow sufficient time to arrange for sale or assignment of the lease. My
amounts deferred under thi$ policy. plus interest, shall be paid to the LESSOR upon sala or
assignment of the lease. or upon expiration for the deferment period. The Hardship Claim Policy
was adopted and approved by the Land Board on December 15. 1998. said policy is attached as
Attachment B and is incorporated by reference herein.
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1.8
E.

Lien. The
of the unpaid rent. late charge, and
improvements and other property on the leased premises.

be a lien on the LESSEE'S

SUBLEASING OR ASSIGNMENT
1.1

1.2

Subl ...lng And Assignment Generally.

1.1...

No Sublease Without Consenl LESSEE shall neither sublease ali or any part of the
leased premises of LESSEE'S interest under this lease, nor assign this lease, nor take
out 8 mortgage or deed of trust without first having obtained the written consent of
LESSOR or its authorized agent. which consent shall not be unreasonably wHhheld.

1.1.b.

N.c....ry Form•. Any request for approval of a sublease, 8ssigrmenl, mortgage. or
deed of trust must be in writing on forms provided by the LESSOR and accompanied by 8
FIFTY DOLLAR ($50.00) processing fee. Any attempt by LESSEE to sublease
LESSEE'S interest in the land or any part of the land or to assign this Lease or to take
out a mortgage or deed of trust, shall be void and Shall constitute a breach of this lease.
unless LESSOR has given such prior written consent, which consent shall not be
unreasonably withheld.

1.1.c.

Good Stlndlng Required. No request for LESSOR'S approval of any assignment or
sublease will be considered unless all rent due, late payment fees, and interest has been
paid in full. and LESSEE is in good standing under the terms of the lease.

1.1.d.

L..... Owned Improvements. Upon approved sublease or assignment. ownership of
any existing LESSEE owned improvements under this lease must be separately
negotiated between lESSEE and such SUBLESSEE or Assignee, provided however,
ownership of any such improvements which remain on the lease premises after
assignment of this Lease Shall be treated by LESSOR 85 being owned by such assignee
for purposes of any paymen1s for improvements to be made under this lease. including
payments under Paragraph K,1 .4.c. below.

1.1...

Sub Ie... Subjec:tTo Term •• Ally sublease or 8ssignmentwill be subject to the terms
and provisions of this Lease. Sublease agreements sha" include provisions that the
SUBLESSEE will abide by all terms of this lease. The LESSOR may Impose additional
requirements as a condHion of approving the sublease request.

1.1.f.

SpKlfic Transaction Only. Any consent by LESSOR herein contained or hereafter
given to any act or assignment, mortgage, pledge, or encumbrance shall be held to apply
only to the specific transaction hereby or thereby approved.

Suble••lng.

1.2.1. No R.Ie.... No sublease w~1 act as a release of LESSEE'S obligations hereunder
unless LESSOR executes a separate written release of LESSEE. LESSOR has no
obligation to so release LESSEE. and LESSOR can withhold such release at LESSOR'S
sole discretion.

1.3

Assignment
1.3...

Assignments Qf lease must be done 011 forms provided by LESSOR.

i.3.b.

Ten Percent (10%) Premium Rent. Upon sale of the lease by LESSEE, the LESSEE

shall pay to the LESSOR ten percent (10%) of the le8sehold value. The leasehold value
shall be determined by subtracting the value of approved Iessee-owned improvements
sold from the total sale price. LESSEE shall have the op1ion to determine the value of
Improvemenls by us;ng the coun1y assessed valuation of improvements or by paying for
a LESSOR administered appraisal of improvement value.

Residence Sits lease
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1.3.c.

1.4

F.

Proof
In cases of assignment due 10 sale of the LESSEE'S interest,
LESSEE must provide to LESSOR one copy of the purchase agreement or contract of
sale signed and acknowledged by the buyer (assignee) and seller (assignor). In the caSe
of assignment without 8 sale, appropriate documentation must be provided to the
LESSOR establishing that the lease should be assigned. This may include, but not be
limited to, a letter from LESSEE indicating the transfer of the lease as a gift; 8 divorce
decree; a copy of will or probate order. LESSOR may require additional proof as
necessary.

MortgageIDeeds of Trust.
1.4...

No MoItga". Without Consent. LESSEE shall not mortgage, pledge or oillerwise
dispose of any interest in the lease or the improvements without first obtaining the written
consent of LESSOR. on forms provJded by LESSOR. Copies of any such mortgage,
deed of trust, or other document reflect~ such a transaction must be filed with LESSOR.

1....b.

Mortgage Subject To Terms. Any mortgage, deeds of trust or other such transactions
approved under this saction shall be subject to each and all of the covenants, conditions,
and restrictions stated in this L.ease and in addition Subject to an rights and interes1s of
LESSOR.

ENVIRONMENTAL. SAFETY AND SANITARY REQUIREMENTS
1.1

No H.ardoua Material•. LESSEE shall neither commit nOl" permit the use, placement.
transport or disposal of i!II'rf hazardous waste, including petro/eum products, such as 011. gasoline,
or any other substance that is or Is suspected to be 8 hazardous subatanoe or material, not
including the following materials ~t for the LESSEE'S own residential use and only In small
quantities: gasoline for uses such as lawnmowers. kerosene, heating oil. propane tanks or other
commercial sources of heating. LESSEE shall be responsible and shall pay all costs for the
removal or taking other appropriate remedial action regarding any hazardous waste. substances,
01" materials whiCh lESSEE may have caused to be introduced GO the land. Arty such
remediation or removal or storage must be conducted in accordance with applicable federal,
state, or local law, regulation, rule or ordinance and LESSeE shall immediatety, upon the
introduction of any hazardous waste, substances or materiels onto the leased premises, contact
the Idaho Deprwtment of Environmental Quality (DEO), provided however, LESSEE shaH not
forestall commendng any necessary remediation while negotiating the terms of any consent
order with DEa, unless LESSEE is so authoriZed In writing by LESSOR. LESSEE shall
Indemnify. defend and hold LESSOR harmless from all coats, expenses, damages or fines
relating to pollution and hazardous materials including, without limiting the generality of the
foregoing. attomey fees and costs of defense or of enforcement ,of LESSOR'S rights hereunder.

1.2

Fire and Safety Regulations. lESSEE shall comply with all applicable federal, state and local
laws. rules, regulations and ordinances including, but not limited to. those of the Idaho
Department of Landa for fire protection and prevention, and shall at all times observe reasonable
precautions to prevent fire on the leased premises. LESSEE agrees to keep the land free from
fire hazards. Firewood storage shall be confined to one location, away from the recreational
residence. Roofs shall be kept dear of all debris and needl" on a regular basis to minimize fire
hazard. LESSEE Is prohibited from burning garbage or hOUsehOld trash. Ally burning on the
leased premises, including the buming of wood, weeds or other debris, but excepting simple
campfires necessary for the use under this Lease, requires the prior written pennission of
LESSOR. Any buming must comply with applicable federal, state or local law, regulation. rule or
ordinance. Barbecue devices, designed for use out of doors are permitted.

1.3

Sanitary Requirements. LESSEE shall at all times keep the land In a clean and sanitary
condition. free of trash, garbage and litter so the land is maintained In the same or better
condition as when this lease was issued. LESSEE shall not dispose of sewage except in
conformity with applicable federal, state, and local law, rules and regulations pertinent to
LESSEE'S use and shaH dispose of sewage on the leased land only it specifically authorized by
the LESSOR and the local govemmental entity haWlg jurisdiction over such matters. The

LESSEE shall not store, dispose of, or otherwise maintain trash, garbage. litter, unused or
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discarded
items. or unlicensed or abandoned vehicles, boats Or trailers on the leased
land and shall dispose of all such trash. garbage Dr other items in conformity with aD legal
requirements. and at a place designated by LESSOR or its authorized agent. LESSEE is
responsible for all costs associated with sewage, garbage and litter disposal. LESSOR may
require LESSEE to furnish a certificate or other satisfactory proof 01 compliance with such laws
and ragulations.
G.

NO WARRANTY OF SUITABR.lTYj QUIET ENJOYMENT
1.1

No W'lTanty. LESSEE acknowledges that neither the LESSOR, nor any agent of the LESSOR
has made any representation or warranty with respect to the land or concerning the suitability of
the land for the uses intended by the LESSEE. LESSEE acknowledges that it has accepted the

land in an AS IS CONDITION. accepting Brtf and all known or unknown faults therein.

H.

I.

1.2

Quiet Enjoyment LESSOR agrees that the LESSEE, upon payment of the rent and performing
the terms of this Lease, may Quietly have, hold and enjoy the land. for the purposes and uses
allowed hereunder, during the term hereof. LESSEE acknowledges that the lease is nonexclusive, and the LESSOR retains the right to use of the land, or to grant rights to others for use
of the land, or to authorize the public to use the land, to the extent any such use is not
incompatible with LESSEE'S purpose and uses allowed hereunder.

1.3

Us. L.lmlted To Site. LESSEE shall confine all personal property, vehicles, arld pets to the
recreational residence site. No encroachment onto adjacent property, whether state land or
another residence site. will be permitted.

WATER DEVELOPMENT
1.1

Water Development. LESSEE shall be entiUed to water for domestic purposes only insofar as
natural springs, streams, lakes, existing wells or water systems serving the land are capable of
supplying the same and are not subject to a prior right or claim. LESSEE shall neither drill and
use a water well nor develop and use any source Of water without the prior written consent of
LESSOR or its authorized agent. plus the prior written consent of any department or agency of
the State of Idaho having jurisdiction to regulate water rights In this state. All water rights with
respect to the land shall be taken In the name of the State of Idaho. The LESSEE shall not cause
any water to be conveyed off the land without prior \Witten approval of the LESSOR.

1.2

Water Systems. If water is supplied to the land by a water system operated by the State of
Idaho, the use of such system and the supply of water provided thereby may be abandoned or
terminated upon thirty (30) calendar days written no1Q to LESSEE from LESSOR Or its
authorized agenl Neither the LESSOR nor its agents ano employees nor any entity of the State
of Idaho shall be liable in any manner for damage or inoonvenience to the LESSEE by reason of
failure of. damage to, or termination or abandonment of the operation of any water system or
source supplying water to the leased premises.

LANDCAPING AND REMOVAL OF VEGETAnON
1.1

Residence Site Lease

L.ESSOR Consent Required. LESSEE shalt neither landscape the leased premises nor remove
WlY vegetation, including trees, therefrom without prior written consent of the LESSOR or its
authorized agenl. Provided, however, existing grass and vegetated areas may be mowed,
trimmed, weeded. and irrigated 10 produce 8 managed appearance. Expansion of lawn areas is
discouraged. as II formal suburban landscaping. The use of native species of plants and trees is
encouraged, and eXiSting native vegetation should be retained wherever possible. The
residences and sites shall be maintained to reduce fire hazards and to provide a natural, but
managed appearance. Felling of hazard trees on the residence site is the responsibility of the
LESSEE. At LESSEE'S request. LESSOR will identify, mark and authorize removal of haZard
trees. However, LESSEE shaH take immediate action to remove any hazardous tree that poses
immediate danger to life or property without contacting LESSOR.
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J.

NOXIOUS WEEDS

1.1

K.

I.e.... Obligations. LESSEE shall cooperate with LESSOR or eny other agency authorized to
undertake programs for control or eradication of noxious weeds. LESSEE shall take measures to
control noxious weeds on the leased land in acc:on:Iance with Title 22. Chapter 24, Idaho Code.

CONSTRUCTION OF IMPROVEMENTS

1.1

Construction of Improvements/Prior Con.ant of LESSOR Required.

1.1.a.

G.n.... IIy. Without having secured the prior written consent of the LESSOR, plus the
prior written consent of any other department or agency of the State of Idaho having
jurisdiction under the circumstances, LESSEE or his agents, shall not erect any structure
or improvement Including roads on the lease premises; shall not place or buifd any dock,
piling, quay, mooring device or boathouse in or on the water frontage, If any, adjacent to
the leased premises; shall not place any houseboat in the water, if any, adjacent to the
leased premises; and, shall not make any excavations in, fills upon or aherations of any
lake or stream bed, if any. adjacent to the leased premises.

1.1.b.

Procedures To Obtain LESSOR'S Consent. LESSEE may construct Improvements
upon the leased site under limited circumstances, and only when consent has been
granted by LESSOR in accordance with this lease. LESSEE must first obtain the prior
written consent of LESSOR or LESSOR'S designee. LESSEE must furnish 8 complete
set of construction plans and an accurate plot plan of all proposed improvements
contemplated by LESSEE and submit those plans and drawings to LESSOR or
LESSOR'S designee. Once the construction pians are approved and permitted by
LESSOR, then LESSEE Shall construct the improvements In full compliance with the
approved plans and all applicable building codes. rules end laws. Consent is not
required for ordinary maintenance and repairs to existing approved improvements as
needed from time to time. PrOvided. however, the replacement of en improvement shall
require consent and compliance with the procedures set forth herein.

1.1.c.

Non-epprowd Improvements. Any structures, buildings, or improvements of any kind
whatsoever constructed, placed. erected or caused to come into existence without such
prior written consent shall be subject to immediate removel by LESSOR or its authOrized
agent, the cost of such removal or abatement to be charged to LESSEE and to remain a
debt of LESSEE to LESSOR until the same is paid; pro~ided, that the failure of LESSOR
to remove or abate or to cause removal or abatement of the same shall in no way be
deemed a waiver of the LESSOR'S right to remove or abate the same. LESSOR. at
LESSOR'S sole liseration, may require lESSeE to remove any improvement or
structure placed on the land in violation of this lease.

1.1.d.

Improvem.nts a.low The OrdiMry High Water M.,k. Any docks, pilings. quays.
mooring devices, boathouses. houseboats. nus, alterations or encroachments of any kind
below the ordinary high water maTi( of the lake shall re<luire a lake encroachment permit
from the Idaho Department of Lands, pursuant to the Idaho Lake Protection Act. I.e. §§
58-1301, fit seq., and the common law Idaho Public Trust Doctrine. See, I.C. §§ 58·
1201, et .seq. It shall be the responsibility of the LESSEE to secure any lake
encroachment permit through the normal administrative process the Department of
Lands. This lease shall not in any way be construed as consent or entitlement to any
such permit or encroachmenl.

0'

1.2

Cost of Improv.n.ntt. Any improvement constructed by or at the reQuest of LESSEE, shall be
constructed at LESSEE'S own expense unless LESSOR and LESSEE shall have enterea into a
prior written cost sharing agreement for construction of such improvement.

1.3

Other Requirements.
1.3...

Residence Site Lease

Setblcks. ConS1ruction standards and setbacks shall be in accordance with adopted
policy of the Jdaho Department of Lands.
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1.3.b.

1.4

Fenc••• Fences or gates on the leased premises will not be permitted except by special
permission from the Director of the Idaho Department of Lands and then only to prevent
encroachment from private lands.

Treatment of Improvements Upon L.ase Expiration, Termination, Cancellation, or
Abandonment
1,4...

Upon Default By L ...... Upon the default of LESSEE of any of the terms of the Lease,
LESSOR may remov. such approved or non-permitted improvements and charge the
cost of removal and restoration to the LESSEE. the same to remain a debt of LESSEE to
LESSOR until paid. LESSEE shall be responsible for all costs associated with the
removal of the improvements including. but nOllimlted to, the cost of removal and
restoration of the land. LESSEE shall aillo be responsible for all collection costs

including legal fees and interest. In the alternative to removal of the improvements upon
default by LESSEE. LESSOR may require LESSEE to remove any approved or nonapproved improvements at LESSEE'S sole cost and expense.
1.4.b.

Upon Non-Renewal By Lessor, Should LESSEE apply to renew this lease in the
manner provided by law and such appfication be denied. then LESSOR shall purchase
the approved Improvements placed or caused to be placed on the leased premises by
LESSEE. at the fair market value of such Improvements as of the effective date of
expiration. Fair market value of LESSEE improvements shall be established by
appraisal. A request for renewal by the LESSEE shall not be unreasonabJy withheld.

1.4,c.

Upon lNsing To New
Upon expiration or termination of this Lease for any
reason, other than a default by LESSEE. in the event LESSOR leases the land to a new
LESSEE. LESSOR shall require the new LESSEE to pay the LESSOR the value of the
improvements determined through an appraisal conducted by LESSOR that determines
the current value of the improvements. Improvement payments shall be first applied
towards any rent or other monies due LESSOR before being disbursed to LESSEE,
LESSOR does not hereby agree or become obligated to pay any such value to LESSEE,
such obligation shall be solely on the subsequen~ LESSEE, if any. The new LESSEE
shall make the payment described above on or before the time of execution of the lease.

1.4.d.

Non-permltted Improvements. Non-permitted improvements that are constructed
on the land shall be considered a breach of tf1is Lease. Any Improvements that are
not permitted by LESSOR shall be removed by LESSEE at LESSEE'S sole cost and
expense. Upon the expiration of the lease term if non-approved Improvements remain on

L......

the leased site. then LESSOR may remove such non-approved Improvements and
charge the cost of removal and restoration to the LESSEE, the same to remain a detlt of
LESSEE to LESSOR untH paid. LESSEE shall be responsible for all costs associated
with the removal of the non-permitted improvement including, but not limited to the cost of
removal and restoration of the land. LESSEE sha!! also be responsible for all collection
costa including legal fees and interest.

1.....

Upon natunllaxpiration with no application to r.new. In the event this lease
expires without LESSEE having made application to renew. LESSOR shall have
the right to require LESSEE to remove aU approved improvements placed or
caused to be placed upon the leased premises by the LESSEE, and to require
lESSEE to restore the leased premises to as nearly as is reasonably practical to
its natural condition. aU at lESSEE'S sole cost Bnd expense, or, at LESSOR'S

option, to purchase such approved improvements from LESSEE at the fair market
value of the same as of the date of expiration.
1,4.f.

Residence Site Lease

Abandonment and Forfeiture of Improvements. Should any improvement covered by
this Lease be abandoned, such abandoned improvements placed upon the land by the
LESSEE shall be removed by the LESSOR at LESSEE'S cost and expense, such to be a
debt of LESSEE to LESSOR until paid.
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1.5

L.

NO liENS
1.1

M.

LESSOR'S
of s.1e .r Exch.nlll .nd DI........n fro.lmlnts. In the event of
a sale or exchange of all or any portion of the leased premises during the term of thiS Lease
hereof under tile rights reserved by LESSOR under SecUon N.1 .1.h hereof. LESSEE hereby
covenants to deliver immediate possession of the land so sold or exchanged unto the LESSOR.
or to the person or party as may be specified in writing by the LESSOR or LESSOR'S deSignee.
In the evenl of $uch sale or exchange. the LESSEE shall have the rights provided by I.C. §SS313. with respect to permitted improvements placed upon the land by the LESSEE; provided that
LESSEE shall not be entitled to compensallon WIth respect to any non-permitted improvements
made or erected upon the land.

she.

Lien. Prohibited. LESSEE
ensure that full payment Is made for any and all materials
joined or affixed to the land pursuant to this Lease and for any and all persons who perform labor
on the land. LESSEE wPI not permit or suffer any liens,lncluding any mechanics'Uens or
material suppliers' liens. of any kind or nature to be effected on or enforced against the land for
any work done or materials furnished on the land at LESSEE'S ~nstanee or request.

INSURANCE

1.1

L.....•• In....nce. LESSEE shall obtain insurance of the types and In
the amounts descri)ed below.
1.1...

Homeowner'. 3 (H03) H's .qulwJent or better Ind Umbrelll
LiabUity Insuranoe. LESSEE shall maintain 8 Homeowner's 3,It's
equivalent or better and,lf necessary. umbrella kability insurance with a
combined limit of not less than five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000).

1.1.1.1. The Homeowner's insurance and umbrella liabliHy insurance shall be in a form
and from lin inaurance company 5alisfactory to LESSOR and shalt cover liability
for bodily injury, property damage and personal injury. arising from LESSEE's
use and lor occupation of ltIe premises.

tor the replacement coat of
the real property and aU improvements loeated on the premises. The LESSOR is
entitled to acquire the improvements constructed on the real property, upon
tenTIination or expiration of the lease, and 1he LESSOR shall be included as a
loss payee to the extent of its Irtec'e$t in the improvements.

1.1.a.il. The Homeowner's insurance shall inclUde coverage

1.1.b.

Other IMUrance. LESSEE shall purchase nsurance to cover LESSEE's personal

property.
1.2

L.....•• Insur.nce Policy Requirements.

1.2...

EvIdence of InlUrMC8. All insuranoe required under this ArtIcle shall be with
companies licensed and admitted in Idaho and approved for this Lease by Lessor.
LESSOR'S general requirements for such approval indudes a Beafs rating of A- or
better. Prior to taking occupancy or commencing construction and at least annUally
thereafter. LESSEE shall furnish LESSOR with a certificate of insurance executed by 8
duly authorized representative of each insurer, and a copy of any applicable policy or
policy endorsement showing compliance with the insurance requirements set forth above.
All policies required under this Article shall be written as primary policies and not
contribUting to nor in excess of any coverage LESSOR may choose to maintain.
1.2••• 1.

An certificates shall provide for ninety (90) days written notice to LESSOR prior
to cancellation or material change of any insuoln08 referred to therein.

1.2.•• 11. FaMure of LESSOR to demand such certificate or other evidence of full
compliance with theM insurance requirements or failure of L.essor to identify a

Residence Site lease
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LE:)SE~E's

,

'

.

from evidence that is provided shall not be construed as 8 waiver of
obligation to maintain such insurance.

1.2 .•.1ii. Fallure to maintain the required insurance may result in termination of this
Lease at LESSOR'S option.
1.2.a.iv. If LESSEE fa~s to maintain the insurance 85 set forth herein. LESSOR shalf
have the right, but not the obligation. to purchase said insurance at LESSEE's
expense.

1.2•••v. LESSEE shall provide certified copies of al/ insurance pOlicies required above
within ten (10) days of LESSOR'S written request for said copies.

1.2.b.

1.2.c.

No Represent.tlon of Coverage Ad4Iquac:y. By requiring insurance herein. LESSOR
does not represent thai coverage and limits w~1 necessarily be adequate to protect
LESSEE, and such coverage and limits shall not be deemed as a limitation on LESSEE's
liability under the indemnities granted to LESSOR in this Lease.
Payment of Premium•. The LESSEE shal pay all policy premiums annually in !Jdvance,

for each of 1he insurance policies required under the terms of this Lease. LESSEE shall
deliver to the lESSOR evidence of such payment in conjunction with each annual
payment of this leasel before the payment of any insurance premiums become in default.
The LESSEE ahal also cause renewals of expiring policies to be written and the policies
or copies thereof. as required by this Lease. to be delivered to the LESSOR at least ten
(10) days before the policies expiration dates.

N.

RESERVAll0NS BY LESSOR
1.1

Reservations. The LESSOR expressly reserves and excepts the following rights from the
Lease:

1.1.&.

1.1.b.

To enter upon land, or any portion thereof, during the term of this Lease for any purpose
including the purpose of inspeding the property. LESSEE shall permit inspection of the
leased premises by an authorized agent of the LESSOR at any reasonable time.
All rights for timber, oil and gas. geothermal rights, mf'leral rights. easements and rights-

of-way. fee title to the land and title to all appurtenances and improvements placed
thereon by the LESSOR

Residence Sile Lease

1.1.c.

To grant easements, rights-of-way, and leases over the land. providing said easements,
righ~-way, and leases do not conflict with the use of the lESSEE or with the permitled
improvemen1s installed and maintained or operated by the LESSEE upon the land.
LESSOR shaH coordinate with the LESSEE before proceSsing any easement. righl-ofway or lease applications on the leased land. This Lease is subject to any tease. right-ofway Ot easement previously granted over the lands embraced by this Lease.

1.1.d.

To require thst dlanges be made in the use und. this lease, and/or to the improvements
on the leased premises, including to the sanitation or other facilities. fOT the protection of
pt.bIic health. safety. preservation of property or water quality.

1.1...

To issue other leases for exploration and development of oil, gas, geothermal and
mineral resources or any other lease of the subject land. 60 long as such other lease is
for a higher and better use as determined by LESSOR, or such other lease does not
materially interfere with the authorized use under this Lease. In the event any such lease
is granted by LESSOR. and such lease materlaUy impairs LESSEE'S use of any
improvements constructed on the land by LESSEE with prior INI'itten permit from
LESSOR. this Lease shaH be deemed terminated with respect to such improvement or
improvements. and the provisions of § 7.3 (Treatment of Permitted Improvements upon
Lease Expiration) shall apply with respect to such improWtment or improvements.
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1.1.f.

To reserve as LESSOR'S sole property any and all water from any source arising on
state land and to hold water rights for any beneficial u.se !hat may develop as 8 result of
this Lease.

1.1.g.

Rights of access, ingress and egress across the leased premises for LESSOR and its
authorized agents and assigns over and across the leased premises including. but not
limited to, on existing roads. Said rights of access, ingress and egress shall be for
purposes of administration. for providing access to neighboring lots and for any other
purpose ot the LESSOR.

1.1.h.

LESSOR reserves the tight to seH or exchange aU or any portion of the leased
premises. LESSEE shall be notified of a scheduled sale at least ninety (90) calendar
days prior to ScH date. LESSEE shall be notified of 8 scheduled land exchange at leest
ninety (90) calendar days prior to the exchange. The execution of this lease by LESSEE
constitutes the LESSEE'S written agreement to land exch.-.ge as provided in I.e. § 58138(3). In the event of such sale or exchange, the LESSEE shall have the rlglts
provided by I.e. § 58-313, with respect to approved ift1lrovements placed upon the
leased premises by the LESSEE; provided, that LESSEE shall not be entitled to
compensation with respect to any nOrHIpproved improvements made or erected upon the
leased premises. In the case of sale or exchange during the continuance hereof,
LESSEE hereby covenants to de~ver immediate possession of the lands so sold or
exchanged unto the LESSOR, or to the person or party as may be specified in writing by
the LESSOR or its authoriZed agent.

1,1.l.

LESSOR reserves the right to close roads or change access route{s) to the leased
premiseS for road protection, water quality protection, wildlife and flsh protection,
administrative purposes or any other reason deemed nec8saary by LESSOR. Planned
road closures will be reviewed with LESseE prior to action by LESSOR. If an access

road Is closed permanently other access will be provided to the leased premises.
Temporary road closures may prevent. limit, or restrict access for a period of time.

O.

INDEMNIFICATION
1.1

Le.... 'nd.mniflcation of LANor. During the entire term of this lease, the LESSEE will
indemnify, defend and save harmless the LESSOR, the State of Idaho, its officers, agents.
respectiVe affiliates, and employees from and against any liability, claims. damages. debts,
demands, /osses, costs, expenses, actions, obligations, judgements for damages, or injury to
persons or property includhg. but not limited to. reasonable attorney's fees and costs caused by
or arising out of. or in COMedion with any performance, act or omission of LESSEE, or
LESSEE'S agents, officers, employees or any person claiming under, by, or through the LESSEE
under this lease andlor ariaing out of the use or occupation of tI!Ie leased premises by LESSEE,
or LESSEE'S agents, offICers or employees or any person occupying the same with the
LESSEE'S permission; or arising from the LESSEE or LESSEE'S agents, offICers or employees
failure 10 comply with any applicable state, federal, local, lew, statute, rule, regulation or act. This
duty to indemnify, defend and save harmless shall encompass any dalms which include or allege
negligence of LESSOR. i1s agents, offICers or employees other than claims which arise solely out
of negligence on the part of LESSOR, and this dUty shall SUrvive the termination or expiration of
this Lease.

1.2

Tort C'.lm. Limits. Provided thai such indemnification right ",all not be construed as absolving
the State from responsibility for liabftity in damages arisilg under the Idaho Tort Claims Act, I.C. §
6-901, et seq., for the conduct of its agents. officers or employees as set forth therein.

1.3

Notice. In the event of any such claims made or suit flied, LESSOR shall give LESSEE prompt
written notice of such claims or suits, and LESSEE shall have the right to defend or settle to the
extent of LESSEE'S intereat under this lease agreement.

Residance Site Lease
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P.
1.1

Q.

R.

LESSEE'S DEFAULT
1.1

Upon Default. LESSEE'S failure 10 comply with any of the terms of this Lease shall be a breachgiving rise to a basis for termination of the Lease. LESSEE'S viola1ion of any Land Board or
Department of Lands rules. regulations or state laws currently or hereafter adopted and
applicable to this lease or the leased land, shall be a breach, giving rise to a further basis for
termination of this Lease. LESSOR shall provide LESSEE thirty (30) calendar days wriUen notice
of any such breach or violation and, if applicable, the corrective action required of LESSEE. The
notice shall specify a reasonable time to make a correction or cure the violation or breach, if such
breach is subject to correction or cure.

1.2

F.Uu,.. to Cure. If the corrective action or cure is not tal<en within the specified time or does not
occur, then the LESSOR may, at LESSOR'S option. cancel the Lease effective on the date
specified in the written cancellation notice. LESSEE shall not, while in default. remove any of the
improvements. LESSEE agrees to relinquish possession of the leased land upon bfeac:h of any
of the c;ondi1iona herein set forth, with all permanent improvements thereon in good order and
condition when such breach results in cancellation or forfeiture of this Lease. In addition to the
rights and remedies specifically granted to LESSOR under this Lease, LESSOR shall have such
other rights and remedies 8$ against LESSEE as may be available at law or in equity, and
LESSOR'S pursuit of any partioolar remedy for breach or default shall not, in and of itself,
constitute a waiver or relinquishment of any other available claim of LESSOR against LESSEE.

SURRENDER OF LAND
1.1

S.

L ..... Obligation. Unless otherwise provided, lESSEE shall pay all water charges, fees,
assessments or taxes of whatsoever nature that may be legally levied or assessed against lhe
leased premises herein described, or any portion thereof or on any improvements thereto. If the
same is not paid it shall constitute a lien in favor of the State of Idaho against all improvements on
the leased land.

L..... Sumtndttr. LESSEE shall, at the tennination or expiration of this Lease, vacate the
leased land. leaving it in the same or better condition than it was in at the lime of LESSEE'S entry
on such premises under this agreement, except for reasonable use and wear, acts of God, or
damage by causes beyond the control of LESSEE. and upon vacating shall leave the demised
land free and clear of all rubbish and debris. \rVhere applicable, LESSOR shall require that
approved improvements constructed upon the Land shall be acquired by any new LESSEE
pursuant to this lease and the then existing appUcable state law and Nles.

RELATIONS OF THE PARTIES.
1.1

Partie. Relationship. LESSEE is not an officer. employee, or agent of the LESSOR. LESSEE
covenants that it will satisfy and hold LESSOR harmless against any lien, judgment, or
encumbrance tiled or made against the leased site at the LESSEE'S sole and separate cost or
expense.

T.

NOTICES
1.1

Time of Notice. Any notice of breach given under the terms of this Lease shall be deemed given
and delivered on the date when personally dejivered or if ma~ed, the date same is deposited in
the United States Ma~. and mailed by regIstered or certified mail. retum receipt requested.
postage prepaid and property addressed to the appropriate party.

1.2

Notice. Any other notice or any demand given under the terms of this Lease shall be deemed
given and delivered on the date when personally deli~red or if mailed. the date same is
deposited in the United States Mail, postage prepaid and properly addressed to the appropriate
party.

Residence Site Laaee
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1.3

U.

WAIVER
1.1

V.

W.

X.

Addre....
UntU changed by notice in writing. nuoce, demands, and
communications shall be addressed 10 LESSOR at idaho Department of Lands
954 West Jefferson Street, Boise, 10 83702, and to LESSEE at the addreq set forth at the
beginning of this Lease. It is Lessee's responsibUity to notify Lessor of any change of address.

No Waiver. The waiver by the LESSOR of any breach of any term. covenant or condition of this
Lease shall not be deemed to be a waiver of any past, present or future breach of the same or
any other term. covenant or condition of this Leese. The acceptance of rent by the LESSOR
hereunder shall not be construed to be 8 waiver of any violation of the term(s) of this Lease. No
payment by the LESSEE of a lesser amount than shall be due according to the terms of this
Lease shall be deemed or construed to be other than a part payment on account of the most
recent rent due. nor shall al1Y endorsement or statement of any check or letter accompanying any
payment be deemed to create an acoard and satisfaction.

ATrORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS

1.1

Obligation to PlY. In the event that either party to this agreement shall find it necessary to
retain counsel (inCluding the LESSOR using the Office of the Attomey General of the State of
Idaho). or to incur costs to interpret or enforce any of the provisions hereof includinQ. but not
limited to. any action at law or in equity, the prevailing party (as defined and interpreted under
Idaho Rule of CivU ProceciJre 54) shall be entitled to recover from the opposing party all costs
and expenses, inCluding reasonable attomeys' fees (ncluding. in the case of the LESSOR. fees
from the Office of the Attorney General of the State of Idaho), accountants' fees and fees of
appraisers or other expertl. incurred therein by the prevailing party, including al such costs and
expenses incurred with respect to any appeal and such may be included In any judgment entered
in any action. No attorney's fees or costs shall be paid by either party for administrative appeal
proceedings brought under this lease and in accordance with Land Board procedures.

1.2

Additional Obligation. In addition, in the event LESSEE fails to perform any act or do anything
which LESSEE is required to do under the terms of this Lease, LESSOR shall have the right. but
not the obligation, to perform on behalf of LESSEE, any such action and LESSEE shall
immediately reimburse LESSOR for all costs and expenses, "eluding attomey fees, (including
fees from the Offlce of the Attomey General of the State of Idaho). Incurred by LESSOR in
performing such act or thing. LESSEE'S obligation hereunder shall be oeemed to be additional
rent fully due and payable on demand from LESSOR.

lESSEE'S COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICABLE LAWS AND RULES
1.1

Full COmpliance. LESSEE'S use of the Premiaes shall fully comply with all applicable statutes,
ordinances. rules. regulatiOns and laws of federal. state and local govemmental authorities.
LESSEE shall comply with all applicable rules and regwations and standards promulgated by the
State Land Board or the Idaho Department of Lands inCluding, but not limited to. the
Department's rules governing the instaUation of docks and other lake encroachments below the
ordinary high water mark of any nS'iigable lake.

1.2

No Wnte or Nulanc.. LESSEE shall not use the land in any manner that would constitute I06S
or waste, nor shaH the LESSEE allow the same to be committed thereon. The LESSEE shall not
do anything which wiD create a nuisance or a danger to persons or property.

MISCELLANEOUS
1.1

Modification. This Lease may be modified only by a fully executed lease adjustment on a form
as provideCI by the LESSOR.

1.2

Parti.. Non-Discrlmlnatlon. The parties shall not discriminate against any person because of
race, Q"eed, religion. color. sex, national origin or disability.

Residence Sle Leese
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1.3

Par.graph
The paragraph headings. titles and
convenience only and are not part of the Lease.

1.4

Entire Agr•• ment. This Lease, including all exhibits attached hereto, contains the entire
agreement between the parties concerning the subject matter hereof and supersedes any and aU
prior agreements. The execution of this Lease has not been induced by either party, or any agent
of either party. by representations, promises or undertakings not expressad herein and, further.
there are no collateral agreements, stipulations, covenants. promises. inducements or
undertakings whatsoever between the respective parties concerning this Lease except those
which are expressly contained herein. No other understanding. whether oral or written, whether
made prior to or contemporaneously with this lesse. shall be deemed to enlarge. limit. or
otherwise effect the operation of this lease. PrO\'ided. however. that the parties recognize that
the Land Board decisions dated December 15.1998. July 13. 1999. and September 14. 1999
have been specifICally referenced and incorporated into this lease.

1.5

Governing Law and Forum. This Lease shall be construed in accordan<:e with and govemed by
the laws of the Sta1e of Idaho. In addition. the parties consent to the venue and jurisdiction of
Idaho Stale courts located in Ada County, Valley County, Kootenai County. or Bonner County in
the event of any dispute with respect to this Lease.

1.6

APplicabl. Law. This lease is subject to all current and subsequently enacted statutes,

CIIIl'liOf' .

used in this Lease are for

rules. regulations and Jaws applicable to state endowment lands or this lease. In addition,
LESSEE shall comply wi1h all applicable rules, regulations and laws of the State of Idaho or other

governmental entities.
1.7

Binding on Hllrs and Sl.ICCeuors. 11 is understood and agreed that all terms. covenants and
conditions hereof shall be binding upon sub/esseas. assignees and LESSEE'S heirs. executors or
successors in interest.

1.8

Severability. In the event any provision of this lease shall be held invalid or unenforceeble
according to law. for any reason whatsoever, then the validity, legality or enforceability of the
remaining provisions shall not in any way be affected or impaired .

1.9

Counterpal't$. This agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which
shall be deemed to be an original, but all of Which together shall constitute but one and the same

instrument.
1.10

Residence Site Lease

Conflict Applications. This lease Is not subject to conflict application as provided in
310A.

I.e. § 58-
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS
Cottage I Residence Site Lease
HARDSHIP CLAIMS
A.

Objective:
To grant a lessee with an undue finandal hardship an opportunity to defer rental
increases to allow sufficient time to arrange for sale and assignment of the lease.

B.

Bigibility:
Any lessee forced to sell due to escalating rental could ask for deferment of any increase
in rental for a period of up to two years. Payment of deferred rent shall be due upon sale

and assignment of the leasehold interest or at the expiration of the authorized deferment.
The deferred rent will be subject to interest at the board rate.

C.

D.

E.

Application:

1.

The lessee must submit a letter of request induding a swom financial statement.
The department may request additional information as needed.

2.

Hardship daims must be submitted no later than October 1 of each year.

Deferment of Rent:
1.

The Department of Lands (Department) is hereby authorized to extend the time
of payment of such moneys for said leases annually not to exceed two (2)
successive years: provided, that the applicant enters into an agreement with the
Department to pay the interest on said amount of rent money from January flT'St of
the year which the same is otherwise due, to the date of payment. at the rate per
annum set by the State Board of Land Commissioners (Idaho Code §58-305).

2.

Authorization of the hardship daim will be agreed to in writing by means of an
adjustment to the lease using the Department lease adjustment form.

3.

Interest on the deferred amount win be charged at the rate as established by the
State Board of Land Commissioners. The current rate is the average monthly
rate for conventional mortgages as quoted in the federal review statistical
releases. The rate is rounded down to the nearest one-quarter percent on the
tenth of the month following the statistical releases.

4.

Deferment would be on any inaease in excess of the rurrent year's rental.

5.

Full payment of the deferred rent is required at the time of a lease assignment or
at the expiration of the granted deferred time frame.

Additional extensions may be considered by the Department on a case by case basis.
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STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF LANDS
Cottage J Residence Site Lease

LOT VALUATION APPEAL PROCEDURe
This procedure involves three steps:
1.)

The Department will do a lot valuation at Priest Lake

2.)

If the valuation is not acceptable to the Lessee. the Lessee and the Department
will meet to review the circumstances and try to resolve the differences in 101
valuation.

3.)

If the differences in lot valuation cannot be reso""ed. then the Director will appoint
a three (3) person panel to make recommendations directly to the State Land
Board. The Director will appoint one (1) person to the panel from a list of three
(3) names provided by the Lessee.
The three (3)

person panel will conduct hearings and give the parties

opportunities to make appropriate records in case further appeals are made.
The Dapartment will rely on Valley County assessed values at Payette Lake.
The procedure noted in one through three above will be used to resolve
differences In valuations.
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Attorney for PAlEST I..AKf STATE lESSEES' AssocIAnoN, INc.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VAlLEY
BABCOCK,. et al.
Plaintiffs

case No. Ctl2010-436C

v.

Consolidated wtttt Ada County
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IDAHO BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS;
and GEORGE BACON, In his offlclaJ capacity
as Otrectcr of the Idaho Department of Lands
Defendants

HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, tn his capacJty
as the Attorney General of Idaho, ~.ref

STATE ENDOWMENT LAND BENEFICIARIES
Consolidated PIaJntltf

AFFIDAVIT OF RON JENSEN IN
SUPPORT OF CONSOUOATEO

DEFENDANT INTERVENOR'S
STATE BOARD OF lAND COMMISSIONERS,

MEMORANDUM IN OPPosmON
TO CONSaUDATEO PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY

and GEORGE BACON, In hJs official capacity

JUDGMENT.

'II.

as DIrector cfthe Idaho Department of lands
Consolidated Defendants

And

PRJEST lAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOClA110N,
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation
COnsolidated Defendant
Intervenor
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1.
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I am a long time lessee with ttle State of Idaho of a state cottage sJte at Priest Lake.

2.
In June 2007, WInds of approximately 10 miles per ha..- hit the south end of Priest
Lake. More than elght (8) trees on my cabin site were blown over, One or them hit my
c:abio.

3.
AftB my InsuranCl! c:arrier assessed the damage caused by the winds, I was .eft with
three chatce5:

4.

I}

Repair the cabin from the noor up;

Ii)

Tear It down and rebultt, or

Ii)

Tear It down and t!IIce the Actual Cash Value for tf1e cabin.

We ended up Inwstfng addItonal money from what was received frem the frs.rance
and r'eIllIaId the 840 S(!UII"e foot, 1940's cabtn WIth a larger struc::ttn. The fact that
we knew we could renew 0lI' lease and uIttmab!Iv transfer It to our children and
grandmlldren weIgIlad beI",1v on 0tJr dec::t.sit.In.
DATED

th.:lfft day d

AprIl. 2011.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me. a notary pub1lc, on this ~ of ApiI.

lOU.
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Charles B. Lempesls, ISBA #2550

CHARLES B. LEMPESIS,

a-rm

Attomey at Law
201 West Seventh Avenue

APR 22 2011

Post Fatls, Idaho 83854
Telephone: (208) m-881S
Facsimile: (208) 773-1044
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Idahola~msn,com

Attorney for PRIEsT lAKE SrATE LESSEES' AssOCIATION, INc.
IN THE DISTRICT mURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL OISTRIcr

OF THE srATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VAllEY
BABCOCK, et al.
PlaIntiffs

Case No. CV 2010-436C
Consolidated with Ada County
case No. CV OC 1023751

v.
IDAHO BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS;
and GEORGE BACON, In his offldal capacity
. as Director of the Idaho Department of
Lands
Defendants

HaN. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, In hls

capadty as the Attomey General of Idaho,
ex rei STATE ENDOWMENT lAND

AFFIDAVIT OF MIKE SCHMITZ,

BENEFICrARIES
Consolidated Plaintiff

IN SUPPORT OF
CONSOUDATED DEFENDANT

INTERVENOR'S MEMORANDUM
IN OPPOSITION TO
CONSOUDATED PLAINTIFF'S

v.
STATE BOARD OF LAND OlMMISSIONERSI

MOTION FOR SUMMARY

and GEORGE BACON, In his offtdal capacity
as Olredxlr of the Idaho Department of

JUDGMENT.

Lands
Consolidated Defendants

PRIEST LAKE STATE lESSEES
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonproflt
corporation
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)

} ss
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

)

MIKE SCHMm, being first duly sworn under oath do hereby depose and say:

1.

I am a Icensed realtor and commercia' broker In the State of Washington.

2.
I specialize In commerdalleastng and salesl large residential developments and
lake homes and resorts.

3.
I am extremely familiar with leases, their terms, as well as the standard rights
and dutles of landlords and other essentlal terms.

4.
J am also famlnar with the leases extended to cottage site lessees at Priest Lake
as I am one of the lessees and have read the lease. The lease which has been
prov1ded by the S~te differs overwhelmingly from standard commercially reasonable
leases based upon the fact that It places numerous restrictions on the lessee and Is
extensively limits the obHgatlons of the landlord. The lease Is also somewhat unique In
the way It dictates the Improvements made and owned by the lessee and valuation of
those In the event of termination either by tile state or at the expJratlon of the lease.
!he lease Is also unique due to Its limited term and lack of predictability of the lease

rate.
It Is my professional opinion that these leases are unIque and do not transfer any
sIgnificant rights to the lessee other than the benefit of maintaining the state's property
and utilizing the same for a stated fee for a period of time without the benefit of any
long term separation of the legal and equItable property Interests.

5.

6.
I would be honored to present testimony and evidence In support of the
statements and opfnlons offered In thIs affidavit.
DATED this 2..\ 1'£ day of Aprlll 2011.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me, a notary public, on this Z I Sot"day of
April, 2011.
. gI ulniIHUtllllllllllltmllllllllllll.g'
NoiarJ' PllbUo
.5
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LA WRENCE G. WASDEN
ATTORNEY GENERAL
STEVEN L. OLSEN, ISB No. 3586
Chief of Civil Litigation Division
CLAY R. SMITH, ISB. No. 6385
Deputy Attorneys General
954 W. Jefferson, 2 nd Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, lD 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334-2400
Fax: (208) 854-8073
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the
BABCOCK TRUST, et aI.,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)

vs.

)

IDAHO BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS; et al.,
Defendants.
HON. LAWRENCEG. WASDEN, inhis
capacity as Attorney General of Idaho, ex reI.
STATE ENDOWMENT LAND
BENEFICIARIES,
Plaintiff,
VS.

STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, et aI.,
Defendants.

)
)

Case No. CV 2010-436-C
(Consolidated with Ada County
Case No. CV OC 1023751)

REPLY MEMORANDUM IN
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S
MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

REPY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - I

INTRODUCTION
Defenders-in-Intervention Gladys Babbitt, et at., and Priest Lake State Lessees
Association (collectively "Lessees") ask this Court to ignore nearly a century of Supreme Court
precedent and construe the term "disposal," as used in the last sentence of Article IX, Section 8

of Idaho Constitution, as only applying to the sale of the endowment lands administered by
Defendant State Board of Land Commissioners ("Land Board" or "Board"). In so arguing, the
Lessees fail to deal straightforwardly not only with decisional authority but also with the
language in the constitutional provision itself. Indeed, the Priest Lake Lessees implicitly admit
the unsupportable nature of their proffered construction of "disposal" when tbey assert that a
question of material fact exists over whether, notwithstanding the name of their association, the
cottage-site agreements with the Land Board are actually leases. The most succinct response to
the Lessees' mischaracterization of the public auction mandate and the Supreme Court's
opinions applying that mandate lies in a concise but careful review of Article IX, Section 8's use

of the terms "sale," "rent," "sold," "disposition" and "disposal"' and opinions construing those
terms.
ARGUMENT
1.

ARTICLE IX, SECTION 8, READ AS WHOLE, SUBJECT THE SALE AND
RENTAL OF ENDOWMENT LANDS TO THE PUBLIC AUCTION
REQUIREMENT
A.

The Payette Lake Lessees begin their analysis of the term "disposal" in Article

IX, Section 8 by reference to the definition given that word by the 1990 edition of Black's Law
Dictionary-i.e., the "sale, pledge, giving away, use, consumption or any other disposition of a
thing"-and argue that "[w]ith regard to real property, a disposal would thus involve the transfer
of one's entire interest in property, otherwise kno\\n as a fee simple interest." Payette Lake
Mem. at 10. Their reliance on a dictionary meaning of "disposal" is misplaced for an obvious
reason: It isolates the term from its overall context in the constitutional provision and fails to
acknowledge that a lease does "dispose" of a valuable real property interest that Article IX,
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Section 8 read in its entirety seeks to protect: the right to possession of the particular cottage-site
lot. E.g., City of Lewis/on v. /saman, 19 Idaho 653, 672, 115 p, 494, 501 (1911) (tort liability
falls upon tenant because ,., iu ]pon the transfer of the entire interest and possession to another, as
the duty runs with land, [liability] would be cast upon the grantee "')~ see generally Restatement

(Second) of Property: Landlord & Tenant § 1.2 (1977) ("[aJ landlord-tenant relationship exists
only jfthe landlord transfers the right to possession of the leased property"). Indeed, the Payette
Lake Lessees' proposed construction of "disposal" would exclude from Article IX Section 8's
reach contracts to purchase where the State retains ownership of the affected property until the
purchaser "mak[es] complete payment therefor" and no transfer of "fee simple title" either has
occurred or necessarily will occur. Hellerud v. Hauck, 52 Idaho 226, 231-32, 13 P.2d 1099,
1102 (1932) (title to school trust land under contract to purchase could not be acquired by third

party through adverse possession because State, as seller, retained ownership of legal title and is
not subject to defeasance of title under the adverse possession doctrine); accord In re SRBA, 149

Idaho 532,541,237 P.3d I, 10 (2010). They accordingly sponsor a reading of "disposal" that
would exempt trom public auction a common form of transferring real property ownership and
that, if credited, would allow evisceration of the constitutional requirement.
B.

Had the Payette Lake Lessees commenced their inquiry with the language of

Article IX, Section 8 itself, they would have been forced to reconcile the proffered "fee simple
title" construction with various uses of the terms "sale," "rental," "sold:' "disposition" and
"disposal" in the provision-a burden that they could not carry. Article IX. Section 8 in its
original form
•

Enjoined the Land Board "to provide for the location, protection, sale or

rental of all the lands heretofore, or which may hereafter be granted to or acquired
by the state by or from the general government, under such regulations as may be
prescribed by law, and in such manner as will secure the maximum possible
amount therefor: Provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less than ten (10)
dollars per acre."
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•

Enjoined the Legislature from "granting any privileges to persons who

may have settled upon any such public lands, subsequent to the survey thereof by
the general government, by which the amount to be derived by the sale, or other

disposition of such lands, shall be diminished, directly or indirectly."
•

Enjoined the Legislature "to provide by law that the general grants of land

made by congress to the state shall be judiciously Jocated and carefully preserved
and held in trust, subject to disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of
the respective object for which said grants of land were made."
•

Enjoined the Legislature to "provide for the sale of said lands from time to

time and for the sale of timber on all state lands and for the faithful application of
the proceeds thereof in accordance with the terms of said grants; Provided, that
not to exceed twenty-five sections of school lands shall be sold in anyone year,
and to be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed one hundred and sixty (160) acres

to anyone individual, company or corporation."
(Emphasis added in quoted text to relevant terms.)1 Several conc1usions can be drawn from the
provision's quite considered use of those terms.

I

Article IX, Section 8 read as originally adopted in its entirety:
It shall be the duty of the State Board of Land Commissioners to provide for the location. protection. sale
or rental of all the lands heretofore. or which may hereafter be, granted to the state by the general
government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law, and in such manner as will secure the
maximum possible amount therefor Provided, that no school lands shaH be sold for Jess than len (10)
dollars per acre. No law shall ever be passed by the Legislature granting any privileges to persons who
may have settled upon any such public lands, subsequent to the survey thereof by the general
government, by which the amount to be derived by the sale, or other disposition of such lands, shall be
diminished, dlrectly or indirectly. The Legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period, provide by law
that the general grants of land made by Congress to the slate shall be judiciously located and carefully
preserved and held in trust, subject to disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective
objects for which said grants of land were made, and the Legislature shall pro"'ide for the sale of said
lands from time to time and for the sale of timber on ali state lands and for the faithful application of the
proceeds thereof in accordance with the tcrms of said grants: Provided. that not to exceed twenty-five
sections of school lands shall be sold in anyone year, and to be sold in subdiviSIons of not to exceed one
hundred and sixty (160) acres to anyone individual. company Of corporation.

See BaiderslOn v. Brady. 17 Idaho 567, 574, 107 P. 493, 494-95 (1910) (quoting provision). Article IX, Section 8

has been amended subsequently, but the only modifications to its language quoted in the text in the current provision
were (I) the substitution of the words "the appraised price" for "ten (l0) dollars per acre" in lhe first sentence; (2)
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First, the opening sentence of Article IX, Section 8 that imposes "the maximum amount

possible therefor" duty explicitly identifies two forms of real property interest transfers: sales
and rentals. The same discrete treatment is accorded the term "sale" or "sold" in the third
sentence with reference to providing for sale of public lands and timber on those lands. The
Framers therefore clearly understood that both forms of transfer could and would take place in
the administration of the trust lands and, as indicated by the "no less than ten (J 0) dollars per
acre" requirement, referred to one form when they intended to impose a discrete limitation on its
usc.

Second, the Framers used the term "disposition" in the following sentence to capture
transactions other than a "sale" of public lands, thereby indicating that the rental of such lands
would be subject to the prohibition against granting privileges to post-survey settlers that would
diminish the amount received from the involved transaction. The juxtaposition of "other" and
"disposition" reflects that "disposition" is an inclusive term capturing a range of transaction
beyond sales. In light of the first sentence, one such form of transfer logically is the rental of
endowment land.

Third, the next sentence brings these interpretative strains together by using a variation of
the term "disposition" in subjecting public lands to "disposaJ at public auction" but incorporating
a more specific direction to the Legislature with regard to providing for the sale of public lands,
as well as timber on such lands, and limiting that authority in the concluding proviso. The
Framers, in short, knew how to cabin a particular constitutional mandate in Article IX, Section 8
to sales when they so intended but, as to the public auction requirement, employed the more
expansive "disposal"-a choice of terminology indicating intent to include both "sales" and
"other disposition[s]."
revising the second proviso to read "provided, that not to exceed one hundred sections of state lands shall be sold in
anyone year. and to be sold in subdivisions of not to exceed three hundred and twenty acres of land to anyone
indivldual, company or corporation[:]" and (3) substituting "long term financial return to the institution to which
granted or to the state ifnot specifically granted" for "'amount possible therefor."
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C.

No less unavailing to their position than resort to Black's Law Dictionary is the

Payette Lake Lessees' reliance on Professor Colson's treatise on the 1889 Constitutional
Convention's debates.

Payette Lake Mem. at 1]-12 (citing Dennis C. Colson, Idaho's

Constitution: The Tie That Binds 111- 13 (1991).

The portion of the debate discussed by

Professor Colson dealt with Section 4 of Article IX, not Section 8. I J.W. Hart, Proceedings and
Debates of the Consti(utional Convention of Idaho 1889 649-69 (1910) ("I Hart"). The debate
on Section 8 took place on the next day of the Convention, July 23, 1889. and lends no support to
the Lessees' argument. ld at 703-12, 730-65. Although extended and procedurally confused
(see id at 758-59). it can be distilled to several issues relevant here.

A principal point of

controversy-which corresponded to the debate over Section 4-was a series of amendments or
substitutes to amend the proposed provision by foreclosing sale of endowment lands. E.g., id at

704-06 (Del. Parker), 709-11 (Del. Vineyard), 730-31 (Del. Vineyard), 733-34 (Del. Anderson).
None was adopted.
amendment).

E.g., id at 751-52 (Del. Claggett substitute); id. at 761-62 (Del. Parker

Their non-adoption, however, says nothing about the meaning of "disposal"

because, as discussed above, Section 8 expressly contemplated both the sale and rental of
endowment lands.
More germane were two proposed but unsuccessful amendments to the penultimate
fonnulation of the provision-one that would have stricken the words "at public auction" and
replaced the word "sale" with "disposition" in the clause that reads "the lIegislature) shall
provide for the sale of said lands from time to time," and a second that would have replaced the
word "disposal" witb "disposition" immediately preceding "at public auction." ] Hart at 763-64.
Rejection of the first amendment removed any doubt that the Constitutional Convention intended
all "disposaJ[s]" to be subject to the public auction requirement and that the tenn "disposition"
encompassed transactions in addition to "sales"--a conclusion implicit from the use of
"disposition" in the preceding sentence.

Non-adoption of the second amendment supports the

conclusion that the term "disposal" was employed to capture both sales and "other
disposition[s]" and thereby to avoid the confusion, given the prior sentence's reference to "sale
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or other disposition," that simple use of "disposition" might have caused. The Convention's
actions on these amendments thus underscores what Article IX, Section 8' s plain text otherwise
indicates: The Framers used the term "sale" when they desired to impose a specific requirement
on that form of real property transaction, and they intended, by necessary inference, the term
"disposal" to encompass not only sales but also other types of real property transactions
including, at the least, the rental of endo\\'111ent lands.

II.

A LONG SERIES OF SUPREME COURT DECISIONS ESTABLISHES THAT
THE TERM "DISPOSAL" INCLUDES RENTAL OF ENDOWMENT LANI>S
A.

The heart of the Lessees' position lies in their assertion that the Supreme Court

has not construed the term "disposal" to include rental of endowment lands. The Payette Lake
Lessees accordingly argue that the Attorney General errs in concluding from several decisions
"that the Supreme Court's mere mention of Article IX. Section 8, in opinions holding that the
Land Board was either obligated to or constrained from taking action pursuant to a state statute
somehow equates to a holding that the Land Board was also constitutionally compelled or
restrained." Payette Lake Mem. at 15. The Priest Lake Lessees rely up Idaho-Iowa La/eral &

Reservoir Co. v. Fisher, 27 Idaho 695, 151 P. 998 (1915), for the proposition that "[a1s with
easements, when the Board issues a lease, the underlying fee title remains in the state" and is
excepted from the public auction requirement.

Priest Lake Mem. at 16.

Absent from thejr

analysis is a thoughtful examination of the full body of Supreme Court decisional authority
relevant to application of that constitutional requirement to rental of endowment lands. The
Attorney General's brief in support of his motion for preliminary injunction, in contrast,
discusses the series of opinions, beginning with Tobey v. Bridgewood, 22 Idaho 566, 127 P. 178
(1912), where the Supreme Court has evinced its view that endowment land leasing is
conditioned upon "disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective objects for
which said grants of land were made." Atry Gen. Prelim. Inj. Br. at 5-11. A concise review of
those opinions reflects what the Lessees choose to ignore.
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]n Tohey, the Court resolved a quiet title dispute between an individual who had acquired
from the state engineer a pennit to appropriate public water for irrigation purposes through a
well on endovvment lands and an individual who subsequently purchased a right of way from the
Land Board over the Jand to construct a reservoir pursuant to a statute now codifled at Idaho
Code § 58-602. The district court entered judgment in the permittee's favor, and the Supreme
Court affirmed. The Court reasoned that the Board lacked authority under Article lX, Section 8
to issue a right of way disposing of a fee interest but that it did have authority to effect the
transaction by virtue of other statutes through operation of the Constitution's eminent domain
provision. Article I, Section 14. 22 ldaho at 580, 127 P. at 183. Of particular significance here
was the Court's description of how Article IX, Sections 7 and 8 function in tandem:

It will be observed that the above provisions of the Constitution invest the
direction. control, and disposition of the public lands of the state, under such
regulations as may be prescribed by law, in the state board ofland commissioners,
and the Legislature is invested with the power and authority to provide by law that
the general grants of land by Congress to the state are held in trust, subject to
disposal at public auction, for the use and benefit of the respective objects for
which said grants of land were made, and by this grant of power to the Legislature
the Constitution has circumscribed the direction, control. and disposition of the
public lands of the state, in that such lands shaH be held in trust, and can be
disposed of only at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective objects.
It would appear, therefore, that an inhibition is placed upon the Legislature in
enacting a law which provides for the disposition of lands granted to the state by
an act of Congress, in that such disposal shall be at public auction.
22 ldaho at 577-78, 127 P. at 182 (emphasis supplied). The Court therefore recognized that
endowment lands subject to "disposition" under Section 8 must be "dispos[ ed]" at public
auction.

Idaho-Iowa Laleral, issued several years after Tobey, also involved a right of way
acquired under § 58-602. The lead opinion by the Chief Justice overruled the earlier decision to
the extent that it had construed Article I, Section 14 as authorizing conveyance of a "fee-simple
title" (27 Idaho at 709, 151 P. at 1002) but did not modify Toby's analysis of Article IX,
Section 8. The dispositive second vote for reversal of the district court judgment came from
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Justice Morgan who opined that because the statute "does not provide for the sale or leasing of
[school] lands," it "is not ... in contravention of section 8, art. 9" and found no need to consider

the eminent domain provision. Id. idaho-Iowa Mutual thus reiterated that Article IX. Section 8
applies "when the state parts with the fee, and not where it grants an easement" (27 Idaho at 705.
151 P. at 1001), i.e., when the Land ~oard leases or sells endowment land. The Priest Lake

Lessees' contrary reading with respect to leasing activities is therefore implausible. See Priest
Lake Mem. at 16 n.2 (arguing that Idaho-iowa Mu(ual"reversed" Toby without acknowledging

that the Article IX, Section 8 analysis of the earlier decision was not affected by the partial
overruling). The principle that a constitutionally imposed public auction requirement exists with
respect to rental activities also animated the holding in East Side Blaine Counry Live Slock Ass 'n
v. Stafe Board. 34 Idaho 807, 198 P. 760 (1921), where the Court granted mandamus relief 10

lease applicant who had been denied a conflict auction by the Board. It observed there that
Article IX, Section 8 and the applicable conflict auction statute had as their "dominant purpose ..

. that the state shall receive the greatest possible amount for the lease of school lands for the
benefit of school funds, and for this reason competitive bidding is made mandatory." 34 Idaho at
814, 198 P. at 763.
Seventy-five years passed before the Supreme Court again addressed the relationship
between endowment land leasing and the public auction requirement in Article IX, Section 8.
Although it was conceivable that the Court's earlier decisions might be qualified given their age
and, with respect to Toby and Idaho-Iowa Lateral, their complicated exploration of the
relationship between Article I, Section 14 and Article IX, Section 8, they were not. In a series of
four opinions over a three-year period in suits initiated by Idaho Watersheds Project ("IWP"), the
Court removed any legitimate doubt over the applicability of the auction requirement to the Land
Board lease determinations. IWP v. State Bd, 128 Idaho 761, 918 P.2d 1206 (1996) ("IWP "');
IWP v. Stale Bd. 133 Idaho 55,982 P.2d 358 {l999) ("JWP II"); JWP v. Slate Bd., 133 Idaho 64,

982 P.2d 367 (1999) ("iWP III"); /WP v State Bd., 133 Idaho 68, 982 P.2d 37] (1999) ("!WP
IV"). The pivotal decision is /WP I where the Court held that the Land Board exceeded its
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authority in awarding a lease to an applicant who had declined to participate in a conflict auction
and explicitly relied on East Side Blaine County which, it explained, had presented the issue of
"whether school land leases had to be offered at a public auction, pursuant to Idaho' s

constitutional and Slalulory mandate:' 128 Idaho at 764, 918 P.2d at 1209 (emphasis added); see
also 128 Idaho at 766,918 P.2d a1 1211 (,,[tJhe Board does not have the discretion to grant a
lease to an applicant who does not place a bid at an auction, based upon Idaho's constitutional

and statutory mandate that the Board conduct an auction") (emphasis added).2
The decision in IWP I assumed additional significance because it prompted the
constitutional amendment approved in the 1998 general ejection but invalidated in /WP Ii
because it included two '''incongruous and essentially unrelated'" amendments and therefore
violated Article 20. Section 2. fWP II. 133 Idaho at 60, 982 P.2d at 363. The Court found athat
the subject of how school endowment land proceeds are invested differs essentially from the
subject of whether auctions should take place regarding on1y sales, as opposed to leases and
sales, of school endovvment lands." ld That statement makes express what was otherwise clear:
The attempted amendment to Article IX, Section 8 was directed at obviating the constitutional
restriction on leasing endowment lands without a public auction enforced in UVP I. The Payette
Lake Lessees' contention that the amendment, even if had been invalidated, would not have
altered the legal status quo (Payette Lake Mem. at I8) cannot be squared with the fundamental
notion that the constitutional amendment was sought to modify existing laW-here the
construction given the public auction requirement by the Supreme Court. See Keenan v, Price,
The Court did decline to award attorne,'s fees under Idaho Code § 12-117, apparently accepting lhe Board's
contention that it had "acted on the basis of its long-standing interpretations of applicable constitutional and
statutory provisions and administrative rules" and thus possessed "a reasonable basis in law in rejecting IWP's bid,"
128 Idaho at 767, 9J8 P,2d at 1212. Needless to say. thai reasonable basis, insofar as it was predlcated on the
inapplicability of the public auction requirement in Article IX, Section 8 10 leasing determinations, was vitiated by
IWP 1 as to future decisionmaking. The Court's disposition of the attomey's fee issue also vitiates the Payette Lake
Lessees' contention that the Attorney General Opinion 1\'0. 09.01 's reliance on the /WP litigation as a basis for
distinguishing the 1990 legal guideline issued by a deputy attorney general. Payette Lake Mem. at 14-15. The legal
guideline, moreover, acknowledged that ItS conclusion-i.e., that "it is possible to interpret article 9, section 8, as
vesting in the legislature the discretion to lease public lands by methods other than by public auction" ·as
"somewhat tentative, given that it is supported only by ambiguous statements of the Idaho Supreme Court, the
delegates to the constitutional convention, and the early legislature:' Aff. of Phil!ip S, Oberrecht, Ex. H at 6. The
IWP decisions, in short. clarified what the deputy attorney general had found uncertain.
Z
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68 Idaho 423, 457, 195 P.2d 662, 683 (1948) (constitutional "[aJmendments ... are usually
adopted by the express purpose of making changes in the existing system").)
No more persuasive is the Payette Lake Lessees' effort to dismiss as irrelevant (Payette
Lake Mem. at 16-17) the decisions in /WP III and, by inference, IWP IV-both of which were
grounded in the conclusion that Idaho Code § 58-310B failed to pass muster under Article IX,
Section 8 because it violated the duty to apply income from the leasing of endowment lands to
the sole "use and benefit of the respective object for which said grants of land were made"--a
duty that attends those lands subject to "disposal at public auction." /WP]]f, 133 Idaho at 67,

982 P.2d at 370; /WP IV, 133 Idaho at 71, 982 P.2d at 374. The Lessees, at the end of the day,
offer nothing of substance to refute the long line of decisional authority that construes "disposal"
to include the sale and rental of endowment Iands. 4

B.

The Priest Lake Lessees' contention that questions of material fact exist over

whether the cottage site leases are rentals of endowment lands subject to Article IX, Section 8 is

fatuous.

Priest Lake Mem. at 16-19. The 2001·2010 lease appended to the April 19, 201

J

Affidavit of Bert A. Belles ("Belles Aff.") reflects that the Land Board has rented to Mr. Belles
1 The Payette Lessees contend that the Legislative Council's Statements of Meaning and Purpose tor the 1998
constitutional amendment contain a concession in the opposition argument by "Idaho's own elected officials ... that
the word 'disposal' has historically been interpreted to mean sale." Payette Lake Mem. at 18. However, the
sentence to which they refer reads in its entirety: "Although the word 'disposal' has historically been interpreted to
mean 'sale,' the definition of 'disposal' is still disputed." lWP fl, 133 Idaho at 64,982 P.2d at 367. The opposition
argument also states that "[t1he amendment will eliminate the constitutional requirement that a lease of lands of the
public school endowment must be offered at a public auction." Id These statements warrant to observations. First.
the "historical[J" statement was made wirhout identifying whether the interpretation referred to Was the Legislature's
or the Idaho Supreme Court's. As discussed in the text. the latter has long construed "disposal" as including both
sale and rental of endowment land. Second. as also discussed in the text, the opposition statement reflects the
position that the proposed constitutional amendment would modify the scope of the public auction requirement 10
exclude, inter alia. the leasing of endowment land.

4 The Payette Lake Lessees' suggestion that Allen v. Smylie,92 Idaho 846, 452 P.2d 343 (J 969), counsels against the
construction of "disposal" given by the Idaho Supreme Court in the decisions discussed above docs not further their
position. Payette Lake Mem. at II; see also Priest Lake Mem. at 15. Allen involved mineral leases, and none ofth(!
parties there raised the issue of the public auction requirement in Article IX, Section 8. [n view of the decisions
culminating in the IWP litigation, this Court cannot infer-a~ the Lessees apparently would have It do ~that the
Supreme Court sub silentio resolved the applicabi lity of the public auction requirement in their favor with respect to
a traditional leasehold interest of the son involved here. Similarly unhelpful is the Payette Lake Lessees' recitation
of other statutes that involve the leasing of non-residential properties. Payette Lake Mem. at 12-13. The mere fact
that other statutes may be subject to challenge under the public auction requirement says nothing material to whether
§ S8·310A violates Article IX, Section 8.
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and his spouse a specific parceJ of land-T60N, R4W, Section 26, Lot 80-A in Govt. Lot 1,
Bonner County-for residential use. The lease defines the term "leased premises" or "residence
site" in section A 1. l.f as "(a] particularly described parcel of state endowment land owned by
the State of Idaho in fce simple and which has been made available to private individuals through
a lease for the purpose of constructing and maintaining a resident." The rent is detennined with
reference to the "current fee simple value of the leased premises, as determined by vaJuation
administered by the LESSOR or by valuation as detennined by the [county1 assessor,"

Belles

Aff., Attach. at § 0.1.1. The lease further requires the lessee to obtain Homeov"ner's 3 or at least
its equivalent, together with umbrella liabHity insurance if necessary, to provide a combined
limit of not less than $500,000. ld. at § M.I.I.
These provisions, among others, leave no doubt that the Land Board has conveyed the
right to exclusive possession of an endowment land parcel for the purpose of establishing and
maintaining a residence. They also leave no doubt that the lessee's right to possession of the

parcel generally is not an "easement" because that right precludes the "general use" of the leased
property by the State. See Akers v D.L. White Consfr .. Inc., 142 Idaho 293,301, 127 PJd 196,
204 (2005) ("faJn easement is tbe right to use the land of another for a specific purpose tbat is
not inconsistent with the genera) use of the property by the owner"). The mere fact that the Land
Board reserved various use rights does not establish the contrary, since those rights are
conditioned upon non-interference with residential use of the property authorized under the
lease. E.g., Belles Aff., Attach. at § N.l.J.d (reserving right "[110 grant easements, rights-ofway, and leases over the land, providing said easements, rigbts-of-way, and leases do not conflict
with the use by the LESSEE or with the permitted improvements installed and maintained or
operated by the LESSEE upon the land").
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III.

SECTION 58~310A IS NON·SEVERABLE AND MUST BE INVALIDATED IN
ITS ENTIRETY
The Priest Lake Lessees deem it "inconceivable" that, if the dispensation from the public

auction requirement in § 58-3 lOA is held unconstitutional, ''the Court should broaden any such
ruling to include the abolition of the entire statute." Priest Lake Mem. at 20, While the Lessees
avoid using the term "severability," their contention essentially raises the question whether '''the
invalid portion rof § 58-31 OA] may be stricken without affecting the remainder of the statute. '"
In re SRBA, 128 Jdaho 246,263,912 P.2d 614, 63] (1995) (quoting Voyles v. City o/Nampa,

97 Idaho 597, 600, 548 P.2d 1217, 1220 (1976)). The answer to this question is clearly no.
Section 58-3 lOA contains two directions 10 Land Board: (1) "The board shaH reject any
and all pending and future conflict applications filed under sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho
Code, for single family, recreational cottage site and homesite leases (subsection 2); and (2) "[i]n
the absence of the conflict application and auction procedure in the single family, recreational
cottage site and homesite lease, and lease renewal process, the board shall insure that each leased
lot generates market rent throughout the duration of the lease" (subsection (3»).

No dispute

exists, therefore, that the duty imposed on the Board to determine amarket rent" is the quid pro
quo for the "absence of the contlict application and auction procedure" provided under Idaho

Code § 58-310. The market-rent determination, in other words, embodies the surrogate method
for identifying what a reasonable buyer would pay.
Once the exception from the obligation to conduct a public auction when competing
applications for a leasehold are made, "the remaining provisions of th[ e] legislation lcould not
function] as the legislature intended." In re SRBA, 128 Idaho at 264, 912 P.2d at 632. The
Legislature obviously recognized the reciprocal nature of these directions by not including a
severability provision in 1990 Idaho Session Laws Chapter 187, Compare In re SRBA at id.
("[ w]hen determining whether the remaining provisions in a statute can be severed from the
unconstitutional sections, this Court will. when possible, recognize and give efTect to the intent
of the Legislature as expressed through a severability clause in the statute"), with Concerned
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Taxpayers of Kootenai County v. Kootenai County, 137 Idaho 496, 50 I, 50 PJd 991, 996 (2002)
("[t]he Resort County Act does not contain a severability clause, which suggests that the
legislature intended for the Act to stand or fall as a cohesive unit, rather than containing
severable provisions"). The entire statute consequently must be invalidated.

CONCLUSION
The Attorney General's motion for summary judgment should be granted. 5
DATED this 26th day of April 2011.
LA WRENCE G. WASDEN
A TTORNEY GENERAL
STEVEN L. OLSEN
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Civil Litigation Division

~A#~_

BY-L~
__~-=~__________
CLA Y R. SMITH
Deputy Attorney General

5 The Attorney General reserveS the right to move for an award of attorney's fees under Idaho Code § 12-117 in
accordance with the procedures in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1) against the Lessees. Some or all of the arguments that they
present in their opposition memorandums lack a reasonable basis in fact or law
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tfqr/1

Case NO. _ _ _11nst.
Filed...
/
-_---..A.M r~

P.M

2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

3
4

I

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

5

6

7
8
9

GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the
BABCOCK TRUST, et aI.,

Case No. CV 2010-436C
(Consolidated with Ada County Case No.
CVOC1 023751)

Plaintiffs.
vs.

10

11

12
13

IDAHO BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS; and GEORGE
BACON. in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER IN RE CONTEMPT

Defendants.

14

15
16

HaN. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN. in his
capacity as Attorney General of Idaho. ex
reJ. STATE ENDOWMENT LAND
BENEFICIARIES,

17

18
19
20
21

Plaintiff.
vs.
STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS and GEORGE BACON,
in his official capacity as Director of the
Idaho Department of Lands,

22

Defendants.
23

24
25

26
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APPEARANCES

For Plaintiff: Phillip S. Oberrecht and Colleen D. Zahn of Hall Farley
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A.

2
3

4

For Defendant Idaho Land Board: Merlyn W. Clark and D. John Ashby of
Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley

5

For the Idaho Attorney General: Clay Smith, Deputy Attorney General

6

This matter came on for hearing before the Court on April 19, 2011 on the

7

8

Gladys Babcock Motion in re: Contempt. The Court took the matter under advisement

9

after hearing oral argument.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

11

The facts regarding this Contempt issue are not significantly in dispute. The

12
13

14

Attorney General sought injunctive relief after the Idaho Supreme Court had declined to
grant a Writ of Prohibition.

I

In the Attorney General's Complaint for Declaratory

Injunctive Relief, the Attorney General asserts that Idaho Code § 58-310A violates
15

Article IX. Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution because cottage sites are not subject to
16

17
18

19

conflict auction provisions of Idaho Code §§ 58-307 and 58-310.
Judge 8ail. after allowing Babcock et aL to intelVene as parties, entered an

I injunction on December 171tt 2010 against the Land Board as 10 the issuance of new

20

leases on the cottage sites.

21

concedes was served upon them and that they had notice of, the Land Board met on

22

December 21, 2010 at a regular meeting in Boise, Idaho. At that meeting, the Board

23

24

Subsequent to the Injunction that the Land Board

instructed the Executive Director, George Bacon, to increase the rent on these cottage
sites based upon the 2010 land value data received by the Idaho Department of Lands;

25

however, the Land Board did not increase the rate of assessment for the leased land.
26
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Counsel for Babcock sent correspondence to
2

COU nsel

for the Land Board setting forth

their belief that Judge Bail's Order of December 1ih injunction precluded any changes

3

to the leases. The rental rates for the cottage sites had been frozen, essentially. since

4

2007.

5

Pursuant to Director Bacon's letter, the lessees were instructed to pay the

6

increased amount of rent with the first half of the installment being due and payable on

7

B

February 1, 2011 and the remaining one-half being due and payable as of June 1,
2011.

9

LEGAL STANDARD
10

11
12

Contempt is covered both by statute as well as by rule. Idaho Code § 7-610 sets
forth that a judge must determine whether the person proceeded against is guilty of a

13

contempt charge and if it is adjudged that he is guilty of the contempt, a fine may be

14

imposed on him not exceeding $5,000 and he may be imprisoned not exceeding five

15

days or both.

16

Section 7-604 defines contempt out of the court's presence. When the contempt

17

is not committed in the immediate view and presence of the court or judge then a

18

warrant of attachment may be issued to bring the person charged to answer, or without

19

a previous arrest, a warrant of commitment may, upon notice or upon order to show
20

cause, be granted and no warrant of commitment can be issued without such previous
21
22

23

24
25

attachment to answer or such notice or order to show cause.
Contempt is now governed in large part by the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure,
Rule 75.
What Babcock is seeking in this case is a contempt based upon violation of a

26
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1

2

court order.

That falls under a

non~summary

proceeding wherein the moving party

must file an order to show cause and set forth specific facts constituting the alleged

3

contempt. There are additional procedural safeguards in place that are summarized

4

under Rule 75(f).
DISCUSSION

Attached to this decision is Judge Bail's Order Granting Preliminary Injunction.
7

8

There is both typewritten and handwritten language in the injunction order. Under the
reasons of issuance, several handwritten portions of the Order actually contain specific

9

orders. This is of importance because there is a final paragraph that is entitled Order
10

that specifically states: "that Defendant Bacon be and hereby is enjoined until further
11

12
13

order of this Court from issuing the Template Lease for the single family, recreational
cottage and homesites subject to Idaho Code § 58-310A."

14

The additional language in the Order is found at paragraph 3 in handwritten

15

form: "The existing leases are not addressed by this Order. The lessees may remain in

16

possession pending further order on the existing terms and conditions." This hand

17

written part was

18

in~tialed

by Judge Bail.

Under paragraph 5, there is an additional

handwritten order that states: "This Order maintains the status quo pending further

19

proceedings. It is not intended to affect any contract rights of any of the lease holders
20

who will be given an opportunity to address those issues hereafter." Again. that was
21
22
23

initialed by Judge Bail.
The Court must first address the clarity or the intent of this Order. The Plaintiff

24

Babcock maintains that the Order is clear and unambiguous that the Land Board was

25

not to amend or alter these leases as to the rate or rent amount pending the outcome of

26
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II

. the various motjons that are before the courts regarding Idaho Code § 58-310A, the
administrative proceedings that have been stayed and the contractual claims that are

2

currently before this Court ..

3
4

The land Board and the Attorney General assert that Judge Bail's Order simply

5

. precluded the issuance of a Template lease, that is, a lease that contained the

6

language of Idaho Code § 58-310A for a future leasehold. Further, the Land Board

7

argues that the Order only applied to George Bacon. the Director, and not to the

8

constitutional officers that make up the Land Board. The Attorney General also asserts

9

that lawrence Wasden sought a preliminary injunction only as to the Template Lease
10

and was not seeking an injunction regarding increasing the rent based upon increases
11

in land values determined by the Idaho Department of Lands.

12
13

"The definition of willful ;s an indifferent disregard of duty or a remissness and

14

failure in performance of a duty but not a deliberately and maliciously planned

15

dereliction of duty, and this definition applies to contempt proceedings." State v. Rice,

16

145 Idaho 554, 556, 181 P.3d 480, 482 (2008) (quoting In re Weick, 142 Idaho 275,

17

/281, 127 P.3d 178, 184 (2005)) (interna! quotations omitted). "In other words, an order

18

must be violated willfully in order to hold in contempt one who violated the order." Rice,

19

145 Idaho at 556, 181 P.3d at 482. In order "[t]o find a person in criminal contempt for
20

willfully disobeying a court order, the order must be clear and unequivocal." Id.

If a

21

court order is "susceptible to different reasonable interpretations" a party cannot be held

22

• in

23

contempt for failing to comply with it. Id.

24

The Court will find that there is not a basis for the Court to find either George

25

Bacon or the land Board in contempt of Judge Bail's Injunction Order of December 17,

26 I

I
I
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2010.
2

1

First and foremost, the Order has conflicting provisions. This Order maintains

I the status quo pending further proceedings.

Certainly that falls into line with the cottage

3 :

owners' position that the leases should not have been increased and it goes on to state

4

that: "It is not intended to affect any contract rights of any of the lease holders who will

5

be given an opportunity to address those issues hereafter." However, in paragraph 3

6

the injunction also states "The existing leases are not addressed by this Order. The

7

ilessees may remain in possession pending further Order on the existing terms and

8 '

conditions."
9

The Court, in construing the totality of the Order, will find that Judge Bail
10

intended that the status quo, whether it was the rates charged for these cottage sites or
11

the amount of rent charged for these cottage sites would remain at the 2010 levels until

12

further ruling by the Court on the multiplicity of issues that have been brought before

13

the Court.

14

15 :

However, as the Court indicated earlier, there certainly is some level of

Iambiguity in the Order and the Board was not in willful violation of the Injunction Order

16

1 based upon the fact that the Order did not specifically address altering or changing the

17

lease rates based upon market value data obtained from the Idaho Department of

18

19

Lands. Further, procedurally under I.R.C.P. Rule 75. the Court was not in a position to
find that George Bacon or the Land Board were in contempt of court.

20

The Court then will instruct, as part of the Injunction, that the Land Board,
21

specifically George Bacon, col/ect only the rental rates that were in place as of 2010.
22
23

Any funds received in excess of those will either be refunded back to the respective

24
25

26

, Though the land Board argues that George Bacon was enjoined. clearly the Land Board members were
a/so enjoined in Judge Bail's decision in light of Ihe fact that as a board, they direct George Bacon in
terms of the actions that he takes.
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lessees or will serve as a credit against any future installment payments on the lease
2

i

for the year 2011.

i

The Court will decline to award attorney's fees to either side in this case.

3
4

It should be noted, however, that certainly in a case where the parties have a

5

question regarding the intent of an order, either side could seek clarification from the

6

issuing judge on this issue. That certainly could have been done prior to the Land

7

Board meeting on December 2ih .

8

The Court will find then that for procedural reasons and for substantive reasons

9

contempt is not ordered; however, the Court will order that the lease payments remain

10
11

i

as set for 2010 and any payments by lessees in excess of that wiIJ be either refunded or
be credited against any future installment payments on the leasehold estates.

12
13

14

IT IS SO ORDERED.

DATED this

13

day of May 2011.

15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25

26
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3
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4
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case No
Filed

/I :J{
I

Jnst No
_ _--JP.M

~M

2
3

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

4

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

5
6

GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the
Babcock Trust, et al.,

7

8

Plaintiff,

9
VS.

10

IDAHO BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS; and GEORGE
BACON. in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,

11

12

13

Case No. CV 2010-436C

MEMORANDUM DECISION ON
(1) PLAINTIFF LAWRENCE G.
WASDEN'S REQUEST FOR ENTRY
OF FINAL JUDGMENT
(2) DEFENDANT INTERVENOR PRIEST
LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION'S MOTION FOR

MANDATORY MEDIATION

Defendant.

14

15

APPEARANCES
16

For Plaintiffs: Philip Oberrecht and Colleen Zahn of Hall, Farley,
Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A. and Charles Lempesis, Attorney for Priest Lake
State Lessees' Association, Inc.

17

18

For Defendants: Merlyn Clark and John Ashby of Hawley Troxell Enn;s &
Hawley LLP and Clay Smith of the Attorney General's Office

19

20

PROCEEDINGS

21
22

This matter came before the Court on: (1) Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden's

23
24

Request for Entry of Final Judgment and (2) Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake State

I
,Lessees Association's Motion for Mandatory Mediation. After hearing oral argument,

25 .

the Court took the matters under advisement.
26
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BACKGROUND
The Idaho Department of Lands is the executive agency established to

2
3

administer State endowment lands and George Bacon is the Director of the Idaho

4

Department of Lands. The Land Board consists of five members: the Governor. the

5

Secretary of State, the Attorney General, the Controller and the Superintendent of

6

Public Instruction. Under Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution, the Land Board

7

is the trustee of public schools, normal schools and state hospital endowment lands.

8

Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution also provides that:

9

It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide for
the location, protection, safe or rental of a/l the lands heretofore, or which
may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the
general government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law,
and in such manner as will secure the maximum long term financial return
to the institution to which granted or to the state if not specifically granted;
provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less than the appraised
price.

10
11
12
13

14
15
16

17
18
19

I

The legislature shall, at the earliest practicable period, provide by law that
the general grants of land made by congress to the state shall be
judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to
disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made, and the legislature shall provide
for the sale of said lands from time to time and for the sale of timber on all
state lands and for the faithful application of the proceeds thereof in
accordance with the terms of said grants ....

20

The Land Board is trustee for almost 2.5 million acres of endowment lands

21

granted to Idaho at statehood for the purpose of supporting public schools and other

22

public institutions. Idaho's endowment trust assets include 354 lots near Priest Lake

23

and 168 lots near Payette Lake. The State leases the lots, and lessees are authorized

24

to construct and own single-family residences on the sites.

The lots are generally

25

referred to as "cottage sites."
26

I
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In 2001, the Payette Lake Lessees or their predecessors in interest entered into
2 1 ten-year leases for cottage sites near Payette Lake ("2001 leases"). The 2001 leases
3 '

provide for annual rent of 2.5% of the current fee simple value of the leased premises,

4

adjusted annually based on the values determined by Valley County. The 2001 Leases

5

expressly provide that they terminate on December 31,2010.

6

In recognition of the fact that the 2001 Leases were set to expire on December

7

31, 2010, the Land Board had been working for several years to determine the terms

8

for new leases that were to go into effect on January 1, 2011. The Land Board began

9

this process in 2007 by estabtishing a Cottage Site Subcommittee rSubcommittee"),
10

which consisted of Secretary of State, Ben Ysursa, and Superintendent of Public
11

Instruction, Tom Luna.

12

After several years of study and after consideration of comments from affected

13

parties, the Land Board reached a decision on the terms of new leases to begin in

14

15

!
I

2011. On March 16, 2010, in a 3·2 vote, the Land Board voted to implement a 4%

16

lease rate, effective January 1, 2011. The 4% rate was to be based on the average

17

value of the leased land over the prior ten years and would have been phased in over

1B

five years.

19

On March 31, 2010, the Idaho Department of Lands mailed each cottage site
20

lessee an Application for Use Form, which included a cottage site lease template for a
21

term beginning January 1, 2011.

22

This lease template incorporated the "rental rate

provisions approved by the [Land Board] at their March 16, 2010 meeting." On June

23
24

30, 2010. the Idaho Department of Lands further notified each cottage site lessee of

25

what his or her rent would be for the 2011 year under the terms of the new lease.

26
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This consolidated action essentially began on March 24, 2010 when Attorney
General Wasden submitted a Verified Petition for Issuance of a Writ of Prohibition with

2
3

the Idaho Supreme Court in order "to stop the Director of the Idaho Department of

4

Lands (IDL) George Bacon from executing new lease agreements on recreational home

5

I sites located on Priest Lake and Payette Lake . . . ." Wasden ex ref, State v. Idaho

6

State Bd. of Land Com'rs, 150 Idaho 547, 249 P.3d 346, 346 (2010). The Attorney

7

General alleged that the Board, of which he is a member, was acting in excess of its

8

jurisdiction under the Idaho Constitution and statutory law in attempting to lease state
I

9

endowment lands for less than market rent. More specifically, the Attorney General
10

argued "that the proposed lease agreements (cottage leases) for the cottage sites
12

violate both the Idaho Constitution and I. C. § 58-310A by: (1) falling to secure the

13

maximum long-term financial return for the beneficiaries of the Idaho public lands trust;

14

and (2) failing to generate market rent." Id.

15

On April 8, 2010, the Land Board submitted a Motion to Dismiss pursuant to

16

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6). The Land Board argued that the Attorney

17

General failed to state a claim upon which relief may granted. In the Land Board's

18

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss. filed the same day as the Motion to

19

Dismiss, it also argued that the Attorney General failed to demonstrate either of the two
20

requisites that must be established in order for the Idaho Supreme Court to issue a writ
21

22

of prohibition. The Land Board's Motion to Dismiss was ultimately granted because the

23

Court found that there was a plain. speedy and adequate remedy in the ordinary course

24

of law. Because of that finding, the Court did not reach the question of whether the

25

Land Board was attempting to act in excess of its jurisdiction. and dismiss the petition

26
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for writ of prohibition.
On December 2, 2010, the Attorney General filed a Complaint for Declaratory

2

and Injunctive Relief. which challenged (1) the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A and (2)

3

4

the Land Board's March 16, 2010 decision to implement the new lease rate.

5

primary reason for the Declaratory and Injunctive relief was to prevent the issuance of

6

ten year leases with these provisions contained in the new leases. The Attorney

7

General also filed a Motion for Preliminary Injunction, which was based exclusively on

B

The

the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-31 OA.

9

The lawsuit filed by the Payette Lake Lessees is one of five recent lawsuits,

10

including the suit challenging the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A, which was before
11

Judge Bail before the case was consolidated with this action. As discussed previously,
12

the first cause of action regarding the cottage sites was a Petition for Writ of Prohibition

13

14

that the Attomey General filed with the Idaho Supreme Court contending that the lease

15

rate adopted by the Land Board at its March 16, 2010 meeting for the 2011-2021

15

leases failed to secure the maximum long term financial return for the endowment lands

17

beneficiaries as mandated under Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution. The

18

Payette Lake Cabin Owner's Association ("Priest Lake Lessees") obtained permiSSion

19

to participate in the Idaho Supreme Court action as amicus curiae and to submit a brief

20

in opposition to the petition and the petition was subsequently dismissed on the basis
21

that the Attorney General possessed another adequate remedy in the form of a
22

declaratory judgment action. See Wasden ex reI. State v. Idaho State Board of Land

23

Comm'rs, 150 Idaho 547. 249 P.3d 346, 353 (2010).

24

On December 2, 2010, the Attorney General filed suit against the Land Board in

25

26

I
I
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the District Court of the Fourth judicial District of the State of Idaho, in Ada County
1

2

Case No. CV-OC-2010-23751.

In the Attorney General's Complaint for Declaratory

Injunctive Relief that was filed 1n Ada County Case No. CV-OC-2010-23751. which was
4

later consolidated with this case, the Attorney General asserted that Idaho Code § 58-

5

310A violates Article IX. Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution by providing of the leasing

6

of certain lands held in trust under the Article IX, Section 8 by the State of Idaho and

7

described as single family. recreational cottage sites and home sites without being

8

9

subject to conflict and auction provisions of Idaho Code §§ 58-307 and 310. On
December 17. 2010, Judge Bail entered an injunction in that case.

10

Subsequent to the Injunction, the Land Board met on December 21, 2010 at a
11

regular meeting in Boise, Idaho. At that meeting, the Land Board voted to offer existing
12
13

Lessees of cottage sites a one-year lease under the terms and conditions of the

14

existing lease, including rent calculated at the 2.5% rate. The Land Board also

15

approved a second motion that cottage site leases be offered in 2012 for a ten-year

16

term, at a rental rate of 4% of current market value of the leased premises. Finally, the

17

Land Board voted to clarify that adoption of the second motion superseded the earlier

18

decision made by the Land Board on March 16.2010.

19

20 (

On January 27,2011, the Lessees filed a Motion for Sanctioning Defendants for
Contempt based on an alleged violation of the Order Granting Preliminary Injunction

21

that was entered by Judge Bail.

The matter was fully briefed and the matter was

22
23

argued before this Court on April 12, 2011 after the Ada County case was consolidated

24

with this case.

25

Order Concerning lessees' Motion, holding that although the Land Board did not

On May 13, 2011, this Court issued its Memorandum Decision and

26
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willfully violate the Court's prior Order Granting Preliminary Injunction, the language in
2

that Order indicating that it maintained the "status quo" pending further proceedings

3

applied to all aspects of the 2001 leases, including the rent to be charged. The Land

4

Board was therefore only permitted to collect the rent charged in 2010, and any

5

amounts collected in excess of the 2010 rent should either be refunded to the

6

respective Lessees or serve as a credit against any future installment payments toward

7
8

the 2011 lease amount.
Plaintiff Lessees filed the current lawsuit against the Idaho Board of Land

9

Commissioners and George Bacon, in his official capacity as Director of the Idaho
10

Department of Lands, for breaching Lessees' existing lease contracts with the
11

12
13

Defendants and for committing statutory and constitutional violations. Lessees allege
that the Defendants breached the terms of the leases when they imposed new leases

14

with new terms on the Lessees, in violation of the renewal provisions of the existing

15

leases. Lessees also allege that Defendants acted in violation of I.C. § 58-310A and

16

Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution when they imposed a new rent formula.

17
18

19

The Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint, which was filed on November 10, 2010.
contains six causes of action.

Count I is based on breach of contract/specific

performance and states that "Plaintiffs therefore seek specific performance of the

20

existing cottage site leases, including an Order directing the Land Board to execute new
21

cottage site leases in favor of Plaintiffs. renewing the leases for additional period(s)
22

23

under the terms present in the existing leases, including the 2.5% rental rate." Count II

24

is based on breach of contract and states that "Plaintiffs, as the damaged parties, have

25

the right to opt between remedies and either: (a) obtain specific performance and

26
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renewal of the existing cottage site leases, or (b) obtain payment from the state for the
2
3

fair market value of the approval improvements placed on their respective leaseholds."
The next three counts of the Amended Complaint are all for declaratory

4

judgment.

5

judgment that the Land Board's March 16,2010 decision to increase cottage site rental

6

rates violates Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution.·

7

"Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to a declaratory judgment that the Land Board's March

8

9

Count III states that "Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to a declaratory

Count IV states that

16, 2010 decision to increase cottage site rental rates violates I.C. § 58-310A." Count
V states that "Plaintiffs are entitled to declaratory judgment tha1 the Land Board's March

10

16, 2010 decision to increase cottage sit rental rates violates Article IX, Section 8 of the
11

Idaho Constitution, and is therefore an unconstitutional application of I.C. § 58-310A.
12
13

The final count of the Amended Complaint seeks injunctive relief.

Count VI

14

alleges that "Plaintiffs will suffer great and/or irreparable injury in the event the Land

15

Board is allowed to institute the 4% cottage site rental rate because they will either lose

16

the right to renew their teases on the existing lease terms, or will lose their valuable

17

improvements without receiving fair and just compensation." Furthermore, Count VI

18

states that "Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to an injunction against the Land Board and

19

the Department of Lands, prohibiting them from implementing the 4% rental rate, and

20

directing them to offer Plaintiffs new leases under the existing lease terms."
21

On December 9, 2010, the Plaintiffs filed a Motion for Partial Summary
22

23 !

Judgment Re: Contract Claims. On January 13, 2011, the Defendants filed a Cross-

24

Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims.

The Plaintiffs argued that

25

they were entitled to summary judgment on their breach of contract daims because the

26
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Defendants breached the renewal terms of the Plaintiffs' cottage site leases.
2

The

Plaintiffs also argued that they were entitled to partial summary judgment allowing them

3

to elect their remedy in this matter, either: (1) granting them specific performance to

4

continue in possession of the leased premises during the renewal period under the

5

existing lease terms, including the rental rate formula; or (2) allowing them to surrender

6

possession of the leased premises and directing the Defendants to pay the Plaintiffs

7

compensation for the fair market value of any improvements on the leased premises.

8

More specifically, the Plaintiffs argued that the leases unambiguously provide

9

Plaintiffs a right to renew the existing leases because although Section C.1.1 states that
10

renewals may be granted at the Lessor's discretion, Section K.1.4.b provides that
11

12

13

approval of a request for renewal shall not be unreasonably withheld. Furthermore, the
Plaintiffs Cited numerous cases from other jurisdictions indicating that where a lease

14

covenant for renewal is general and does not state the terms of the renewal lease, the

15

new lease is to be upon the same terms and conditions as the old lease, including any

16

terms regarding rent. As such, it was the Plaintiffs' position that they should be allowed

17

to continue in possession of the leased premises during the renewal period under the

18
19

existing lease terms. including the rental rate formula.
The Defendants responded that the 2001 leases did not grant the Plaintiffs a

20

right to renew the 2001 leases at all, much less at the 2.5% lease rate. Rather, the
21

2001 leases provide that a renewal "may be granted by the [Land Board]." According to
22

23

the Defendants, Section K.1.4 deals only with the Land Board's responsibility for

24

purchasing improvements in the event that a lessee's lease-renewal application is

25

denied and says nothing about the Land Board's otherwise preserved discretion to

26
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formulate the terms of the lease applied for. It was the Defendants' position that the
Land Board was merely trying to offer to renew the leases at a rental rate that the Land

2

Board thought would satisfy its constitutional and statutory responsibilities.

3
4

In addition, the Defendants argued that the interpretation of the 2001 leases

5

offered by the Plaintiffs would be contrary to Idaho law. The Defendants argued that

6

the Land Board has no authority to contractually agree to grant the lessees an

7

automatic right to renew at the existing rental rate because the Land Board is

8

constitutionally bound to lease the cottage sites "in such manner as will secure the

9

maximum long-term financial return." Idaho Canst.. Art. IX, § 8. The Defendants also
10

pointed out the fact that the Legislature has instructed the Land Board to charge
11

"market rent" in accordance with I.C. § 58-310A. Therefore, the Defendants requested

12

summary judgment in their favor on Counts I and 1/ of the Plaintiffs' Amended

13

Complaint.

14

15

The Defendants also sought summary judgment because the Plaintiffs' exclusive

16

remedy for reviewing the Land Board's decisions related to the cottage sites is through

17

a petition for judicial review under the APA. The Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint alleges

18

that "£b}ased on the last correspondence Plaintiffs received from the Department of

19

Lands, dated March 31,2010, which included a draft of the new lease, Plaintiffs believe
20

21
22
23

I the renewal leases will

contain new and different terms than those contained in the

!

current leases, including but not limited to the increased rental rate formula of 4% of
land value." The Land Board's March 16, 2010 action was superseded by the motions

24

approved at the December 21,2010 meeting. Therefore, the Defendants argued that

25

the Plaintiffs' remedy, to the extent that they are aggrieved by the Land Board's

26
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December action, lies in an APA based judicial review proceeding challenging the Land
2

Board's December action.

3

The Plaintiffs responded that the Defendants were misconstruing the Plaintiffs'

4

'breach of contract claims and that their claims do not fall under the APA. The Plaintiffs

5

argued that rather than challenging the administrative process leading to the

6

Defendants' decisions on December 21, 2010, their breach of contract claims are

7

instead concerned with the effect of those decisions on the Defendants' contracts with

8

the Plaintiffs. More specifically, the Plaintiffs argued that their contract claims were not

9

challenging the validity of the Land Board's actions and that the Land Board's
10

December 21, 2010 decisions do not constitute orders reviewable under the APA
11

12
13

because those decisions did not concern the lease rates that would be offered to
specific individuals and therefore did not constitute a reviewable order under the IAPA

14

On June 6, 2011 this Court entered its Memorandum Decision ("Decision") On

15

(1) Plaintiffs' Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claim (2) Defendants'

16

Cross-Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims; and (3) Attorney

17

General's Motion For Summary Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C. 58-310A. In its

18
19

Decision, this Court determined that the Land Board's December 21, 2010 decision is
subject to judicial review because it is an agency action that determined the rights of the

20

Lessees. See I.C. § 67-5201(12) (defining "Order" as "an agency action of particular
21
22

23

applicability that determines the legal rights, duties, privifeges, immunities, or other legal
interests of one (1) or more specific persons:'). Furthermore, the December 21,2010,

24

I decision was the Land Board's performance of, or failure to perform, any duty placed on

25

it by law based on the mandates placed on the Land Board by Article IX, Section 8 of

26
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the Idaho Constitution and I.C. § 58-310A.
1

This Court also found that the doctrine of exhaustion should apply where a party

2
3

may have both an administrative remedy under the APA and a claim for breach of

4

contract based on Idaho Supreme Court precedent holding that a party must exhaust

5

administrative remedies "before a district court has jurisdiction to decide constitutional

6

issues.· Lochsa Falls, LLC v. State, 147 Idaho 232, 240, 207 P.3d 963, 971 (2009)

7

(citing American Falls Reservoir Dist. No.2. v. Idaho Dep't of Water Resources, 143

8

Idaho 862, 871. 154 P.3d 433, 442 (2007)) (emphasis added). The Idaho Supreme

9

Court has also held that "in employment actions tort claims must first be pursued
10

through the administrative body: Nation v. State. Dept. of Correction, 144 Idaho 177,
11

193, 158 P.3d 953, 969 (2007) (citing Peterson v. City of Pocatello, 117 Idaho 234,

12
'\3

I

'236-38. 786 P.2d 1136 (Ct. App. 1990)).

14

After reviewing all of the causes of action brought by the parties, this Court

15

determined that the Plaintiffs pled a cause of action that could have a potential remedy

16

under either the APA or general contract principles.

17

considerations underlie the requirement for exhausting administrative remedies, this

1B

Because important policy

Court also determined that the Plaintiffs should be required to exhaust their

19

administrative remedies before pursuing their breach of contract claims. Therefore. the
20

Court granted the Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re:
21
22
23

Contract Claims on Counts I and II of the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint and required
the Plaintiffs to first pursue those claims under the Administrative Procedures Act.

24

The Attorney General also argued that I.e. § 58-310A is unconstitutional

25

because the statute permits the issuance of cottage site leases without resorting to

26
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conflict auctions, which they contend are required for State land leases under Article IX,
2
3

Section 8, of the Idaho Constitution.

The Plaintiffs responded that the Attorney

General's Motion should be denied because I.C. § 58-310A is capable of a

4

constitutional interpretation and the Attorney General has failed to overcome the very

5

significant burden required for demonstrating that a statute is unconstitutional on its

6

face.

7
8

9

As the Court stated in its Decision, in order "[flor a facial constitutional challenge
to succeed, the party must demonstrate that the law is unconstitutional in all of its
applications." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 870, 154 P.3d at 441 (citing Korsen 138

10

Idaho at 712. 69 P.3d at 132) (emphasis in original). "In other words. 'the challenger
11

must establish that no set of circumstances exists under which the [law] would be
12
13

valid ...· American Falls, 143 Idaho at 870,154 P.3d at 441 (quoting Karsen 138 Idaho at

14

712. 69 P.3d at 132). "In contrast. to prove a statute is unconstitutional 'as applied', the

15

party must only show that, as applied to the defendant's conduct. the statute is

16

unconstitutional." Id. "A district court should not rule that a statute is unconstitutional

17

'as applied' to a particular case until administrative proceedings have concluded and a

18

complete record has been developed." Amen'can Fa/Is, 143 Idaho at 870, 154 P.3d at

19

441 (citing I.e. § 67-5277).
20

In the Ada County case, the Attorney General was clearly bringing a facial
21

challenge to the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A. Idaho Code § 58-310 provides that:
22
23

24
25

Except as otherwise authorized in sections 58-310A and 58-3108, Idaho
Code:
(1) When two (2) or more persons apply to lease the same land, the
director of the department of lands, or his agent, shall, at a stated time,
and at such place as he may deSignate, auction off and lease the land to

26
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the applicant who will pay the highest premium bid therefor, the annual
rental to be established by the state board of land commissioners.
2

I.C. § 58-310A(2) provides that:

3

It is hereby declared that leases for single family, recreational cottage
sites and homesites shall not be subject to the conflict application and
auction provisions of sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code. The board
shall reject any and all pending and future conflict applications filed under
sections 58-307 and 58-310, Idaho Code, for single family, recreational
cottage site and homesite leases.

4

5

6
7

The Attorney General's position was that I.C. § 58-310A is unconstitutional on its

8

face because the statutory provision exempts the cottage sites from the public auction

9

requirement contained in Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution. Article IX,
10

Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution provides that:
11

I

20

It shall be the duty of the state board of land commissioners to provide for
the location. protection, sale or rental of all the lands heretofore, or which
may hereafter be granted to or acquired by the state by or from the general
government, under such regulations as may be prescribed by law, and in
such manner as will secure the maximum long term financial return to the
institution to which granted or to the state if not specifically granted;
provided, that no state lands shall be sold for less than the appraised price.
No law shall ever be passed by the legislature granting any privileges to
persons who may have settled upon any such public lands, subsequent to
the survey thereof by the general government, by which the amount to be
derived by the sale, or other disposition of such lands, shall be diminished.
directly or indirectly. The legislature shall, at the eaniest practicable period,
provide by law that the general grants of land made by congress to the state
shall be judiciously located and carefully preserved and held in trust, subject
to disposal at public auction for the use and benefit of the respective object
for which said grants of land were made ....

21

As a threshold issue, this Court had to determine whether the public auction

22

requirement contained in Article IX, Section 8 even applies to a tease of state lands.

12
13

14
15
16

18
19

23

24

After noting that courts are obligated to seek an interpretation of a statute that upholds
its constitutionality and that any doubt concerning interpretation of a statute is to be

25

resolved in favor of that which will render the statute constitutional, this Court went on to
26
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analyze the two possible interpretations of the term "disposal" contained in Article IX,
Section B offered by the parties. The test then set forth by this Court was that if the

2
3

term "disposal" included leases, I.C. § 58-310A is unconstitutional on its face because it

4

exempts the cottage sites from a public auction. If the term "disposal" did not include

5

leases, I.C. § 58-310A is constitutional unless the Attorney General can establish that

6

no set of circumstances exists under which the conflict auction exemption contained in

7

I.C. § 58-310A could possibly "secure the maximum long term financial return" on the

8

cottage site leases.

9

As stated previously, Article IX, Section 8 provides that state endowment lands
10

must be "carefully preserved and held in trust, subject to disposal at public auction .... "
11

This Court's understanding of the term "disposal" in that context is that state land is only

12

disposed of when it is no longer being preserved and held in trust.

13

"A lease is a

14

particular kind of contract wherein (generally) a leasehold interest in realty is given in

15

return for a promise to pay rent periodically." Krasselt v. Koester, 99 Idaho 124, 125,

16

578 P.2d 240. 241 (1978). A lessee has both contract rights and a limited ownership

17

interest in the real property. Id. Although the cottage sites at issue in this case have

18

been leased, this Court determined those lands are still being preserved and held in

19

trust which means that they have not been disposed of.

Furthermore, this Court

20 I
I

determined that the plain meaning of the term "disposal" does not encompass partial

21

conveyances of real property such as leases.

Therefore. this Court found that public

22

23

auctions are not required for leases of public lands because the term "disposal»

24

contained in Article lX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution does not include leases.

25

Finally, this Court went on in its Decision to address the issue of whether there is

26
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any set of circumstances under which not subjecting the cottage sites to a conflict
2

auction could still result in securing "the maximum long term financial return" on the

3

cottage site leases for the beneficiaries of those state endowment lands. This Court

4

analyzed the Idaho Watershed cases and in reviewing the relevant case law on the

5

issue of whether I.C. § 58-310A is constitutional, determined that the Idaho Supreme

6

Court has never determined whether it is possible for leases of public lands to secure

7

maximum long term financial return for the endowment lands' beneficiaries without

I)

subjecting the leases to a public auction requirement. There is nothing in I.C. § 589

310A that prevents the Land Board from utilizing current fair market value and
10

determining a rate of return that secures maximum long term financial return for the
11

12
13

14

deSignated beneficiaries. As such, the question that this Court returned to is whether it
is possible to construe I.C. § 58-310A in a manner that will render the statute
constitutional on its face.

15

This Court analyzed I.C. § 58-310A and found that I.C. § 58-310A is not

16

unconstitutional on its face because it does not require the Land Board to consider

17

anything other than securing the maximum long-term financial return to the institution to

18

19

which granted when managing state endowment lands. Furthermore. the Court found
that it is possible that the Land Board could secure maximum long term financial return

20

for the endowment lands benefiCiaries as mandated under Article IX, Section 8 of the
21

22
23

Idaho Constitution without subjecting the cottage site leases to a public auction based
on the unique nature of the cottage sites. Based on these considerations, this Court

24

found that the Attorney General had not demonstrated that I.C. § 58-310A is

25

unconstitutional in all of its applications or that no set of circumstances exists under

26
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which
2
3

I.e. §

58-310A would be valid and this Court denied the Attorney General's

Motion for Summary Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A because I.C. §
58-310A is constitutional on its face.
LEGAL STANDARDS

4

5

Request for Entry of Final Judgment

6

The Idaho Supreme Court has "defined a final judgment as 'an order or judgment

7

that ends the lawsuit, adjudicates the subject matter of the controversy, and represents

8
9

a final determination of the rights of the parties. It must be a separate document that on
its face states the relief granted or denied.'" T.J. T, Inc. v. Mori, 148 Idaho 825, 826, 230

10

P.3d 435, 436 (2010) (quoting Camp v. East Fork Dffch Co., 137 idaho 850, 867,55
11

12
13

P.3d 304, 321 (2002)). The Idaho Supreme Court has further stated that "[a]n order
granting summary judgment does not constitute a judgment." T.J. T., Inc., 148 Idaho at

14

826,230 P.3d at 436 (quoting In re Universe Life Insurance Co., 144 Idaho 751,756,

15

171 P.3d 242, 247 (2007)). In addition, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 58(a) requires:

16

"Every judgment and amended judgment shall be set forth on a separate document ...

17
18

." I.R.C.P. 58(a).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) provides that "[t]he judgment sought shall be

19

rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with
20

the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
21

the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56(c). In other
22

23

words. "[t]he judgment sought is a final determination of a claim or claims for relief in

24

the lawsuit." Spokane Structures, Inc. v. Equitable Inv., LLe, 148 Idaho 616, 619, 226

25

P.3d 1263, 1266 (2010). In Spokane Structures, the Court explained:

26
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The relief to which a party is entitled is not the granting of a motion for
summary judgment. The Rule refers to the relief to which the party is
ultimately entitled in the lawsuit, or with respect to a claim in the lawsuit.
The granting of a motion for summary judgment is simply a procedural
step towards the party obtaining that relief.

2
:3

Because the granting of a motion for summary judgment is simply a procedurar

4

Id.

5

step, "merely typing 'It is so ordered' at the end of a memorandum decision does not

6

constitute a judgmenC Id. at 20,226 P.3d at 1267. Instead, "[t]he judgment must be a

7

8

separate document that does not contain the trial court's legal reasoning or analysis."
Id.

9

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 provides, in pertinent part, that:
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19

When more than one claim for relief is presented in an action, whether as
a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim. or third party claim, or when multiple
parties are involved, the court may direct the entry of a final judgment
upon one or more but less than all of the claims or parties only upon an
express determination that there is no just reason for delay and upon an
express direction for the entry of the judgment. In the absence of such
determination and direction, any order or other form of deciSion, however
deSignated, which adjudicates Jess than all the claims or the rights and
liabilities of less than all the parties shall not terminate the actions as to
any of the claims or parties, and the order or other form of decision is
subject to revision at any time before the entry of judgment adjudicating all
the claims and the rights and liabilities of all the parties.
I.R.C.P. 54(b)(1).
Motion for Mandatory Mediation

20

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(a) provides that:

21

In any action, the court may in its discretion direct the attorneys for the
parties and any unrepresented parties to appear before it for a conference
or conference before trial for such purposes as:

22

23

(1) expediting the disposition of the action;

24

25

(2) establishing early and continuing control so that the case will not be
protracted because of lack of management;

26
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'I
(3) discouraging wasteful pre-trial activities;
2
3
4

5

(4) improving the quality of the trial through more thorough preparation;
(5) facilitating the settlement of the case; and
(6) recommending and encouraging that the parties use some form of
altemative dispute resolution and. in appropriate cases, ordering the
parties to engage in mediation or a court conducted setllement
conference.

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

I.R.C.P. 16(a).
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 16(k)(1 ) provides that:
Mediation under LR.C.P. 16(k} is the process by which a neutral mediator
appointed by the Court or agreed to by the parties assists the parties in
reaching a mutually acceptable agreement. The role of the mediator is to
aid the parties in identifying the issues, reducing misunderstandings,
clarifying priorities, exploring areas of compromise and finding points of
agreement. An agreement reached by the parties is to be based on the
decisions of the parties. and not the decisions of the mediator[.]

I.RC.P. 16(k}(1)

14

"All civil cases other than child custody and visitation disputes are eligible for
15

referral to mediation under this subsection." I.R.C.P. 16(k}(2). "The referral of a civil
16

action to mediation does not divest the court of the authority to exercise management
17

1B

and control of the case during the pending mediation." I.RC.P. 16(k)(3}.

19

In its discretion a court may order a case to mediation, as follows:

20

(A) Upon motion by a party;

21

(9) At any I.R.C.P. 16 conference;

22

(C) Upon consideration of request for trial setting, pursuant to I.R.C.P.
40(b}, if all parties indicate in their request or response that mediation

23

24

25

would be beneficial; or
(0) At any other time upon seven (7) days notice to the parties if the court
determines mediation is appropriate.

26
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I,R.C.P. 16(k)(4).
2

3
4

The parties shall have twenty-eight (28) days from entry of the mediation
order, or such other time as the court may allow, to select any person to
act as mediator and report their selection to the court. If the parties do not
select a mediator within twenty-eight (28) days, then the court shall
appoint a mediator from the judicial district's list of mediators maintained
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16{k){13)(A).

5

I.R.C.P. 16(k)(5)
6
7

"Unless the court otherwise orders, the initial mediation session shall take place

8

within forty-two (42) days of the reporting of the selection or the appointment of the

9

mediator." I.R.C.P. 16(k)(6).

10

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84{r) states that "[a]ny procedure for judicial review

11

not specified or covered by these rules shall be in accordance with the appropriate rule

12 ,

of the Idaho Appellate Rules to the extent the same is not contrary to this Rule 84."

13

I.R.C.P. 84{r).

Furthermore, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r) states that "[t]hese

14

rules shall be construed to provide a just. speedy and inexpensive determination of all
15

petitions for review." I.R.C.P. 84(r).
16

Idaho Appellate Rule 49(a), in turn, provides that:
17

18

19

20
21
22

23
24

25

Upon request, pursuant to a written agreement of all parties, a civil
appellate case or an appeal from the Industrial Commission may be
submitted for consideration for an appellate settlement conference before
a person who shall be known as the Conference Judge, and who shall be
selected by the parties from the list of settlement justices and judges
maintained by the Administrative Director of the Courts. The parties
should direct the request for a settlement conference in writing to the
Clerk of the Supreme Court. The Clerk shall then enter an order
suspending the appeal for 49 days, after which the appeal process shall
resume. The settlement conference shall be held at a place near the court
from which the civil case is appealed, at a place near the place of
employment in an Industrial Commission case, or at any other place
agreed upon by the parties and the Conference Judge. The facility in
which the conference is held shall be determined by the Conference
Judge. In advance of the settJement conference, all parties shall deliver to
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2

3

the clerk of the Supreme Court, for submission to the Conference Judge,
a settlement statement in a form prescribed by the Supreme Court. The
parties are responsible for the payment of costs and for scheduling the
settlement conference at a time convenient to atl parties and the
Conference Judge. The Conference Judge shall not participate in the
determination of the appeal.

4

!.R.C.P. 49(a).
5

DISCUSSION
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13

Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden's Request for Entry of Final Judgment

On June 7, 2011, Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden filed a Request for Entry of Final
Judgment under I.R.C.P. 56(a) and (c). That Motion states that:
Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden hereby requests entry of Final Judgment
under I.R.C.P. 56(a) and (c) in these consolidated proceedings in
accordance with this Court's Memorandum Decision on (1) Plaintiffs'
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Contract Claims, (2)
Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment re: Contract
Claims, and (3) Attorney General's Motion for Summary Judgment re:
Constitutionality of LC. § 58-310A, entered on June 6,2011.

14

The Idaho Supreme Court has "defined a final judgment as 'an order or judgment
15

that ends the lawsuit, adjudicates the subject matter of the controversy, and represents
16
17

a final determination of the rights of the parties. It must be a separate document that on

v.

18

its face states the relief granted or denied.'" T.J. T., Inc.

19

P.3d 435, 436 (2010) (quoting Camp v. East Fork Ditch Co.• 137 Idaho 850, 867, 55

20

P.3d 304, 321 (2002»). The Idaho Supreme Court has further stated that "[a]n order

21

granting summary judgment does not constitute a judgment." T.J. T., Inc., 148 Idaho at

22

23

Mori, 148 Idaho 825, 826, 230

826. 230 P.3d at 436 (quoting In re Universe Life Insurance Co., 144 Idaho 751. 756,
171 P.3d 242, 247 (2007)).

24

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) provides that "[t1he judgment sought shall be
25

rendered forthwith if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file, together with
26
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the affidavits, if any. show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." I.R.C.P. 56{c). In other

2
3

words. "{tJhe judgment sought is a final determination of a claim or claims for relief in

4

the lawsuit." Spokane Structures, Inc. v. Equitable Inv., LLC. 148 Idaho 616, 619,226

5

P.3d 1263, 1266 (2010).

6

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54 provides, in pertinent part, that:

7

When more than one claim for relief is presented in an action, whether as
a claim, counterclaim. cross-claim. or third party claim, or when multiple
parties are involved, the court may direct the entry of a final judgment
upon one or more but less than all of the claims or parties only upon an
express determination that there is no just reason for delay and upon an
express direction for the entry of the judgment. In the absence of such
determination and direction, any order or other form of decision, however
designated, which adjudicates less than all the claims or the rights and
liabilities of less than all the parties shall not terminate the actions as to
any of the claims or parties. and the order or other form of decision is
subject to reviSion at any time before the entry of judgment adjudicating all
the claims and the rights and liabilities of all the parties.

e
9
10 '
11

12
13
14

I.R.C.P. 54(b)(1).
15

Here, the Attorney General is specifically seeking entry of final judgment in
16
17,

18

I

accordance with this Court's Memorandum Decision, which was entered on June 6,
2011. At oral argument on this issue, counsel for the Payette Lake Lessees and the

19

Priest Lake Lessees both indicated that they were concerned with the effect that entry

20

of final judgment would have on their clients' rights in moving forward with the APA

21

actions that have been filed.

22

General's facial constitutional challenge of I.C. § 58-310A and entry of final judgment

23

on that ruling, which addresses a pure question of law, should not prejudice any of the

24

However, this Court's narrow ruling on the Attorney

parties' rights in moving forward with this litigation.

25

None of the challenges brought by the Lessees in their Amended Complaint
26
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relate to a facial constitutional challenge of I.C. § 58-310A. The Plaintiffs' Amended
Complaint, which was filed on November 10. 2010, contains six causes of action.

2

3

ICount I is based on breach of contract/specific performance and states that "Plaintiffs

4

therefore seek specific performance of the existing cottage site leases, including an

5

Order directing the Land Board to execute new cottage site leases in favor of Plaintiffs,

6

renewing the leases for additional period(s) under the terms present in the existing

7

leases, including the 2.5% rental rate." Count II is based on breach of contract and

8
I

states that "Plaintiffs, as the damaged parties, have the right to opt between remedies

9

and either: (a) obtain specific performance and renewal of the existing cottage site
10

leases, or (b) obtain payment from the state for the fair market value of the approval
11

improvements placed on their respective leaseholds."

12

The next three counts of the Amended Complaint are all for declaratory

13

14

judgment.

15

judgment that the Land Board's March 16,2010 decision to increase cottage site rental

16

rates violates Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution."

17

"Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to a declaratory judgment that the Land Board's March

18

Count III states that "Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to a declaratory

Count IV states that

16,2010 decision to increase cottage site rental rates violates I.C. § 58-310A." Count

19

IV states that "Plaintiffs are entitled to declaratory judgment that the Land Board's March

20

I,

16,2010 decision to increase cottage sit rental rates violates Article IX, Section 8 of the
21

22
23

Idaho Constitution. and is therefore an unconstitutional application of I.C. § 58-310A.
The final count of the Amended Complaint seeks injunctive relief.

Count VI

24

alleges that "Plaintiffs will suffer great and/or irreparable injury in the event the Land

25

Board is allowed to institute the 4% cottage site rental rate because they wi!! either lose
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the right to renew their leases on the existing lease terms, or will lose their valuable
improvements without receiving fair and just compensation."

2

Furthermore, Count VI

3

states that "Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to an injunction against the Land Board and

4

the Department of Lands. prohibiting them from implementing the 4% rental rate, and

5

directing them to offer Plaintiffs new leases under the existing lease terms."

6

I

7

il. C. § 58-301A brought by the Lessees are related to the Land Board's conduct in

8

It is clear from the Amended Complaint that all of the constitutional challenges to

carrying out its duties under that statute.

"A party may challenge a statute as

9

unconstitutional 'on its face' or 'as applied' to the party's conduct." American Falls
10

Reservoir Dist. No.2. v. Idaho Oep't of Water Resources, 143 Idaho 862,870,154 P.3d
11

433, 441 (2007) (quoting State v. Korsen, 138 Idaho 706, 712, 69 P.3d 126, 132

12

(2003».

"Generally, a facial challenge is mutually exclusive from an as applied

14

challenge." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 870,154 P.3d at 441 (citing Korsen 138 Idaho

15

at 712,69 P.3d at 132.

16

"[T]o prove a statute is unconstitutional 'as applied', the party must only show

17

that, as applied to the defendant's conduct, the statute is unconstitutional." American

18

Falls, 143 Idaho at 870,154 P.3d at 441 (quoting Korsen 138 Idaho at 712,69 P.3d at

19

132).

"A district court should not rule that a statute is unconstitutional 'as applied' to a

20

particular case until administrative proceedings have concluded and a complete record
21

has been developed." American Falls, 143 Idaho at 870, 154 P.3d at 441 (citing I.C. §

22

67-5277).

23

24

Because the Lessees have only claimed that I.C. § 58-310A is unconstitutional

25

"as applied,M this Court could not rule on any of the claims brought by the Lessees in

26
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this Court's June 6. 2011 Memorandum Decision.
2

This Court only ruled that the

Plaintiffs should be required to exhaust their administrative remedies under the APA

3

before pursuing their breach of contract claims and the Court granted the Defendants'

4

Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims on Counts I and II of

5

the Plaintiffs' Amended Complaint.

6

The Lessees will still have an opportunity in the APA actions to fully address their

7

as applied challenges to the constitutionality of I.C. § 58-310A, as well as their breach

8

of contract claims. The APA judicial review proceedings will allow for a complete record

9

to be developed on the issues that the Lessees are concerned with preserving. The
10

only issue that is appropriate for entry of final judgment at this point in time is this
11

12
13

Court's determination that I.C. § 58-310 is constitutional on its face.
This Court certainly understands the Lessees' concern with preserving all of their

14

rights. However, when more than one claim for relief is presented in an action, whe1her

15

as a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim, or when multiple parties are

16

involved, the court may direct the entry of a final judgment upon one or more but less

17
18

19

I than all of the claims or parties. I.R.C.P. 54.
This Court finds that, after considering all of the circumstances in this case and
the nature of this litigation, there is no just reason for delay and the Court will grant

20

Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden's Request for Entry of Final Judgment and direct that
21

entry of judgment be made on the sole issue of whether I.C. § 58-310A is constitutional
22
23

on its face, which was the issue raised by the Complaint filed by the Attorney General in

24

the Ada County case. This issue would be appropriate for a reviewing court to consider

25

at this point in time because a more complete record is unnecessary for determining
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whether that statute is constitutional on its face.
2

3

Defendant Intervenor Priest lake State Lessees Association's Motion for
Mandatory Mediation

Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake Lessees' Association ("Priest Lake Lessees

H
)

4

filed a Motion for Mandatory Mediation on April 11, 2011. The Priest Lake lessees
5

identified two grounds for granting the Motion: (1) the interest of judicial economy, and
6
7

(2) "[a]ny reasonable resolution of this matter will require the cooperation and consent

8

of all of the parties involved." On April 20, 2011, the Payette Lake Lessees filed a

9

Joinder in Motion for Mandatory Mediation that stated "Plaintiffs agree that an order

10

mandating mediation would be in the best interest of judicial economy and would

11

promote a reasonable resolution of this matter among all parties.

12
13

H

On July 12. 2011, an OPPOsition by Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden to Motion for
Mandatory Mediation was filed. On July 12.2011. the Land Board and George Bacon

14

filed a Joinder in Attorney General's Objection to Motion for Mandatory Mediation on
15

July 12, 2011. The Attorney Genera! makes three arguments in support of his objection
16
17

to mandatory mediation. First, the Attomey General reiterates his position that a final

18

judgment should be entered under I.R.C.P. 56(a) and argues that the Motion for

19

Mandatory Mediation is now moot because it was filed prior to the motions for summary

20

judgment that were argued on May 3, 2011, and this Court's decision resolving them on

21

June 6,2011.

22
23
24

Second. the Attorney General argues that the question of Idaho Code § 58310A's constitutionality cannot be mediated because ''It]he public auction requirement
in Article IX. Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution either applies or does not apply to the

25

cottage site leases; there is no middle ground upon which settlement may be based."
26
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!

.1

The Attorney General a\so states that this issue can be resolved only through a
2

3
4

definitive ruling by the Idaho Supreme Court and ''the Attorney General does not believe
it is consistent with his constitutional responsibilities to employ mediation under Rule

16(k)(4)(A} to effect an end-run around the public auction directive,"

5

Finally, the Attorney General suggests that the Priest Lake Lessees may wish to

6

consider intervention in the ongoing titjgation over the validity of the Land Board's

7

determinations on December 21,2010, and April 19, 2011, concerning the 2011 and

8

9

2010-2013 leases. See Babcock v. State Bd. Of Land Comm'rs, Nos. CV-2011-16-C,
2011-184-C and 2011-191-C (Fourth Jud. Dist., Valley County).

It is the Attorney

10

General's position that "[aJlthough Rule 16(k)(4}(A) does not apply to those judicial
11

review proceedings, which are subject to I.R.C.P. 84, and although it is unclear
12
13

precisely what the Association seeks to 'mediate,' those proceedings would afford the

14

Association an opportunity to protect its members' interests and, conceivably, to raise

15

matters for discussion among the parties that might facilitate resolution of the

16

controversies over the leases at issue there."

17

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r) states that "[a]ny procedure for judicial review

18

not specified or covered by these rules shall be in accordance with the appropriate rule

19

of the IdahO Appellate Rules to the extent the same is not contrary to this Rule 84."

20

J.R.C.P. 84(r).

Furthermore, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r) states that "[t]hese

21

rules shall be construed to provide a just. speedy and inexpensive determination of all
22

23
24

25

petitions for review." J.R.C.P. 84{r).
Idaho Appellate Rule 49(a), in turn. provides that:
Upon request. pursuant to a written agreement of all parties, a civil
appellate case or an appeal from the Industrial Commission may be
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submitted for consideration for an appellate settlement conference before
a person who shall be known as the Conference Judge, and who shall be
selected by the parties from the list of settlement justices and judges
maintained by the Administrative Director of the Courts. The parties
should direct the request for a settlement conference in writing to the
Clerk of the Supreme Court. The Clerk shall then enter an order
suspending the appeal for 49 days, after which the appeal process shall
resume. The settlement conference shall be held at a place near the court
from which the civil case is appealed, at a place near the place of
employment in an Industrial Commission case, or at any other place
agreed upon by the parties and the Conference Judge. The facility in
which the conference is held shall be determined by the Conference
Judge. In advance of the settlement conference, all parties shaH deliver to
the clerk of the Supreme Court, for submission to the Conference Judge,
a settlement statement in a form prescribed by the Supreme Court. The
parties are responsible for the payment of costs and for scheduling the
settlement conference at a time convenient to all parties and the
Conference Judge. The Conference Judge shalf not participate in the
determination of the appeal.

1
2
3
4

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

I.R.C.P. 49(a).

12

This Court agrees with the Attorney General that the APA judicial review
14

proceedings are subject to I.R.C.P. 84 and those proceedings would afford the Priest

15

Lake Lessees an opportunity to protect its members' interests and, conceivably, to raise

16

matters for discussion among the parties that might facilitate resolution of the

17

controversies over the leases at issue there. The Priest Lake Lessees are not currently

18

a party in those proceedings, but the Court will consider the Motion for Mandatory

19

Mediation on the issues that will now be litigated in the APA actions because the

20

Payette Lake Lessees joined in the Motion for Mandatory Mediation. As the Attomey
21

General suggests, the Priest Lake Lessees may wish to consider intervention in the
22

ongoing litigation over the validity of the Land Board's determinations on December 21,

23

2010, and April 19, 2011. concerning the 2011 and 2010-2013 leases. See Babcock v.

24
25

1

State Bd. Of Land Comm'rs, Nos. CV-2011-16-C. 2011-184-C and 2011-191-C (Fourth

26 ,
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Jud. Dist., Valley County).
2

This Court understands the Attorney General's position that constitutional issues

3

cannot necessarily by mediated.

4

regarding the rental rates and property valuation methods that would protect the

5

interests of all of the parties involved while also ensuring the constitutional application

6

of I.C. § 58-310A. Mediation is "an integral part of the judicial process" and it "enables

7

the participants to attempt to forge a mutually acceptable resolution to a dispute." U.S.

8

However, there still could be a possible resolution

Bank Nat. Ass'n v. Williams, 1 A.3d 857, 866 (N.J. Super. C1. App. Div. 2010).

9

Furthermore, U[mJediation is meant to remove some of the contentiousness of formal
10

litigation in order to facilitate the negotiation process." Reuil/e v. E.£. Brandenberger
11
12

13

Canst., Jnc.. 888 N.E.2d 770,772 (Ind. 2008).
This is a complex case involving a significant number of parties and many

14

issues, both factual and legal.

This Court agrees with the Lessees that mediation

15

would be in the best interest of judicial economy and would promote a reasonable

16 ! resolution of this matter among all parties because legal rulings from the Court and the
17
18

litigation of factual disputes will not fully resolve all of the issues surrounding what will
ultimately happen with these leases. The parties will eventually have to cooperate in

19

reaching an agreement on a renewal of the leases or, at the very least, compensation
20

for improvements made to the cottage sites if the sites are eventually disposed of
21

22
23

through a public auction.
However, Idaho Appellate Rule 49(a), which applies to APA judicial review

24 I

proceedings pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r}, c!ear1y states that a civil

25

appellate case can only be submitted for consideration for an appellate settlement
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conference "pursuant to a written agreement of alt parties: I.A.P. 49(a) (emphasis
2

added). This Court would remind the parties that Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 84(r)

3

states that "[t]hese rules shall be construed to provide a just, speedy and inexpensive

4

determination of all petitions for review" and encourage the parties to consider

5

submitting the APA judicial review actions for an appellate settlement conference

6

pursuant to a written agreement of all parties, but this Court does not have the authority

7

to force mandatory mediation under these circumstances.

a

Therefore, the Court will

deny Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake State Lessees Association's Motion for

9

Mandatory Mediation.
10

CONCLUSION
11

12
13

The Court GRANTS (1) Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden's Request for Entry of
Final Judgment and DENIES (2) Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake State Lessees

14

Association's Motion for Mandatory Mediation. Plaintiff Wasden will prepare a judgment

15

in accordance with this decision.

16

DATED this

;2 7

day of July 2011.

17

18
19

20
21

22
23

24
25
26
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LAWRENCE O. WASDEN

AITORNEY GENERAL
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STEVEN L. OLSEN, ISB No. 3586

Case No._ _ _ lnsl No,...,..,...__

Chief of Civil Litigation Division
CIAY
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A.M.
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P.M.

R. SMll'H.ISB No. 6385

Deputy Attorneys General
954 W. Jefferson, 2M Floor
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Telephone: (208) 334"2400
Fax: (208) 854-8073
Email: c:lay.smith.@ag.idabo.gov
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lawrence O. Wasden
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH .TVDlCIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
GLADYS BABCOCK.. as Trustee of the
BABCOCK TRUST, let al.,
Plaintiffs,

~

Case No. CV 2010-436C
(Consolidated 'With Ada County
Case No. CV-OC 2010-23751)

)

~

"S.

IDAHO BOARD OF LAND
)
COMMISSIONERS; and OEORGE BACON, )
in his official capacity as Director of the Idaho »
Department of Lands.

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)

~
--------------------------)
HON. LAWRENCE O. WASDEN, in his
)
Defendants.

capacity as Attorney General ofIdaho, ex rei.
STAT£ ENDOWMENT LAND
BENEFICIARIES,

Plaintiff-Appellant.,

Case No. CV-OC 2010-23751

S

l
l
)

vs.

STATE BOARD OF LAND
CO:M:MISSIONERS, and GEORGE BACON, )
in his official capacity as Director of the Idaho )
Department of Lands,
Defendazrts.Respondents.
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)
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And

)
)

GLADYS BABCOCK et ala

~)

Defendants-in-InterventionRespondents
And

PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION, INC., an Idaho nonprofit
corporation,

Defendant Intervenor-Respondents.
TO:

(1)

COMMISSIONERS

P. 3

)
)
)

~
~
)
)
)

THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANTS STATE BOARD OF LAND
AND

GEORGE

BACON,

DEFENDANTS-IN-INTERVENTION

GLADYS BABCOCK, BT AL., AND DEFENDANT INTERVENOR PRIEST LAKE STATE
LESSEES ASSOCIATION, INC. IN CASE NO. CV-OC 2010-23751;
(2)

mOSE PARTIES' ATTORNEYS:

Merlyn W. Clark
D. John Ashby

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS
&HAWLEYLLP
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P,O. Box 1617
Boise. ID 83701-1617
Telephone: (208) 344-6000
Fax: (208) 954-5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com;jashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendant-Respondent State Board of Land Commissioners
and George Bacon
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Colleen D. Zahn
HALL, FARLEY, OBERREClIT &; BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701

Telephone: (208) 395-8500
Fax: (208) 395-8585
Email: pso@ballfarley.com;cdz.@hallfarley.com
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EV
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Defendants~in.Intervention-Respondents
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Gladys Babcock,

Charles B. Lempesis
CHARLES B. LEMPESIS, ClITD
201 W. Seventh Avenue
PostFa11s.lD 83854
Telephone: (208) 777·8815
Fax: (208) 773-1044

Email; iQlholamer@msn..CQP1
Attorney for Defendant Intervenor-Respondent Priest Lake Lessees
Associatio~ Inc.;

AND
(3)

THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-EN1ITLED COURT.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above named Plaintiff-Appellant, LaVvTence O. Wasden, appeals

against the above named Defendants-Respondents State Board of Land Commissioners
and George Bacon, Defendants-in-Intervention:.Respondents Gladys Babcock, et at., and

Defendant Intervenor-Respondent Priest Lake Lessees Association, Inc. to the Idaho

Supreme Court from the Final Judgment dated August

10~

2011, and entered in the

above-entitled action on the same date. The Honorable Ronald 1. WUper signed the
judgment.., in the absence of the Honorable Michael R. Mclaughlin who presided over

this consolidated action.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and

judgment or order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and

pursuant to Rule 11(a)(I), lAR.

3.

Preliminary statement of issue on appeal: 'Whether Idaho Code § 58-310A

conflicts '\.Vith the requirement in Article IX, Section 8 of the Idaho Constitution that
school trust lands be subject to disposal at public auction and is therefore
unconstitutional.

4.

No portion of the record has been sealed.
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5.
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NO. 100

p

5

Appellant has requested filing with the District Court of the reporter's

transcript of proceedings for the hearings on December 15, 2010, May 3, 2011, and
July 22,2011.

6.

Appellants requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 2&, LA.R.:
CV~OC-

(a)

Motion for Preliminary Injunction (12102/2010, Case No.

(b)

Affidavit of Steven W. Strack (1210212010, CV-OC-201Q-237S1);

(c)

Brief in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction (12102l2010,

2010-23151);

CV-OC-2010-237S1);

Motion to Intervene (Oberrecht for Babcock. et al.) (12110!2010,

(d)
CV-OC-201 0-23151);

(e)

Affidavit of Leaseholder W. Anthony Park in Support of Motion

(12110/2010, CV-OC-2010-231S1);
(f)

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Intervene (12/10/2010,

ev-

OC-2010-23751);
(8)

Affidavit of George Bacon (1211312010, CV-OC-2010-23751);

(h)

Affidavit ofD. 10hn Ashby (12113/2010, CV-OC-2010-23751);

(i)

Affidavit of Bob Brammer (12/1312010. CV..oc-201O-237S1);

(j)

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Preliminaxy Injunction

(1211312010, CV-OC-2010-2375 1);

(Ie)

Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Preliminary Injunction

(1211412010, CV-OC-2010-237Sl);
(1)

Order to Allow Babcock, et ala to Intervene (12/16/20 10, CV-OC-

(m)

Notice of wdiing of Proposed Order Granting Preliminary

2010-23151 );

Injunction (12111/2010, CV..QC-2010-23751);
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(n)

Order Granting Preliminary Injunction (1211712010, CV -OC-2010-

(0)

Answer and Notice in InteJ.vention (Phillip S. Oberrecht for Gladys

23751);

Babcock, et aI.) (12/1712010. CV-OC-2010-23751);
(P)

Notice of Intervenors' Motion to Consolidate (Valley County Case

No. CV 201 0-436C) (12/1712010, CV -OC-20 10-23751);
(q)

Motion to Strike or, Alternatively. Objection to .Amendment ta

Proposed Order Granting Preliminaxy Injunction (12120/2010, CY.·OC-2010-23751);
(r)

Motion for Summary Judgment and Incorporation of Supporting

Brlef(1212212010, CV-OC-2010-23751);
(s)

Withdrawal of Motion to Strike or, Alternatively, Objection to

Amendment of Proposed Order Granting Preliminary Injunction (1212312010, CV-OC2010-23751);
(t)

Stipulation for Dismissal Without Prejudice of 2nd and 3rd Claims

far Relief (1212312010, CV-OC-2010-23751);
(u)

Motion to Intervene (Lempesis for Priest Lake) (0212212011, CV-

OC-20l0-237S1);
(v)

Affidavit in Support of Motion to Intervene (02122/2011, CV-OC-

(x)

Change of Venue - Transferred Out-of-Co'Wlty - Order for Change

2010-23751);

of Venue to Valley County (03/2912011, CV-OC"2010-23751);
(y)

Plaintifrs Motion to Consolidate (12117/2010, Case No. CV-2010-

(z)

Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion to Consolidate

436-C);

(1211712010 Case No. CV-2010-436-C);
7

(aa)

Affidavit of Mikela A. French i:n Support of Plaintiff's Motion to

Consolidate (1111712010, Case No. CV-2010-436-C);
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Affidavit of Anthony Park in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to

Consolidate (1211712010, Case No. CV.2010436-C);
(cc)

Stipulation for Dismissal of Plaintiff Mon1ford M. Brooks

(12J221.2010, Case No. CV-2010-43600C);
(dd)

Stipulation to Dismiss Claims (0112012011, Case No. CV-2010-

(ee)

Order Re: Stipulation to Dismiss Claims (01126/2011. Case No.

436.C);

CV-2010-436-C);

(ft)

Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Consolidate

(02117/2011, Case No. CV-2010-436-C);

(12)

Affidavit of Clay R. Smith in Support of Memorandum in

Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Consolidate (0211812011, Case No. CV-2010-436-C);
(bh)

Reply in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Consolidate (02/2212011,

Case No. CV-2010436-C);
~

(ii)

Limited Entry of Appearance (0212312011,

No. CV-2010-

(ij)

Memorandum Decision Roe: Plaintiffs Motion to Consolidate

436-C);

(03/0812011, Case No- CV-2010-436-C);
(kk)

Notice of Hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment

(03/2112011. Case No. CV~2010-436-C);

(11)

Order for Intervention by Priest Lake State Lessees Association,

Inc. (03/2212011, Case No. CV~2010-436-C);
(:rom) Attorney

General's

Motion for

Summary Judgment Rc:

Constitutionality ofl.C. § 58-310A (0411912011, Case No_ CV-2010-436-C);

(nn)

Affidavit of P.S. Oberreeht in Opposition to Attorney General's

Motion for SurnmatY Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.e. § 58-31 OA (04/19f.2011,
Case No. CV-2010-436-C);
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Consolidated Defendant Interv'enor's Memorandum in Opposition

to Consolidated Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment (04/2112011, Case No. CV2010-436-C);
(Pp)

Affidavit of C.B. Lempesis in Support of Consolidated Defendant

Intervenor's Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated Plaintiff's Motion for

Summary Judgment (04J21 12011 , Case No. CV-2010-436-C);
(qq)

Affidavit of O. Morse. CRE MAl; in Support of Consolidated

Defendant Intervenor's Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated Plainti:ff's Motion
for Summary Judgment (04121/2011, Case No. CV-2010-436-C);
(rr)
Intervenor~s

Affidavit of Jennifer Lehn in Support of Consolidated Defendant

Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated Plaint.ifrs Motion for

SUll1lIW)' Judgment (04/2112011, Case No. CV-2010-436-C);

(ss)

Affidavit of Bert A. Belles, in Support of Consolidated Defendant

Intervenor·s Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated Plaintiff's Motion for
Su:mmaxy Judgment (04/2112011,
(tt)

case No. CV-20104?,6-C);

Affidavit of Ron Jensen in Support of Consolidated Defendant

Intervenor's Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated Plaintiff's Motion for
SUIIlDl8Iy Judgment (04/2112011, Case No. CV -2010-436-C);
(uu)

Affidavit of Mike Schmitz in Support of Consolidated Defendant

Intervenor's Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated Plaintiff's Motion for
Summary Judgment (04/21/2011, Case No.
(vv)

CV~2010-436·C);

Reply Memorandum in Support ofPlaintifPs Motion for Summary

Judgment (04/2712011, CV-2010-436-C);

(ww) Request for Entry of Final Judgment (06/07/2011, Case No.
CV 2010-436C); and
(xx)

Memorandum. Decision on (1) Plaintiff Lawrence 0, Wasden's

Request for Entry of Final Judgment [and] (2) Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake State
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Lessees Association's Motion for Mandatory Mediation (0712712011, Case No. 2010..
436C).
7.

I certify:
(8)

That a copy of this notice of appeal bas been served on each

reporter of whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address

set

out

below:
Susan Wolf, Court Reporter
Mia Martorelli, Court Reporter
Susan Gambee, Court Reporter
Ada County Courthouse

200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID 83702·7300
(b)

That arrangements for payment of the fee for preparation of the

reporter's transcript has been paid and that Appellants are otherwise exempt under Idaho
Code § 31-3212(2) from the payment of clerk's fees in. connection with such preparation.

(c)

That Appellant is exempt under Idaho Code §

31~3212(2)

from

paying the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record.
(d)

That Appellant is exempt under Idaho Code § 31-3212(2) from

paying the appellate filing fee.
(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served

pursuant to Rule 20, tAR.

DATED this 10th day of August, 201l.

LAWRENCE G. WASDEN
A TIORNEY GENERAL
STEVEN L. OLSEN
Deputy Attorney General
Chief, Civil Litigation Division

BY~L
YiSMim
Deputy Attorney General
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CERTIFICATE QF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERnPY that on this 10th day of August, 2011, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the following method to:

HA\VLEY TROXELL ENNIS
&HAWLEYLLP
Merlyn W. Clark

o Hand Delivery

D. John Ashby
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise~ 10 83701-1617

Ovenrigb.t Mail
Facsimile: (208) 954-5210
Email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com;
jashby@b.awleytroxell.com

I2l U.S. Mail

o Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested

~

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Colleen D. Zabn
HALL, FARLEY) OBERRECHT &

BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
P.O. Box 1211

o

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Cettified Mail, Retmn Receipt Requested
Overnight Mail
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585
Email: pso@hallfarley.com.

Boise, ID 83101

cdz@hallfarley.coro

Charles B. Lempesis

Mail
o181 U.s.
Hand Delivery
o Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
Overnight Mail

CHARLES B. LEMPESlS. CHID
201 W. Seventh Avenue
Post Falls, ID 83854

§
18l
§

Facsimile: (208) 773-1044
Email: llW1olawyer@msn.ooI\1

Susan Wolf. Court Reporter

Mia Martorelli, Court Reporter
Susan Oambee. Court Reporter
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front Street
Boise, ID

83702~7300

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivery
Certified Mail, Return Receipt Requested
Overnight Mail

o Facsimile:

o Email:

CLAY R. SMIl1i
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Phillip S. Obeuecht

AUG 2 ~ 2011

IS8 ft1904. Jl&O@hall&rley.cOm

Colleen D. Zahn
ISS 116208, edJ@ha.tlfarley.com.

HALL. FARLEY, OBERRECHT &. BLANTON. P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 8370 I

Telephone:
Facsimile:

(208) 395-8500
(208) 395-8585

W:\4\4068:Z.IWPE/.L\Requcst for Additional R~td.doc

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIlE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIm
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
GLADYS BABCOCK. as Trustee of the
BABCOCK TRUST, et aL,

Case No. CV 2010-436<:
Plaintiff,
VS.

(Consolidated with Ada County
Case No. CV..oc 2010-23751)

IDAHO BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS; and GEORGE BACON, in REQUEST FOR ADDmONAL
his official capacity as Director of the Idaho
RECORDS
Department of Lands.

Defendants.

HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his
capacity as Attorney General of Idaho, ex rei.
STATE ENDOWMENT LAND

BENEFlCIARmS,
PJaintitTJAppellant,
VS.

STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS. and GEORGE BACON, in
his official capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Larlds.

DefendantslRespondents.
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and
GLADYS BABCOC~ as Trustee of the
BABCOCK TRUST, et aJ.
Defendants-in-lntervcntionlRespondents,
and

PRIESt LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION,INC., an Idaho nonprofit
corporation.
Defendants-in-

Intervention/Respondents.
TO; THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLANT AND THE APPELLANT'S AITORNEY, AND

THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT~
NOTICE IS HERR8Y GIVEN, that Respondt:Jlts Babcock. et. aI. in the above-entitled

proceeding hereby request, pursuant to Rule 19, tA.R., the inclusion of the following material in
the reporter's transcript and clerk's record in addition to that required

r.o be incJuded by the

l.A.R. and the l10tice of appeal. Any additional transcript is to be provided in [

Jhard copy [ J

electronic format [xl both:
1.

Reporter's TrllIUCript:

a. Hearing held 2124/11 in case number CV-2010-436-C
2.

Clerk's Record:
I.

Affidavit of Leaseholder W. Anthony Park In Support of Motion for Order

Sanctionini Defendants for Contempt (l12712()11. CV-OC-2010.23751)
b. Letter dated December 17, 2010 teom counsel for Babcock, et. aJ. to Juc:tse
Bail and counsel for parties regarding Babcock, et. a1.'s objections to proposed Order for
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2083958:.

il004/0(}5

Preliminary mjunction lodged by Attorney General with Court on December 17,2010 (CV-OC.
2010-23751)
c.

PlaiJltift's'!Intervenols' Memorandum in Opposition to Attorney General's

Motion for Summary Judament Re: Constitutionality of I.e. 5S.310A (4/1912011, CV·2(}l0-436·

C)

3.

I certify that a copy of this request was served upon the court reporter and the

clerk of the district court and upon all parties requited to be served pursuant to Rule 20.
DATED this 24th day of August, 2011.

HALLJ FARLEY, OBERRECHT &:
BLANTON, P.A,

By:

~~·~L

Phillip S. ObeITeCht- 0 he Firm
Colleen D. Zahn - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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Charles B. Lempesis, ISBA #2550
CHARLES B. LEMPESIS, CHTD
Attorney at Law
201 West Seventh Avenue
Post Falls, Idaho 83854
Telephone: (208) 777~881S
Facsimile: (208) 773-1044
idaholawyer@msn.com
Attorney for PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES' AssocIATION, INC.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE SfATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN1Y OF VALLEY
BABCOCK, et aJ.
PIa intiffs/Respondents
v.
IDAHO BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS;
and GEORGE BACON, in his official capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of Lands
Defendants/Res ondents
HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his capacity
as the Attorney General of Idaho, ex reI SfATE I
ENDOWMENT LAND BENEACIARlES
II
Consolidated Plaintiff/Appellant

case No. OJ 201O~436C
Consolidated with Ada County
Case No. OJ DC 1023751

REQUEST FOR AOOmONAL
RECORD

v.
STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS,
and GEORGE BACON, in his offiCial capacity as
Director of the Idaho Department of Lands
Consolidated Defendants/Respondents

And
PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOCIATION,
INC., an Idaho nonprofit corporation
Consolidated Defendant
Intervenor/Res ondents

REQUEST FO I< AoomONAl RECORD
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TO:
(1)
Appellant HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, In his capacity as Attorney General
of Idaho, ex reI. STATE ENDOWMENT FUND BENEFIOARIES, Plaintiffs/Respondents
GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the BABCOCK TRUST, et aI., Defendants/Consolidated
Defendants/Respondents 1DAHO BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS; and GEORGE BACON
in his official capacity as Director of the Idaho Department of Lands,
(2) THOSE PARTIES' ATIORNEYS:
Phillip S. Oberrecht, Esquire
Colleen D. Zahn, Esquire
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton

P. O. Box 1271
Boise ID 83701
(Attomeys for Plaintiffs/Respondents Babcock, et al)

Honorable lawrence Wasden
Attorney General

Steven L. Olsen, Chief of Civil Litigation
Clay R. Smith, Deputy Attorney General
954 W. Jefferson, Second Floor

P. O. Box 83720
Boise 10 83720

(Attomeys for Consolidated Plaintiffs/Appellant)
Merlyn W. Clark, Esquire

D. John Ashby, Esquire
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY
877 Main Street, #1000
P. O. Box 1617
Boise 10 83701-1617
(Attomeys for Defendants/Consolidated
Defendants/Respondents)

AND

(3)

ll-iE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.

NOnCE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION, INC., Respondent in the above entitled proceeding, hereby requests
pursuant to Rule 19, IAR, the inclusion of the following material in the reporter's
PAGE 2
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transcript or the derk's record in addition to that required to be included by the IAR
and the notice of appeal. Any additional transcript is to be provided in [] hard copy or
[] electronic format or [x] both:
1.
The record and pleadings filed in Wasden v. Idaho Board orland
Commissioners, et al. Idaho Supreme Court Docket No. 35728, and most specifically,
the Exhibits attached to Petitioners' Verified Petition for Issuance of Writ of Prohibition,
and corrected by the Second Affidavit of Steven W. Strack in Support of Brief in Support
of Petition for Prohibition.

2.
Report to Idaho Board of land Commissioners, Cottage Site
Subcommittee re Methodology of Estimating Market Rent prepared by Stanley D. Moe,
Ed Morse and Joe Corlett in response to the March 19, 2009 Request from the Cottage
Site Subcommittee.
3.
Minutes and transcripts of the Idaho Board of Land Commissioners'
meetings and the Idaho Board of Land Commissioners' Cottage Site Subcommittee
meetings relevant to cottage site leases from 1988 through and including 2011. The
specific dates of all said meetings is information solely in the custody of the Department
of Lands and is not presently available to Respondent.
4.
I certify that a copy of this request for additional record has been served
on each court reporter of whom a transcript is requested as named below at the
addresses set out below:
(A)
Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk of the Courts, Supreme Court of Idaho,
P. O. Box 83720, Boise Idaho 83720-0101
(B)
Susan Terry, Recording Secretary for the State Board of Land
Commissioners, 300 North Sixth Street, #103, P. O. Box 83720, Boise ID 83720-0500.
I further certify that this request for additional record has been served upon the
clerk of the district court or administrative agency and upon all parties required to be
served pursuant to Rule 20 (and upon the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to
Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code).
DATED this 23rd day of August, 2011.
CHARLES B. L
I, omey for
Respondent PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES

ASSOCIATION, INC.
REQUEST fO R ADomOIllA.l RECORD
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Phillip S. Oberrecht
ISB # 1904, pso@hallfarley.com

CaSt: fl'o·-_ _ fnst. No.
--Flled _ _ _ _ A.M. 1:.3 '_P.M.

Colleen D. Zahn
ISB #6208, cdz@ha/lfarley.com

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box ]271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone:
(208) 395-8500
Facsimile:
(208) 395-8585
W:\4\4-682 I\APPEAL\Notlce of Cross-Appeal doc

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the
BABCOCK TRUST, et aI.,
Plaintiff/Cross-Appellant,
vs.

IDAHO BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS; and GEORGE BACON, in
his official capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Lands,

Case No. CV 2010-436C
(Consolidated with Ada County
Case No. CV-OC 2010-2375])

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL

Defendants.

HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his
capacity as Attorney General of Idaho, ex rei.
STATE ENDOWMENT LAND
BENEFICIARIES,
Plaintiff!Appellant,
vs.

STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE BACON, in
his official capacity as Director of the Idaho
Department of Lands,
Defendants/Respondents.
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and
GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the
BABCOCK TRUST, et a/.
Defendants-in-Intervention!
Respondents/Cross-Appellants,
and
PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES
ASSOCIATION, IJ'.iC., an Idaho nonprofit
corporation,
Defendants-inIntervention/Respondents.

TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF/APPELLANT, HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN,
DEFENDANTSIRESPONDENTS STATE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS
AND GEORGE BACON, AND DEFENDANTS-IN NTERVENTION/RESPONDENTS
PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOCIATION, INC., IN CONSOLIDATED
CASES CV-2010-436C AND CV-OC-2010-23751:
AND TO THOSE PARTlES' ATTORNEYS:
1.

Steven L. Olsen
Chief of Civil Litigation Division
Clay Smith
Deputy Attorneys General
nd
954 W. Jefferson, 2 Floor
POBox 83720
Boise, JD 83720-0010
Phone: 208-334-2400
Fax: 208-854-8073
Email: clay.smithfalag. idaho.gov
Attorneys for the Hon. Lawrence G. Wasden

2.

Merlyn W. Clark
D. John Ashby
HA WLEY, TROXELL, ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P. O. Box 1617
Boise, Idaho 83701-161 7
Phone: 208-344-6000
Fax: 208-954-5210
Email: mclark@.hawleytroxell.com;iashby@hawleytroxell.com
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Attorneys for Defendant/Respondent State Board of Land Commissioners and
George Bacon
3.

Charles B. Lempesis
ATTORNEY AT LAW
W 201 7th Ave
Post Falls, ID 83854
Phone No. 208-777-8815
Fax No. 208-773-1044
Email: idaholawyenwmsn.com
Attorney for Defendant-in-InterventioniRespondent Priest Lake Lessees
Association, Inc.

AND TO THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COUR T.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, PURSUANT TO IDAHO APPELLATE RULE 18,
THAT:
1. The above named plaintiffs/defendants-in-interventionlrespondents/cross-appellants,
Gladys Babcock, et aI., appeal against the above-named parties to the Idaho Supreme
Court from the Final Judgment dated August 10, 2011, and entered in the aboveentitled action on the same date.
2. That cross-appellants have the right to cross-appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and
the judgment described in paragraph I above is an appealable order under and
pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1).
3. A preliminary statement on appeal which the cross-appellant then intends to assert in
the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the crossappellant from asserting other issues on appeal.
a. Whether the district court erred in holding cross-appellants' breach of contract
claims must first be raised through a petition for judicial review under Idaho's
Administrative Procedures Act.
4. Cross-appellants have requested filing with the District Court the reporter's transcript
of proceedings for the hearing on February 24, 2011, in addition to those transcripts
requested by the appellant in the original Notice of Appeal in this matter. Crossappellants request the transcript be provided in both hard and electronic copy.

5. Cross-appellants request the following documents to be included in the clerk's record
in addition to those automatically included under Idaho Appellate Rule 28 and those
requested by the parties in connection with the original Notice of Appeal in this
matter:
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a. Amended Complaint (l1/1 Oil 0, CV M20 10-436C)

b. Affidavit of Bob Brammer (11/18/2010, CV-201 0-436C)
c. Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims
(12/9/10, CV-2010-436C)

d. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
Re: Contract Claims (1219110, CV ·2010-436C)
e.

Affidavit of Colleen D. Zahn in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims 02/9/ 10, CV ·20 1O-436C)

f

Affidavit of Phillip S. Oberrecht in Support of Opposition to Defendants'
Motion to Dismiss Amended Complaint, or, in the Alternative, Motion to Stay
(12/22/10, CV-2010-436C)

g. Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract
Claims (11 13/11, CV -20 1O-436C)
h.

Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary
judgment Re: Contract Claims and in Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for
Partlal Summary Judgment (1/2511 L CV-2010-436C)

I.

Affidavit of Merlyn W. Clark (J 125111, CV -201O-436C)

J.

Second Affidavit of Bob Brammer in Support of Defendants' Cross-Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims and in Opposition to
Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (1/25/11, CV-2010-436C)

k. Affidavit of Anne Herndon in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims (2/10/11, CV -201 0-436C)

I.

Affidavit of Jim Hancock in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims (2/10111, CV-201 0-436C)

m. Affidavit of James T. Schulze in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims (2110111, CV-2010-436C)
n. Affidavit of Patricia T. Totten in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims (2/10/11, CV-201O-436C)
o. Plaintiff Lessees' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendants' Cross-Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims (2/101] ], CV -20 I 0-436C)

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL - 4
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p. Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Cross-Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Contract CLaims (2117/11, CV-2010-436C)

q. Stipulation Regarding Facts and Discovery (2124/11, CV-2010-436C)
6. J certify:

a. That a copy of this Notice of Cross-Appeal and any request for additional
transcript have been served on the court reporter in this matter at the address
set forth below:
Fran Morris, Court Reporter
Ada County Courthouse
200 W Front Street
Boise, Idaho 83702-7300
b. That the clerk of the district court has been paid the estimated fee for

preparation of the reporter's transcript and any additional documents
requested in the cross-appeal.
c. That the appellate filing fee has been paid to the clerk of the court.
d. That service has been made upon
pursuant to I.A.R. 20.

an

other parties required to be served

DATED this 19th day of September, 2011.

HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT &
BLA:-·HON, P.A.

~:j~#ot;~~~t gg,h7Firm'-----

CoUeen D. lahn - Of the Firm
Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICA TE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 19th day of September, 2011, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing document, by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of
the following:

Merlyn W. Clark
D. John Ashby
HA WLEY. TROXELL, ENNtS & HAWLEY, LLP
877 Main Street, Ste. 1000
P. O. Box 1617

Boise, Idaho 83701-1617
Fax No. 954-5210
LA WRENCE G. WASDEN
ATI'ORNEY GENERAL
Steven L. Olsen
Chief of Civil Litigation Division
Clay Smith
Deputy Attorneys General

i fU.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

o
o
o
o

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy
Electronic Transmission

ifu.s. Mail, Postage Prepaid
D

o
o
o

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
TeJecopy
Electronic Transmission

nd

954 W. Jefferson, 2 Floor
POBox 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Charles B. Lempesis
ATIORNEY AT LAW
W2017thAve
Post Falls, ID 83854

Fax: (208) 773-1044
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Case: CV-OC-2010-237S1 Current Judge: Deborah Bail
Lawrence G Wasden Han, etal.

VS.

State Board Of Land Commissioners, etal.

Lawrence G Wasden Han, State Endowment Land Beneficiaries vs. State Board Of Land Commissioners, George
BacOn
Date

Code

User

12/2/2010

NCOC

CCLATICJ

New Case Filed - Other Claims

Deborah Bail

COMP

CCLATICJ

Complaint Filed

Deborah Bail

SMFI

CCLATICJ

(2) Summons Filed

Deborah Bail

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion for Preliminary
Injunction

Deborah Bail

HRSC

CCHOlMEE

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/15/201002:30
PM) Motion for Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Motion for Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

AFFD

CCLAT1CJ

Affidavit of Steven W. Strack

Deborah Bail

BREF

CCLATICJ

Brief in Support of Motion for Preliminary
Injunction

Deborah Bail

MOTN

CCHOLMEE
OJ

Motion to Intervene (Oberrecht for Babcock et al) Deborah Bail

AFFD

CCHOLMEE

Affidavit of Leaseholder W Anthony Park in
Support of Motion

Deborah Bail

MEMO

CCHOLMEE

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Intervene

Deborah Bail

12/10/2010

Judge

{

MOTN

CCHOLMEE

Motion for Order Shortening Time

Deborah Bail

NOHG

CCHOLMEE

Notice Of Hearing Re Motion to Intervene
12.15.10@230PM

Deborah Bail

AFFD

CCJOYCCN

Affidavit of George Bacon

Deborah Bail

CCJOYCCN

Affidavit of D. John Ashby

Deborah Bail

CCJOYCCN

Affidavit of Bob Brammer

Deborah Bail

MEMO

CCJOYCCN

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for
Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

12114/2010

RPLY

CCWRIGRM

Reply Brief in Support of Motion for Preliminary
Injunction

Deborah Bail

12/15/2010

DCHH

CCLUEDTC

Hearing result for Motion held on 12/15/2010
Deborah Baii
02:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion for Preliminary Injunction 50

12/1612010

ORDR

CCLUEDTC

Order To Allow Babcock et al To Intervene

Deborah Bail

12/17/2010

NOTC

CCLATICJ

Notice of Lodging of Proposed Order Granting
Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

ORDR

DCTHERTL

Order Granting Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

ANSW

CCLATICJ

Answer and Notice in Intervention (Phillip S.
Oberrecht for Gladys Babcock, et al. )

Deborah Bail

NOTC

CCLATICJ

Notice of Intervenors' Motion to Consolidate
(Valley County Case No. CV 2010-436C)

Deborah Bail

MOTN

DCTHERTL

Motion to Strike or, Alternatively, Objection to
Amendment to Proposed Order Granting
Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

MOTN

CCLATICJ

Motion to Strike or, Altematively, Objection to
Amendment to Proposed Order Granting
Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

12/13/2010

AFFD
AFFD

12120/2010
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Lawrence G Wasden Hon, etal. vs. State Board Of Land Commissioners, etal.

Lawrence G Wasden Hon. State Endowment Land Beneficiaries vs. State Board Of Land Commissioners, George
Bacon
Date

Code

User

12122/2010

MOTN

CCRANDJD

Motion for Summary Judgment and Incorporation Deborah Bail
of Supporting Brief

MISC

CCRANDJD

Withdrawal of Motion to Strike or Objection to
Amendment of Proposed Order Granting
Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

MISC

CCMASTlW

Withdrawal of Motion to Strike or, Alternatively.
Objection to Amendment of Proposed Order
Granting Preliminary Injunction

Deborah Bail

STIP

CCMASTLW

Stipulation for Dismissal Without Prejudice of 2nd Deborah Bail
and 3rd Claims for Relief

1125/2011

NOTH

CCWRIGRM

Notice Of Hearing (02/24/11 @ 2:00pm)

Deborah Bail

1/27/2011

MOTN

CCNELSRF

Motion for Order Sanctioning Defendants for
Contempt

Deborah Bail

AFSM

CCNELSRF

Affidavi1 of Phillip Oberrecht In Support Of Motion Deborah Bail
for Order Sanctioning Defendants for Contempt

AFSM

CCNELSRF

Affidavit of Leasholder W. Anthony Park In
Support Of Motion for Order Sanctioning
Defendants for Contempt

Deborah Bail

MEMO

CCNELSRF

Memorandum In Support Of Motion for Order
Sanctioning Defendants for Contempt

Deborah Bail

MISC

CCWRrGRM

Plaintiffs Joinder in Defendants Response to
Motion for Order Sanctioning Defendants for
Contempt

Deborah Bail

RSPN

CCWRIGRM

Response to Motion for Order Sanctioning
Defendants for Contempt

Deborah Bail

2/16/2011

AFFD

CCMASTLW

Affidavit of George Bacon in Opposition to Motion Deborah Bail
for Order Sanctioning Defendants for Contempt

2/22/2011

MOTN

CCGARDAL

Motion to Intervene (Lempesis for Preist Lake)

Deborah Bail

AFSM

CCGARDAL

Affidavit In Support Of Motion to Intervene

Deborah Bail

CCGARDAL

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Intervene

Deborah Bail

VENU

CCNELSRF

Change Of Venue - Transferred Out Of County Order for Change of Venue to Valley County

Deborah Ball

MISC

CCNELSRF

Hand Delivered to Judge McLaughlin on 03/29/11 Deborah Bail

CDIS

CCNElSRF

Civil Disposition entered for: Bacon, George,
Deborah Bail
Defendant; State Board Of land Commissioners,
Defendant; Babcock Et AI, Other Party; Priest
Lake State Lessees Association Inc. Other Party;
State Endowment land Beneficiaries. Plaintiff;
Wasden, Lawrence G Hon. Plaintiff. Filing date:
3/29/2011

STAT

CCNELSRF

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Deborah Bail

MiSe

CCNELSRF

Deborah Bail

MISC

CCNELSRF

,,··...•• ..• ..·****.....NO MORE
ENTRIES***'-"""*-"""*"
•••******•• ***.*****.~() ~()~~
ENTRIES""·... *·--"..•..

12/23/2010

2/15/2011

MEMO
3/29/2011

Judge

t.

Deborah Bail
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Case: CV-2010-0000436-C Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Gladys Babcock, etal. vs. Idaho Board of Land Commissioners, etal.

Date

Code

User

10/22/2010

NCOC

HON

New Case Filed - Other Claims

APER

HON

Plaintiff: Backbock, Gladys Appearance Phillip S. Michael McLaughlin
Oberrecht

HON

Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not Michael McLaughlin
listed in categories B-H, or the other A listings
below Paid by: hall, farley, oberrecht & blanton
Receipt number: 0005774 Dated: 10/22/2010
Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: Backbock, Gladys
(plaintiff)

APER

HON

Plaintiff: Backbock, Gladys Appearance Colleen
Denise Zahn

Michael McLaughlin

COMP

HON

Complaint Filed

Michael McLaughlin

SMIS

HON

Summons Issued

Michael McLaughlin

DOSI

HON

Summons: Document Service Issued: on

Michael McLaughlin

Judge
Michael McLaughlin

10/22/2010 on Idaho Board of Land
Commissioners; ASsigned to Private Server.
Service Fee of $0.00.

10/25/2010

DOSI

HON

Summons: Document Service Issued: on
10/2212010 for George Bacon; ASSigned to
Private Server. Service Fee of $0.00

Michael McLaughlin

DOSS

GARRISON

Summons: Document Returned Served on
10/22/2010 to Idaho Board of Land
Commissioners; Assigned to Private Server.
Service Fee of $0.00.

Michael McLaughlin

DOSS

GARRISON

Summons: Document Returned Served on
Michael McLaughlin
10/25/2010 to George Bacon; Assigned to Private
Server. Service Fee of $0.00.

AFSV

GARRISON

Affidavit Of Service

Michael McLaughlin

AFSV

GARRISON

Affidavit Of Service

Michael McLaughlin

NOSV

GARRISON

Notice Of Service of Discovery Requests

Michael McLaughlin

GARRISON

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Michael McLaughlin
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
Vicki Wielgos Receipt number: 0006097 Dated:
11/10/2010 Amount: $14.00 (Check)

AMCO

GARRISON

Amended Complaint Filed

Michael McLaughlin

SMIS

GARRISON

Summons Issued

Michael McLaughlin

DOSI

GARRISON

Summons: Document Service Issued: on
11/10/2010 to Idaho Board of Land
Commissioners; Assigned to Private Server.
Service Fee of $0.00. Another Summons

Michael McLaughlin

DOSI

GARRISON

Michael McLaughlin
Summons: Document Service Issued: on
11/10/2010 to George Bacon; Assigned to Private
Server. Service Fee of $0.00.

ACSV

GARRISON

Acceptance Of Service of Another Summons &
Complaint

11/10/2010

11/18/2010

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CV-2010-0000436-C Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Gladys Babcock, etal. vs. Idaho Board of Land Commissioners, etal.

Judge

Date

Code

User

11/1812010

DOSS

GARRISON

Summons: Document Returned Served on
Michael McLaughlin
11/18/2010 to George Bacon; Assigned to Private
Server. Service Fee of $0.00.

MOTN

GARRISON

Motion to Dismiss Amended Complaint or, in the
Alternative, Motion to Stay

MEMO

GARRISON

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss
Michael McLaughlin
Amended Complaint or, in the Alternative, Motion
to Stay

AFFD

GARRISON

Affidavit of D. John Ashby

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

GARRISON

Affidavit of Bob Brammer

Michael McLaughlin

11/24/2010

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel
01/05/2011 02:30 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

12/612010

NOTH

GARRISON

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

12/8/2010

HRSC

KAY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary Michael McLaughlin
Judgment 01/20/2011 03:30 PM)

12/912010

MOTN

DEREE

Plaintiffs motion for partial summary judgment re: Michael McLaughlin
contract claims

MISC

DEREE

Plaintiffs memorandum in support of motion for
partial summary judgment re: contract claims

AFFD

DEREE

Affidavit of Colleen D Zahn in support of Plaintiffs Michael McLaughlin
motion for partial summary judgment

12/10/2010

NOTC

HON

Notice of Errata RE: Caption

Michael McLaughlin

12/13/2010

NOTC

HON

Amended Notice of Errata RE: Caption

Michael McLaughlin

12/15/2010

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 0211712011 03:00 PM)

Michael McLaughlin

12/17/2010

NOTC

DEREE

Notice of hearing re: Plaintiffs motion to motion
for summary judgment

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

HON

Plaintiffs' Motion to Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

HON

Memorandum in support of Plaintiffs' Motion to
Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

HON

Affidavit of Mikela A French in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion to Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

HON

Affidavit of W Anthony Park in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion to Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

NOTH

HON

Notice Of Hearing RE: Plaintiffs' Motion to
Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

12/20/2010

STIP

GARRISON

Stipulation To Allow Ptfs Motion For Summary
Judgment To Be Heard in Ada County

Michael McLaughlin

12/2212010

STIP

PERRY

Sflpulation For Dismissal Of Plaintiff Montford M.
Brooks

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

GARRISON

Memorandum in Opposition to Defs' Motion to
Dismiss Amended Complaint, Or, In the
Alternative, Motion to Stay

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CV-2010-0000436-C Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Gladys Babcock, etal. vs. Idaho Board of Land Commissioners, etal.

Date

Code

User

12/22/2010

AFFD

GARRISON

Affidavit of Phillip S. Oberrecht in Support of
Opposition to Defs' Motion to Dismiss Amended
Complaint, Or, rn the Alternative, Motion to Stay

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

GARRISON

Motion For Leave to File Overlength
Memorandum, and Memorandum in Support

Michael McLaughlin

STIP

GARRISON

Stipulation & Order For Dismissal of Plaintiff
Montford M. Brooks--Order on Page 5 of
Stipulation

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

GARRISON

Order Allowing Plaintiffs' Motion For Summary
Judgment to Be Heard ·In Ada County

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

GARRISON

Order Denying Motion For Leave to File
Overlength Memorandum (Page 4-- Denied

Michael McLaughlin

12/27/2010

Judge

fl

fl
)

12/29/2010

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary
Judgment 02/24/2011 02:00 PM)

12/3012010

NOTC

HON

Notice of Vacating Hearing on Defendant's Motion Michael McLaughlin
to Dismiss

HRVC

HON

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on
01/05/2011 02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Land
Board's Motn to Dismiss or Motion to Stay &
Plaintiffs Motion to Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

1/5/2011

NOTC

DEREE

Amended notice of hearing re: Ptf motion for
partial summary judgment re: contract claims

Michael McLaughlin

1/13/2011

MOTN

HON

Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment RE: Contract Claims

Michael McLaughlin

STIP

HON

Stipulation To Allow Cross-Motion for Summary
Michael McLaughlin
Judgment and Motion to Consolidate to Be Heard
in Ada County

1/18/2011

ORDR

PERRY

Order - praintiffs Motion to Consolidate and
Defendants' Cross-Claim Motion For Partial
Summary Judgment Re: Contract Claims to be
heard in Ada County 02/24/2011

Michael McLaughlin

1/2012011

STIP

PERRY

Stipulation To Dismiss Claims

Michael McLaughlin

1/25/2011

MEMO

PERRY

Memorandum In Support Of Defendants'
Michael McLaughlin
Cross-Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Contract Claims And In Opposition To Plaintiffs'
Motion For Partial Summary Judgment

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Meryl W. Clark

AFFD

PERRY

Second Affidavit Of Bob Brammer In Support Of Michael McLaughlin
Defendants' Cross-Motion For Partial Summary
Judgment Re: Contract Claims And In Opposition
To Plaintiffs' Motion For Partial Summary
Judgment

NOTH

PERRY

Second Amended Notice Of Hearing Re: (1)
Plaintiffs Motion For Partial Summary Judgment
Re: Contract Claims and (2) Motion To
Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

Order Re: Stipulation To Dismiss Claims

Michael McLaughlin

1/26/2011

ORDR

PERRY

Michael McLaughlin

Michael Mclaughlin
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Case: CV-2010-0000436-C Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Gladys Babcock, etal. vs. Idaho Board of Land Commissioners, etal.

Date

Code

User

1/26/2011

NOTH

HON

Notice Of Hearing on Defendants' Motion for
Michael McLaughlin
Partial Summary Judgment RE Contract Claims

2/1012011

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Anne Herndon In Support Of Plaintiffs' Michael McLaughlin
Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Contract Claims

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Jim Hancock In Support Of Plaintiffs'
Motion For Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Contract Claims

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of James T. Schulze In Support Of
Plaintiffs' Motion For Partial Summary Judgment
Re: Contract Claims

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

PERRY

Affidavit Of Patricia T. Totten In Support Of
Plaintiffs' Motion For Partial Summary Judgment
Re: Contract Claims

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

HON

Plaintiffs Lessees' Memorandum in Opposition to Michael McLaughlin
Defendants' Cross-Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment RE: Contract Claims

MOTN

GARRISON

Defs' Motion & Memorandum in Support of Motion Michael McLaughlin
to Strike & Disregard Affidavits of Totten,
Hancock, Herndon & Schultz

REPL

GARRISON

Defs' Reply Memorandum in Support of
Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Re:
Contract Claims

MEMO

GARRISON

Memorandum In Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to Michael McLaughlin
Consolditate

2/18/2011

AFFD

GARRISON

Affidavit of Clay R. Smith in Support of
Michael McLaughlin
Memorandum In Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion to
Consolditate

2/22/2011

REPL

GARRISON

Reply in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to
Consolditate

MISC

GARRISON

Lessees' Opposition to Defs' Motion &
Michael McLaughlin
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike &
Disregard Affidavits of Totten, Hancock, Herndon
& Schultz

MISC

GARRISON

Limited Entry of Appearance

Michael McLaughlin

APER

GARRISON

Defendant Idaho Board of Land Commissioners
Appearance Clay R. Smith

Michael Mclaughlin

STIP

THOMPSON

Stipulation Regarding Facts and Discovery

Michael McLaughlin

INHD

GARRISON

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Michael McLaughlin
held on 02/24/2011 02:00 PM: Interim Hearing
Held Plaintiffs Motion To Consolidate &
Defendants' Cross-Claim For Partial Summary
Judgment Re: Contract Claims Fran Morris

3/8/2011

MEMO

THOMPSON

Memorandum Decision Re: Plaintiffs Motion to
Consolidate

Michael McLaughlin

3/10/2011

MEMO

HON

Plaintiffs' Reply Memorandum in Support of
Motion for Order Sanctioning
Defendants/Respondents for Contempt

Michael McLaughlin

2/17/2011

2/23/2011

2/24/2011

Judge

--_.-

-_.-

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin
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Case: CV-2010-0000436-C Current Judge: Michael McLaughlin
Gladys Babcock, eta!. vs. Idaho Board of Land Commissioners, etal.

Date

Code

User

3/15/2011

HRSC

THOMPSON

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
03/18/2011 01 :00 PM) Future scheduling of
motions and other proceedings

Michael McLaughlin

3/1812011

INHD

GARRISON

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
03/18/2011 01:00 PM: Interim Hearing Held
Future scheduling of motions and other
proceedings

Michael McLaughlin

3/2112011

NOTH

HON

Notice Of Hearing On Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Michael McLaughlin
Summary Judgment RE: Contract Claims

NOTH

HON

Notice Of Hearing On Plaintiffs Motion for Order
Sanctioning Defendants For Contempt

Michael McLaughlin

NOTH

GARRISON

Notice Of Hearing On Ptfs Motion for Summary
Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

HON

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
Michael McLaughlin
04/12/2011 03:00 PM) Plaintiffs Motion for Order
Sanctioning Defendants for Contempt

HRSC

HON

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
Michael McLaughlin
05/0312011 02:00 PM) Plaintiffs Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment RE: Contract Claims

NOTH

GARRISON

Notice Of Hearing on Def State Board of Land
Commissioners Cross Motion for Summary
Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

ORDR

THOMPSON

Order for Intervention By Priest Lake State
Lessees Association, Inc.

Michael McLaughlin

4/12/2011

INHD

GARRISON

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
04/12/2011 03:00 PM: Interim Hearing Held
Plaintiffs Motion for Order Sanctioning
Defendants for Contempt

Michael McLaughlin

4/1812011

HRSC

THOMPSON

Hearing Scheduled (Review 04/28/2011 04:00
PM)

Michael McLaughlin

4/1912011

MEMO

THOMPSON

Plaintiffs'lIntervenors' Memorandum in Opposition Michael McLaughlin
to Attorney General's Motion for Summary
Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C. 58-310A

AFFD

THOMPSON

Affidavit of P. S. Oberrecht in Opposition to
Attorney General's Motion for Summary
Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C. 58-310A

Michael McLaughlin

4/20/2011

MOTN

THOMPSON

Joinder in Motion for Mandatory Mediation

Michael McLaughlin

4/21/2011

MEMO

THOMPSON

Consolidated Defendant Intervenor's
Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

THOMPSON

Affidavit of C.B. Lempesis, in Support of
Consolidated Defendant Intervenor's
Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

THOMPSON

Affidavit of d Morse, Cre Mai, in Support of
Consolidated Defendant Intervenor's
Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

3/22/2011

Judge
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Idaho Board of Land Commissioners, etal.

Judge

User
THOMPSON

Affidavit of Jennifer Lehn, in Support of
Consolidated Defendant Intervenor's
Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

THOMPSON

Affidavit of Bert A. Belles, in Support of
Consolidated Defendant Intervenor's
Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

HON

Affidavit of Ron Jensen in Support of
Consolidated Defendant intervenor's
Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

4/22/2011

AFFD

HON

Affidavit of Mike Schmitz, In Support of
Consolidated Defendant Intervenor's
Memorandum in Opposition to Consolidated
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

4f2712 0 11

MOTN

GRINDOL

Motion Of Extention Of Time To File Reply
Michael McLaughlin
Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For
Summary Judgment

MEMO

THOMPSON

Reply Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs
Motion for Summary Judgment

Michael Mclaughlin

4/28/2011

DCHH

THOMPSON

Hearing result for Status held on 04/28/2011
04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Sue Wolfe
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated:

Michael McLaughlin

5/212011

OR DR

THOMPSON

Order Granting Motion of Extention

Michael McLaughlin

5/3/2011

DCHH

THOMPSON

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on
Michael McLaughlin
05/0312011 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel(
Court Reporter: Sue Wolfe
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearlng
estimated: Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment RE: Contract Claims! & Motn For SJ &
Defs Cross Motion for SJ

ADVS

THOMPSON

Case Taken Under Advisement

Michael McLaughlin

5/13/2011

MEMO

THOMPSON

Memorandum Decision and Order in Re
Contempt

Michael McLaughlin

5/16/2011

MiSC

GARRISON

Objection to Any Order of Injuntive Relief Without Michael McLaughlin
a Hearing

AFFD

GARRISON

3rd Affidavit of Bob Brammer

Michael McLaughlin

REQT

HON

Defendant's Request for Partial Reconsideration
of memorandum Decision and Order RE
Contempt

Michael McLaughlin

5/23/2011

AFSV

HON

Affidavit Of Service to Correct Certificate of
Service

Michael McLaughlin

5/25/2011

OPPO

GRINDOL

Lessees' Opposition To Defendants' Motion For
Partial Reconsideration Of Memorandum
Decision And Order Re Contempt

Michael McLaughlin

4/21/2011
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Gladys Babcock, etal. vs. Idaho Board of Land Commissioners, etal.

Date

Code

User

5/25/2011

MOTN

HON

Motion to Realign Defendants State Board of
Michael McLaughlin
Land Commissioners and George Bacon as Party
Plaintiffs in CV-OC-2010-23751 and Supporting
Memorandum

5/26/2011

MEMO

HON

Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Realign Michael McLaughlin
Defendants State Board of Land Commissioners
and George Bacon as Party Plaintiffs in
CV-OC-2010-23751

5/31/2011

STIP

GARRISON

Stipulated Motion For Motions to be Heard in Ada Michael McLaughlin
County

6/312011

REPL

HON

Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to
Michael McLaughlin
Realign Defendants State Board of land
Commissioners and George Bacon As Plaintiffs in
No. CV-OC-2010-237S1

ORDR

THOMPSON

Order

Michael McLaughlin

REPL

PERRY

Reply Memorandum In Support Of Defendants'
Request For Partial Reconsideratiohn Of
Memorandum Decision And Order Re Contempt

Michael McLaughlin

MEMO

PERRY

Memorandum Decision On (1) Plaintiffs' Motion
For Partial Summary Judgment Re: Contract
Claim (2) Defendants' Cross-Motion For Partial
Summary Judment Re: Contract Claims; and (3)
Attomey General's Motion For Summary
Judgment Re: Constitutionality of I.C. 58-310A

Michael McLaughlin

6/712011

REQT

HON

Plaintiff Wasden's Request for Entry of Final
Judgment under IRCP 56(a) and (c)

Michael McLaughlin

6/24/2011

HRSC

PERRY

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled
07121/2011 04:30 PM) Plaintiff Wasden's
Request for Entry of Final Judgment under IRCP
56(a) and (c)

Michael McLaughlin

NOTH

HON

Notice Of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

7/8/2011

NOTC

THOMPSON

Notice of Hearing on Consolidated Defendant
Intervenor's Motion for Mandatory Mediation

Michael McLaughlin

7/12/2011

MISC

GARRISON

OpPosition By Plaintiff Lawrence G. Wasden to
Motion for Mandatory Mediation

Michael McLaughlin

STIP

GARRISON

Stipulation To Allow Hearing on (1) Ptf Lawrence Michael McLaughlin
G. Wasden's Request for Entry of Fina'
Judgment; and (2) Def. Intervenor Priest Lake
State Lessees Association's Motion for Mandatory
Mediation to Be Heard in Ada County

MISC

GARRISON

Idaho Board of Land Commissioners & George
Bacon's Joinder in Attorney General'S Objection
to Motion for Mandatory Mediation

Michael McLaughlin

HRSC

GARRISON

Hearing Scheduled (Hearing SchedUled
07/22/201104:30 PM) Stip to hold hrng in Ada
filed 7/12

Michael McLaughlin

6/6/2011

7/13/2011

Judge

747
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7/18/2011

HRVC

THOMPSON

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled
on 07/21/2011 04:30 PM: Hearing Vacated
Plaintiff Wasden's Request for Entry of Final
Judgment under IRCP 56(a)/and (c)/Motion for
Mandatory Mediation

Michael McLaughlin

7/20/2011

OR DR

THOMPSON

Order Allowing (1) Plaintiff Lawrence G.
Wasden's Request for Entry of Final Judgment
and (2) Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake State
Lessees Assoc. Motion for Mandatory Mediation
To Be Heard in Ada County

Michael McLaughlin

7/22/2011

DCHH

PERRY

Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Michael McLaughlin
on 07/22/2011 11 :00 AM: District Court Hearing
Held
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 35 minute hearing

7/2712011

MEMO

THOMPSON

Memorandum Decision On (1)Plaintiff Wasden's Michael McLaughlin
Request for Entry of Final Judgment (2)Defendant
Intervenor Priest Lake State Lessees
Association's Motion for Mandatory Mediation

7/28/2011

MISC

THOMPSON

Plaintiff Wasden's Proposed Final Judgment

7/29/2011

MISC

THOMPSON

Plaintiff's Babcock, Et AI's Non-Opposition to
Michael McLaughlin
Plaintiff LG. Wasden's Form of (Proposed) Final
Judgment

8/212011

MISC

THOMPSON

Consolidated Defendant Intervenor, Priest Lake
State Lessees Assoc. Inc.'s, Non-Opposition to
Plaintiff LG.Wasden's Form of (Proposed) Final
Judgment

Michael McLaughlin

8/10/2011

JDMT

THOMPSON

Final Judgment Counts 1 & 2

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

THOMPSON

Notice of Appeal

Michael McLaughlin

APSC

THOMPSON

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Michael McLaughlin

8/1212011

CCOA

THOMPSON

Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal

Michael McLaughlin

8/24/2011

MISC

THOMPSON

Request for Additional Record

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

THOMPSON

Affidavit of Colleen D. Zahn in Support of
Michael McLaughlin
Defendants-Intervention Babcock Et AI's Verified
memorandum of Costs

MEMO

THOMPSON

Defendant's-In-Intervention Babcock Et AI's
Verified Memorandum of Costs

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

THOMPSON

Defendant's-In-Intervention Babcock, Et AI's
Motion for Costs

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

THOMPSON

Notice of Appeal Filed

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

PERRY

Request for Additional Record

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

THOMPSON

Motion to Strike Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake Michael McLaughlin
State Lessees Association's Request for
Additional Record

8/29/2011

8/30/2011

HRSC

THOMPSON

Judge

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/22/2011 01 :30
PM) Motion to Strike

Michael McLaughlin

Michael McLaughlin

748

Fou'
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8/30/2011

NOTH

PERRY

Notice Of Hearing

8/31/2011

MISC

PERRY

Idaho Board Of Land Commissioners And George Michael McLaughlin
Bacon's Joinder In Attorney General's Motion to
Strike Priest Lake State Lessees Association's
Request for Additional Record

MISC

GARRISON

Partial Opposition to Defendants-Intervention
Babcock, etal's Motion for Costs

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

THOMPSON

Clerk's Record and Transcript Due Date Reset

Michael McLaughlin

MISC

THOMPSON

Documents Filed

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

THOMPSON

Motion to Reopen Hearing on Consolidated
Plaintiff/Appellant's Motion for Summary
Judgment on the Constitutionality of IC 58-310A
For A Limited Evidentiary Purpose

Michael McLaughlin

MOTN

THOMPSON

Amended Motion to Augment and Supplement
Record Pursuant to IAR 19

Michael McLaughlin

AFFD

THOMPSON

Affidavit of Charles B. Lempesis in Support of
Respondent's Amended Motion to Augment and
Supplement Record Pursuant to tAR 19

Michael McLaughlin

9/12/2011

HRVC

THOMPSON

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
09/22/2011 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion
to Strike

9/1312011

MISC

THOMPSON

Documents Filed

Michael McLaughlin

9/14/2011

HRSC

THOMPSON

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/26/2011 10:00
AM) Motion to Strike-Motion to Reopen

Michael Mclaughlin

MOTN

THOMPSON

Motion to Reopen Hearing on Consolidated
Plaintiff/Appellant's Motion for Summary
Judgment on the Constitutionality of Idaho Code
58-310Afor a Limited Purpose

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

THOMPSON

Notice of Hearing on Priest Lake State Lessees
Assoc. , Inc.'s Motion to Reopen Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

NOTC

THOMPSON

Notice of Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

9/16/2011

RSPN

CGOODWIN

Response To Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake
Michael Mclaughlin
State Lessees Association's Amended Motion To
Augment Record and Motion to Reopen Hearing

9/19/2011

MISC

GARRISON

Idaho Board of Land Commissioners & George
Bacon's Joinder in Attorney General's Response
to Defendant Intervenor Priest Lake State
Lessees Association's Amended Motion to
Augment Record & Motion to Reopen Hearing

Michael McLaughlin

9/20/2011

BNDC

GARRISON

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 4650 Dated

Michael McLaughlin

9/2/2011

9/9/2011

Judge
Michael McLaughlin

9/2012011 for 100.00)
NOTA

GARRISON

NOTICE OF CROSS-APPEAL

Michael McLaughlin

749

Four

Date: 11/7/2011
Time: 08:09 AM
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9/26/2011

DCHH

THOMPSON

Judge
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
Michael McLaughlin
District Court Hearing Hel(
Court Reporter: Mia Martorelli
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Motion to Strike-Motion to Reopen 23
minutes
09/26/2011 10:00 AM:

912912011

ADVS

THOMPSON

Case Taken Under Advisement

Michael McLaughlin

TRAN

THOMPSON

Transcript Filed-Mia Martorelli

Michael McLaughlin

TRAN

THOMPSON

Transcript Filed-Fran Morris

Michael McLaughlin

750

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY

HaN. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his capacity
as Attorney General Of Idaho, ex rei STATE
ENDOWMENT LAND BENEFICIARIES,
Plaintiff/Appellant,

)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 39084-2011
Ada County Docket No. 2010-23751

)

v.

)
)

STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE
BACON, in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants/Respondents.

and

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

)
)

GLADYS BABCOCK, et. AI.,

)
)

Defendants-I n-I ntervention-Respondents

)
)

and

)

PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOCIATION,
INC.,

)
)
)

)
Defendant Intervenor-Respondents

GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the Babcock
TRUST, et. AI.,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiffs,

)

)
v.
STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE
BACON, in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,
Defendants.

Valley County Docket No. 2010-436

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I, ARCHIE N. BANBURY, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for
the County of Valley, do hereby certify that the following is a list of exhibits,
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 1

NO.

DESCRIPTION

1

Affidavit Of Bob Brammer (11/18/2010)

2

Affidavit Of Steven W. Strack (12/02/2010)

3

Affidavit Of Leaseholder W. Anthony Park In Support Of Motion To Intervene 12/10/2010)

4

Affidavit Of D. John Ashby (12/13/2010)

5

Affidavit Of Bob Brammer (12/13/2010)

6

Affidavit OfW. Anthony Park In Support Of Plaintiffs' Motion To Consolidate (12/17/2011)

7

Second Affidavit Of Bob Brammer In Support Of Defendants' Cross-Motion For Partial Summary
Judgment Re: Contract Claims And In Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion For Partial Summary Judgment
(01/25/2011)

8

Affidavit Of Phillip S. Oberrecht In Support Of Motion For Orderr Sanctioning Defendants For Contempt
(01/27/2011)

9

Affidavit Of Leaseholder W. Anthony Park In Support Of Motion For Order Sanctioning Defendants
For Contempt (01/27/2011)

10

Affidavit Of Clay R. Smith In Support Of Memorandum In Opposition To Motion To Consolidate
(02/18/2011 )

11

Affidavit Of Phillip S. Oberrecht In Opposition To Attorney General's Motion For Summary Judgment
Re: Constitutionality OfLC. §58-31 Oa (04/19/2011)
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court this

day

of November, 2011.
ARCHIE N. BANBURY,
Clerk of the District Court

By: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS - 2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his capacity
as Attorney General Of Idaho, ex rei STATE
ENDOWMENT LAND BENEFICIARIES,
Plaintiff/Appellant,
v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE
BACON, in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,
Defendants/Respondents.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Supreme Court Docket No. 39084-2011
Ada County Docket No. 2010-23751

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF
SERVICE

)
and
GLADYS BABCOCK, et. AI.,
Defendants-I n-I ntervention-Respondents
and
PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOCIATION,
INC.,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
Defendant Intervenor-Respondents

)
)

)
GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the Babcock
TRUST, et. AI.,
Plaintiffs,

)
)
)
)
)

v.

)
)

STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE
BACON, in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants.

Valley County Docket No. 2010-436

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-1

I, ARCHIE N. BANBURY, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley, do hereby certify that I have personally served or
mailed, by United States Mail, postage prepaid, one copy of the Clerk's Record and any Reporter's
Transcript to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows:
Idaho Attorney General's Office
954 W. Jefferson, 2 nd Floor
Boise, ID 83720
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
Merlyn W. Clark
D. John Ashby
877 Main St. Ste. 1000
Boise, ID 83701-1617

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said
Court this

day of November, 2011.
ARCHIE N. BANBURY, CLERK
By_______________________
Deputy

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE - 2

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF VALLEY
HON. LAWRENCE G. WASDEN, in his capacity
as Attorney General Of Idaho, ex rei STATE
ENDOWMENT LAND BENEFICIARIES,

STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE
BACON, in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Defendants/Respondents.

)

Plaintiff/Appellant,
v.

Supreme Court Docket No. 39084-2011
Ada County Docket No. 2010-23751

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO
RECORD

)

)
and
GLADYS BABCOCK, et. AI.,
Defendants-I n-I ntervention-Respondents

)
)
)
)
)
)

and

)

PRIEST LAKE STATE LESSEES ASSOCIATION,
INC.,

)
)

Defendant Intervenor-Respondents

)

)

)

)
GLADYS BABCOCK, as Trustee of the Babcock
TRUST, et. AI.,
Plaintiffs,

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Valley County Docket No. 2010-436

)

STATE BOARD OF LAND
COMMISSIONERS, and GEORGE
BACON, in his official capacity as Director
of the Idaho Department of Lands,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I, ARCHIE N. BANBURY, Clerk of the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 1

State of Idaho, in and for the County of Valley, do hereby certify that the foregoing Record in this
cause was compiled and bound under my direction and contains true and correct copies of all
pleadings, documents and papers designated to be included under Rule 28, IAR, the Notice of
Appeal, any Notice of Cross-Appeal, and any additional documents requested to be included.
I do further certify that all documents, x-rays, charts and pictures offered or admitted as
exhibits in the above entitled cause, if any, will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court
along with the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's Record as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho
Appellate Rules.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court this
day of November, 2011.

ARCHIE N. BANBURY
Clerk of the District Court
By_______________________
Deputy

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE TO RECORD - 2

